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Introduction
The David Davis Mansion, once the focal point of a 1,200-acre late nineteenth century
suburban estate, was built between 1870 and 1872 for Judge David Davis near the outskirts of
Bloomington, Illinois (Figures 1-4). Currently, the house and surrounding grounds are owned by the
State of Illinois, and operated by the Historic Sites Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, as
the David Davis Mansion State Historic Site. During 1991 and 1992 an extensive restoration and
upgrading project was undertaken at the State of Illinois and the Davis Mansion State Historic Site.
The primary goal of the restoration project was to return the house and associated grounds to a time
period shortly after the 1872 completion of the house. Besides the structural foundation and roof
repairs associated with a typical restoration project, the restoration activity at the David Davis
Mansion also included substantial ground disturbing activities, particularly associated with the
installation of underground utility lines, construction of a wheelchair lift, as well as the relocation of
an early brick automobile garage.
As part of this restoration project, pursuant with Section 707 of the State Agency Historic
Resources Protection Act (Illinois Compiled Statutes, Chapter 20, para 3420/1 et seq.), the Historic
Sites Division (Illinois Historic Preservation Agency) contracted with Fever River Research
(Springfield, Illinois) to undertake cultural resource investigations at the David Davis Mansion State
Historic Site.1 The objective of the cultural resource investigations was to determine if significant
subsurface archaeological resources might be impacted by the proposed construction activity. These
investigations were conducted in two phases, over a two-year period. The first phase, which was
conducted during the summer of 1991, consisted of the pro-active excavation of test units in selected
areas prior to the proposed construction activity. The majority of these excavations were conducted
by hand methods, supplemented by the occasional use of a backhoe. The second phase of the work,
which was conducted during late 1991 through the middle of 1992, consisted of the monitoring of
construction activity during its implementation (such as during the excavation of utility line
trenches).
As a result of these investigations, several significant subsurface features (including the
physical remains of the earlier Jesse Fell House and associated features associated with the pre-1870
occupation of the property) were located. Although detailed letter reports summarizing the methods
and results of the fieldwork conducted in 1991 and 1992 were written shortly after completion of the
fieldwork, funds were not available for completing the analysis of the artifacts recovered at that time,
nor for the completion of an adequate report (Mansberger 1991, 1992). The ex isting report
summarizes the methods and results of the fieldwork work conducted by Fever River Research
during the restoration project.

1

The David Davis State Historic Site is also known as archaeological site 11ML117. The archaeological component of the
David Davis Mansion restoration project was a complex affair that stretched over several years (see Appendix I; Project
Correspondence).
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Figure 1. Location of the David Davis Mansion State Historic Site, Bloomington, Illinois
(Bloomington East, IL, 1998 7.5-minute USGS Topographic map).
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Figure 2. Contemporary view of David Davis Mansion, with the Woodhouse in the background (Photograph by Ken Kashian,
David Davis Mansion Foundation 1994).
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Figure 3. Interpretive site plan, illustrating the grounds of Clover Lawn during its later
nineteenth century glory, and prior to the breakup of the property (top), and results of
twentieth century subdivision of Davis landholdings (bottom; 1960). North is to the left of each
image.
4

Figure 4. Existing site plan of the David Davis State Historic Site, illustrating conditions as they appeared in 1990. The red line
delimits the boundaries of the David Davis State Historic Site. North is to the left of the image.
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Historical Context2
David Davis (1815-1886) was a wealthy, influential Illinois attorney that became state
legislator (1844), judge of the Illinois Judicial Circuit Court (1848), diligent supporter of Abraham
Lincoln, U.S. Supreme Court judge (1862), administrator of Abraham Lincoln's estate after the
president's assassination, two-time presidential nominee (1872, 1876), and United States Senator
(Figure 5). Upon President Garfield's assassination in 1881, Davis was elected President pro tem of
the Senate and unofficially was referred to as Vice President of the United States. The life and career
of Judge David Davis is detailed in his biography Lincoln's Manager, David Davis (King 1960) and
summarized in The David Davis Mansion Volunteer Manual (1988:45; hereafter referred to as
DDMVM). It is not the purpose of this report to present a detailed historical context of Davis and his
career.
Born in Cecil County, Maryland in 1815, David Davis attended Kenyon College in Ohio
where he graduated in 1832. Davis then studied law in the office of Henry Bishop in Lenox,
Berkshire County, Massachusetts. It was while studying in Bishop’s office, that he met his future
wife Sarah Walker (the daughter of William Walker, the presiding probate judge in Berkshire
County). After proposing to his future wife, Davis moved to the central Illinois community of Pekin
(Tazewell County) in 1835, where he opened a law office. The following year, Davis purchased the
law practice of Bloomington attorney Jesse Fell and moved to that community. In October 1838,he
married his fiancé, and the couple set up housekeeping in Bloomington, apparently in a new house
constructed by Davis for his wife. This house was located “on the top of the knoll just east of the
Gridley place on East Grove Street.” In 1838, Davis also acquired from Jesse Fell the farmstead (and
farmhouse) on the east side of Bloomington previously developed by Fell. At that time, Davis
moved into the relatively new Fell residence, and soon enlarged the house and improved the grounds
creating his Clover Lawn farm (Figure 6). David and his wife Sarah had seven children, only two of
whom lived to adulthood, George Perrin Davis and Sarah "Sallie" Davis. (DDMVM 1988,; II-25; see
also, “The Last Look,” The [Bloomington, Ill.] Daily Pantagraph, June 20, 1886).
After moving to Bloomington, Davis’ legal career quickly took root, and even though the later
1830s and 1840s were hard economic times in Illinois, Davis was quite successful and amassed a
fortune in land speculation. During this time period, Davis cheaply purchased a large parcel of land
(1,900 acres) from a bankrupt client. Additionally, he acquired other parcels of land by paying the
delinquent taxes on these properties. Through such land transactions, Davis acquired over 2,700
acres of prime McLean County farmland by 1845. By the middle 1840s, Davis began pursuing a
political career, and in 1844 he was elected to the Illinois legislature, and a few years later, in 1848, he
became Judge of the Eighth Judicial Circuit. During this time, Davis developed a close friendship
with Abraham Lincoln. After Lincoln’s rise to the Presidency, Lincoln appointed Davis to the U.S.
2

Much of the historical context presented here was taken from the earlier report prepared by Fever River Research,and entitled
The David Davis Woodhouse: An Analysis of the Historic Artifacts Recovered During Restoration (Mansberger and Warren
1990).
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Supreme Court in 1862. Davis also was appointed as Lincoln’s executor after his assassination in
1865. In 1871, Davis pursued unsuccessfully the Republican nomination for the presidency.
Although urged to consider another run for the presidency in 1876 (this time by the Democrats),
Davis instead successfully pursued a seat in the U.S. Senate. In 1877, after resigning from the U.S.
Supreme Court, Davis returned to Washington, D.C. as a U.S. Senator, and in 1881, Davis presided
as president Pro-Tem of that body. Davis’ senate term expired in 1882. Davis’ wife Sarah died in
1879, and after returning to Bloomington after the expiration of his senate term, Judge Davis married
his second wife, Miss Addie Burr, in 1883. Judge Davis died shortly afterwards in June 1886, the
victim of a carbuncle on his shoulder that was later diagnosed as diabetes.
David Davis' son, George Perrin Davis, occupied the Mansion after the death of his father.
George Davis was one of the longest occupants of the house. At his death in 1917 he had lived
within the Mansion for nearly 30 years (DDMVM 1988:55). George and his wife had three children
that were approximately 8, 10, and 16 years old when they moved into the Mansion, circa 1886.
Educated as a lawyer, George Davis became the manager for his father's properties, which he would
later inherit. After the death of George's wife in 1921, the house was occupied by George's son,
David Davis III. David Davis III remained in the Davis Mansion until his death in 1941. His wife
remained in the house through her death in 1959. In late 1959 (and early 1960), having been
occupied only by the Davis family since its construction, the Mansion and many of its early
furnishings were deeded to the State of Illinois (Illinois State Historical Library).3 The David Davis
Mansion and grounds were listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1972, and was
elevated to the status of a National Historic Landmark in 1975. Initially the property was managed
by Illinois State Normal University (now Illinois State University) for the Illinois State Historical
Library. In 1961, the David Davis Mansion came under the guidance of the Illinois Department of
Conservation (IDOC), and with the reorganization of the IDOC in 1985, by the Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency. The Mansion and grounds underwent a five-year restoration beginning in the
later 1980s, formally re-opening in December 1992 (Blanchette 1993).

3

The transfer to the State of Illinois was undertaken through two separate deeds, one in December 1959 and the second in
January 1960.
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Figure 5. Three views of David Davis. TOP: With wife Sarah, probably taken shortly after
their wedding, very late 1830s or early 1840s (DDMF 1994: 6). BOTTOM LEFT: David Davis
during years as prominent attorney. BOTTOM RIGHT: David Davis in later years as U.S.
Supreme Court Judge.
8

Figure 6. View of the Davis estate in the later 1860s, as depicted in Bird’s Eye View of
Bloomington, Illinois (Ruger 1867). Top: Panoramic view of eastern edge of Bloomington,
illustrating the Davis estate. Bottom: Detail of Davis residence, illustrating the older
Fell/Davis residence.
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Figure 7. Undated photograph of the David Davis residence prior to the construction of the Mansion in 1870-72. This view
probably was taken just prior to the construction of the Mansion. The original portion of this house was built by Jesse Fell in circa
1838, and occupied by David Davis and his family from circa 1844 through 1870. This frame dwelling is a traditional five-bay Ihouse with rear kitchen extension—typical of the housing associated with pre-Civil War farm families in Illinois (see Mansberger
and Stratton 2013 for I-house context). This particular house has wide decorative pilasters and a front-projecting wall dormer
typical of the eclectic 1850s (Hickey 1981; 1990:162).
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Figure 8. Mid-nineteenth century illustration of the early Fell/Davis residence (Spaulding 1866). This illustration apparently
depicts the house prior to its relocation off the grounds of the David Davis Mansion. The original Fell residence represents the rear
service wing from the 1830s, whereas the larger front portion represents the circa 1850s addition constructed by David Davis
(DDMVM 1988; Based on a photograph by Seabird [?] and Brother, Bloomington, Illinois).
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Figure 9. Pair of undated photographs illustrating the early Fell and Davis residence, presumably prior to its removal to Colton
Avenue. Left: View looking east, with the original Fell residence to the left, and the Davis addition to the right. Middle and Right:
Two views of the same photograph. The middle image depicts a small side-gable structure immediately to the rear of the service
wing, but does not clearly depict the rear porch. The right image, illustrates the rear porch details with greater clarity.
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CLOVER LAWN AND THE DAVID DAVIS MANSION
The David Davis Mansion and associated grounds were known as Clover Lawn. Although
currently located within the city limits of Bloomington, Clover Lawn was originally constructed as a
working farm—not by the Davis family, but by an early McLean County pioneer named Jesse Fell.4
It was not until after Davis’ acquisition of the property that its function shifted from a working farm
to a large suburban estate.
Fell was born in Chester County, Pennsylvania in 1808, and after studying law in Ohio, he
moved to Illinois in the fall of 1832, initially settling in Jacksonville. In the spring of 1833, Fell
arrived in Bloomington and began the practice of law. Fell married Hester Brown, of Tazewell
County, in January 1838, and Jesse and his wife settled in a house that he had constructed on a 190acre parcel of land located one-half mile east of the county courthouse in Bloomington (DDMVM
1988:70).5 Fell, while reminiscing at David Davis’ funeral in 1886, stated that
I first went to housekeeping on the spot where now stands Judge Davis’ home. I
owned the place containing about 190 acres, and had built a one-and-a-half story
house of five or six rooms. After the crash I became encumbered and turned the
place over to Mr. Davis. The little house that I built, and into which we moved after I
was married, and in which my son, Henry, and my daughter, Eliza, were born, was
added to by Mr. Davis and became the nice frame house occupied by the judge until
the erection of the present family dwelling (DDMVM 1988:71).
The “one-and-a-half story house of five or six rooms” constructed by Jesse Fell in circa 1835 was a
relatively small, frame dwelling constructed at an unknown location at Clover Lawn, but in close
proximity to the existing Davis Mansion (Figures 7-9).
David Davis purchased (or more appropriately, took possession of) the Fell residence, and
surrounding farm land, from Jesse Fell in July 1843, in lieu of a $1,250 debt owed by Fell to Davis
(and his law partner Wells Colton). In agreeing to settle his debt with Davis, Fell traded his farm for
Davis house. Davis wrote his law partner, “I have swapped my house with Fell—givinghim the loan
to boot—for his farm.” After the Davis family took possession of the farm, they moved into Fell's
frame house. Davis’ father-in-law (Judge Walker) described the working farm as a “splendid
situation—on high ground, ¼ of a mile from the road—with a wide avenue from the road to the
house… and a row of fine locusts on each side—and a fine farm of excellent land, cutting 50 tons of
4

Information on Jesse Fell can be obtained at http://mchistory.org/research/resources/jesse-w-fell.php. Besides the house
located at Clover Lawn, Jesse Fell is also known for a house that he constructed in Bloomington in 1856-57
(http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pnp/habshaer/il/il0100/il0167/data/il0167data.pdf).
5

Fell apparently acquired this farm in 1835. Whether Fell constructed a house on this site in 1835, or waited until his
marriage in 1838 is unknown. As such, this early residence was constructed sometime between 1835 and 1838. DDMVM
suggests that the house may have been constructed by Fell shortly after his acquisition of the land in 1835 (DDMVM 1988,
II-25)
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hay…" (DDMVM 1988, II-25).
By the late 1840s or early 1850s, the Davis family had become financially secure, and was
looking to enlarge and/or improve their social standing by means of a new house. Sometime shortly
after he gained title to the property, and as indicated by Fell, Davis “added to” the original dwelling
by constructing a substantial addition onto the house. This new addition, which is believed to have
been constructed in the early 1850s, consisted of a tall and narrow structure referred to by cultural
geographers and folklorists as an I-house.6 These traditional structures were common on the early
Midwestern landscape, generally associated with more successful farmer families. These house
consist of a two story structure one room deep by two rooms wide. Five-bay I-houses, such as that
constructed by Davis, generally have a central hallway on each floor, separating each of the two
rooms per floor. The new structure probably added formal or “public” space (such as two parlors)
on the ground floor, and two new bedrooms on the second floor. The new structure was connected
on the ground floor to the older Fell residence, which continued to be used albeit relegated to use as a
rear service, or kitchen wing.
One of the earlier depictions of Davis’ Clover Lawn estate is the Bird’s Eye View Of
Bloomington, Illinois (Ruger 1867) which depicts the Davis’ rural estate shortly before construction
on their new Mansion was initiated (Figure 6). This illustration depicts the Davis house and a single
outbuilding at the head of a long, tree-lined driveway. The house in this illustration conforms wellto
the historical depictions note above, with a rear service wing of 1½-stories (which probably
represents the original Fell residence) and a front wing representing a 5-bay I-house. The outbuilding
is sitting immediately to the east of the house and appears to represent fairly substantial nonagricultural structure, such as a summer kitchen and/or washhouse. This outbuilding is one-story in
height, and possibly represents a traditional one (single pen) or two (double pen or “Halland Parlor”)
room structure. It is of interest to note that the bird’s eye view does not depict any agricultural
outbuildings (such as a barn or carriage house). This omission may be a characteristic of the map
and/or map maker, who did not illustrate such outbuildings on his view, and does not necessarily
indicate the lack of such a structure at this time.
As Safiran (1991:6) notes, after the Davis’ had “decided to build a new home in Bloomington,
it is thought that the old house was moved to the east of the present mansion in order to make room
for its construction. The Davises continued to live in the old Fell house until the completion of the
new house in the fall of 1872.” Although it is unclear as to how far the old house was moved,
correspondence from the Davis family suggests it was not moved far. Safiran continues by noting
that letters from Sarah to David during the construction of the house indicated its close proximity to
the new residence then under construction. Sarah wrote that “I hear the noise of hammers from the
buildings outside and tis a sound I like, as they move briskly” (Sarah to David November 1, 1871;
DDMVM 1988, II-27; Safiran 1991:6). With the completion of the Mansion in late summer or early
fall (September-October) 1872, the Davis family “moved into the Mansion [and] the old house was
moved again.” Davis wrote to his son George in November 1872, “I have thought it would be a good
plan to advertise and sell the old house. I would like it moved off this winter…”. In 1886, again at
6

Mansberger and Stratton (2013) contains a context for I-houses in Illinois.
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Davis’ funeral, Jesse Fell recalled that “the old house was moved to the corner of Jefferson and
Colton Streets, and stood there until it was torn down, a few months ago…” (II-27; Last Look 1886)
In the spring of 1873, Sarah wrote to David, “It looks very odd without the old house” (DDMVM
1988:72-73).
By 1869, the Davises had decided to either build a new, larger and more appropriately styled
house in Bloomington or purchase one in Washington, D.C. Due to Sarah Davis' dislike for the
"tinsel and dross" of Washington life, the family decided to construct a new house at Clover Lawn.
During 1869, Davis hired the architect Alfred Piquenard to prepare plans and oversee the
construction of a new residence. In May 1870 construction began on their new house—one that was
to be one of the finest residences of its day in the state of Illinois. By the mid-summer of 1870
foundation work apparently had been completed, and work progressed rapidly on the house, which
was completed by late summer or early fall of 1872. The David Davis Mansion was built for Judge
Davis and his wife Sarah during the height of his political career (1870-72), while serving as a judge
on the U.S. Supreme Court. Originally estimated to cost $30,000, the final construction cost has been
estimated at nearly $75,000 (DDMVM 1988:50; Daily Pantagraph 1902).
Davis would have been well acquainted with the French-born Icarian architect Alfred
Piquenard (1826-1876), as he had been hired by the State of Illinois to design the Illinois State
Capitol (begun in 1867). Additional commissions undertaken by Piquenard at the time included the
McLean County Courthouse (Bloomington, 1869), as well as Bellmont, George Perrin Davis'
Bloomington residence (1869-70). Subsequent commissions undertaken by Piquenard include the
Iowa State House in Des Moines (begun 1871), and the Davis Block or Durley Hall Building (1872)
located in downtown Bloomington. Piquenard designed the Davis Mansion in the "residentialItalian
Villa style.” Attributes of this style include the buildings asymmetrical massing with its distinctive
tower and low pitched hip roof, overhanging and bracketed eave, and varied window treatment.
Other attributes distinctive about the Davis Mansion include the use of Milwaukee "Cream City" face
brick, and extensive use of ornamental ironwork. The distinctive tower with its Mansard roof is
typical of the Second Empire Style common during the late 1860s and 1870s (DDMVM 1988).
The Mansion at Clover Lawn was organized around a central hall (Figure 12) that ran from
the front door and entrance vestibule to the rear service areas of the house. Arranged around this hall
were the primary rooms. On the main floor, the primary rooms of the house were divided into
private family areas (Master Bedroom and Sitting Room) to the east and more formal entertainment
areas (Parlor and Dining Room) to the west (DDMVM 1988:1313). Upstairs were located four family
and guest bedrooms and two servant bedrooms. Unique to this house for this time period and
indicative of the Davis family's social and economic standing within the community, the Davis
Mansion contained gas lights, a centralized steam heating system, three bathrooms (the master
bathroom contained a bathtub with shower, washbasin, flush toilet, and sitz bath), a "modern"
kitchen with all the latest conveniences, and washbasins with hot and cold running water in all the
bedrooms including the two servant bedrooms, as well as a mechanical call-bell system. As the
DDMVM (1994:3) indicates, the “mansion boasted the latest in home improvements.”
An 1873 Bird’s Eye View of Bloomington, Illinois (Koch 1873) illustrates the Davis Mansion
shortly after its construction, and is an interesting comparison with the earlier bird’s eye view
15

(Figures 10-11). This view depicts the recently constructed Mansion and Woodhouse, as wellas the
older Barn, Carriage House, Foaling Shed, and ancillary agricultural outbuildings located in the barn
yard. The 1907 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a similar suite of buildings, including the
presence of a hog pen, corn crib, and hen house. This map labeled the south half of the Carriage
house as a “tool shed,” and the north half as a “buggy shed” (Figure 13).
Four outbuildings associated with the original Davis Mansion have survived to the present.
Three of these original outbuildings are arranged in a courtyard toward the rear of the property and
represent "in essence, a barnyard... [or] service area for family livestock, farm and lawn equipment,
carriages, wagons, and buggies" (DDMVM 1988:73). These frame buildings include a Barn/Stable
(circa 1856), a Carriage Barn (circa 1868), and Foaling Shed (circa 1872). The Barn/Stable and the
Carriage Barn pre-date the Davis Mansion and probably were associated with the earlier frame
Fell/Davis house (Halpin 1988). The Barn/Stable has the same architectural details (wide entablature
and pilasters) found on the 1850s I-house addition, and it is suspected that this large addition on the
house, and the barn, were both constructed at about the same time (mid-1850s). The Carriage Barn is
believed to date from the later 1860s. An 1868 receipt for $400 for a “Wagon Shed” from a local
contractor (R. Greenlee) is thought to document the construction of the Carriage Barn. Due to the
similarity in construction techniques and materials, the Foaling Shed is believed to have been
constructed about the same time as the Carriage Barn. An 1871 receipt for “Corn Crib & Hen
House” suggest that these outbuildings were constructed in that year—both of which are
documented on the 1907 Sanborn fire insurance map (DDMVM 1988, II-27).
The fourth extant outbuilding is a brick structure known as the Woodhouse. This outbuilding
is a large combination woodshed and privy that was constructed (1870-72) at the same time as the
Mansion at a location approximately 75’ to the north of the Mansion. Besides being utilized for the
storage of firewood, the building contained two small rooms facing the service wing of the Mansion
that functioned as in-door pit-toilets or privies (used primarily by the Davis Mansion staff and/or
servants (Mansberger and Warren 1991).7 Like the Mansion itself, Alfred Piquenard designed the
Woodhouse during the late 1860s and it was essentially complete by the fall of 1871. The single
story cruciform shaped (cross gable) building shares the same construction materials (Milwaukee
"Cream City" brick, slate roofing, matching millwork and paint schemes) and "Italian Villa" stylistic
elements (pedimented gables with bull's-eye windows, corner quoining and segmentalarch windows)
as the Mansion (DDMVM 1988:103-104). Sarah Davis in a November 1871 letter to her
husband-stated that
I am much pleased with our new woodhouse which goes on rapidly to completion. It
is the prettiest building of the kind I ever saw...." (DDMVM 1988:103).
The placement of the Woodhouse strategically between the Mansion and the barnyard effectively
7

One privy room was allocated for the women's use and the other was allocated for the men's use. Oral tradition maintains that
the west privy was the female toilet while the east privy was reserved for the male workers. Originally, the doors leading into
the Woodhouse privies were blocked from view by a lattice "modesty screen." It is believed that the Woodhouse privies
remained in use by the Mansion staff until the installation of the Mansion's basement bathroom (Room #21). Unfortunately, the
exact date of the installation of this room is not known.
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segregated the formal Mansion from the animal husbandry and agricultural activity areas at the site.
A fifth outbuilding was present at the Davis Mansion site at the time of the archaeological
investigations. This outbuilding, which did not date to the original Mansion era, was an early brick
automobile garage constructed by George Perrin Davis. An analysis of historic photographs suggests
that this outbuilding was constructed sometime between 1907 and 1912. George Davis purchased a
five-passenger Cadillac touring car in 1911, and it would suggest that this garage was probably
constructed at that time (DDMVM 1988:76; II-31). As part of the restoration of the Mansion
grounds, this structure—which was not built during the period of significance identified with the
site—was relocated to the north side of the Barn.
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Figure 10. View of the Davis estate (Clover Lawn) shortly after its construction, as depicted on the Bird’s Eye View of Bloomington,
Illinois (Koch 1873).
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Carriage Barn

Foaling Shed

Barn
Woodhouse

Figure 11. Detail view of the Clover Lawn grounds, as depicted on the Bird’s Eye View of Bloomington, Illinois (Koch 1873). This
view depicts the recently constructed Mansion and Woodhouse, as well as the older Barn, Carriage House, Foaling Shed, and
ancillary agricultural outbuildings located in the barn yard. The two shed-roofed buildings behind the barn probably represent
corn cribs.
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Figure 12. First floor plan of the David Davis Mansion (Middleton Associates 1987; David Davis Mansion Foundation 1994).
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Figure 13. Early twentieth century view of the grounds of the David Davis Mansion, as
depicted on the 1907 Sanborn fire insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1907).
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Previous Archaeological Investigations
At The David Davis Mansion
Between the middle 1980s through early 1990s, four separate archaeological projects were
undertaken at the David Davis Mansion State Historic Site (11ML117). In June and July, 1986 a
group of volunteer archaeologists from the Midwestern Archaeological Research Center (MARC) at
Illinois State University, under the direction of Keith Barr, conducted archaeological investigations at
the site. The primary objective of this research was to assess the character and/or composition of the
original paths leading from the Mansion to the Woodhouse privies. The secondary objective of this
research was to locate subsurface evidence of the earlier, pre-1870s occupation of this site by the
Davis family. Two 1m x 2m trenches and a single 1m x 1m test unit were excavated. A 1m x 2m
trench, approximately 5m from the Woodhouse (and in line with the each privy door)was excavated
across the suspected location of each of the walkways connecting the Mansion to the Woodhouse
privies. Additionally, a small 1m x 1m test was located approximately 10m to the northwest of the
Woodhouse. Although no evidence of the earlier pre-1870s component was uncovered, Barr did
conclude that the paths to the privies were initially constructed of limestone rubble and later covered
with gravel (Barr 1986).
During the summer of 1987, an archaeological field school was conducted at the David Davis
Mansion State Historic Site by Illinois State University (ISU) under the direction of Dr. Charles
Rohrbaugh. Three ISU students and one participant in the Illinois Association for the Advancement
of Archeology's Avocational Archeologist Training Program took part in the six week program. The
field supervisors were Edward T. Safiran and Keith Barr, both staff archaeologists at the Midwestern
Archaeological Research Center (MARC) at ISU. A total of nineteen one meter square test units
were excavated around the carriage barn. The objectives of the archaeological investigations—
besides the educational component—was to determine the potential age of the carriage barn (which
was suspected as dating from a time period prior to the 1870-72 construction of the Mansion). Few
artifacts or features were uncovered, and the archaeological investigations added little to the
interpretation of the carriage barn. As part of the historical research associated with this project, an
original invoice dated 1868 and submitted to David Davis by Robert Greenlee for the construction of
a "wagon shed" was located during the archival research (Halpin 1988:13). The location of this
"wagon shed" was not recorded on the bill, and it may represent construction of an outbuilding at
this site, or on one of Davis' rental properties.
While the archaeological field school was being conducted by ISU at the David Davis
Mansion in 1987, a new buried phone line was installed between the Mansion and the Visitors'
Center (which was located in the Barn/Stable). At this time, an inspection of the freshly excavated
trench indicated a concentration of middle nineteenth century artifacts within the yard (towards the
northeast of the Mansion). The following summer, in July 1988, Edward Safiran returned to the
Mansion and excavated two adjoining 1m by 1m test units (or a 1x2 meter trench) in the north
driveway slightly east of the Garage and in the area of the artifact concentration noted the previous
summer. These test units revealed a drain tile and trench that were determined to be contemporary
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with the Mansion, and a midden of domestic artifacts pre-dating the construction of the Mansion
(Safiran 1991). Safiran (1991:19-23) noted that the drain was constructed with 4”-diameter, 12” long,
red-paste earthenware tile that were unglazed. Additionally, Safiran (1991:24) noted the similarity of
the numerous artifacts from within this backfilled drain line, and those he had just excavated from
beneath the Mansion (see discussion below), and suggested the material from within the trench
represented redeposited midden from the pre-1870 component at the site.
In 1989 the two privy vaults located within the Woodhouse (one male and one female) were
cleaned out by David Davis State Historical Site staff members prior to the filling of the vaults with
crushed rock. After cleaning out these deposits, and recognizing the potential significance of the
artifacts, the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency contracted with Fever River Research (Springfield,
Illinois) to analyze the artifacts that were recovered from the two vaults. The result is the comparison
of two contemporary (late nineteenth century), gender specific features from an upper class central
Illinois family (Mansberger and Warren 1990; Mansberger 1993). The critical analysis of the material
recovered from the Woodhouse privies yielded significant information on the Davis occupation, both
prior to, and after the construction of the Mansion in 1870-72.
In January 1991, Edward Safiran conducted an archaeological investigation of the crawlspace
beneath the bathroom in the northeast corner of the main block of the Mansion. This work was
prompted by the conversion of that space into a storage area for the site. The entire two meter square
area within the crawl space was excavated by Safiran. The builders' trench for the Mansion's
foundation walls, and a variety of artifacts both pre-dating the Mansion, and dating to the
construction of the Mansion, were recovered by these excavations.
Since 1992, no formal archaeological investigations have been conducted at the Mansion.
Over the years, in cooperation with the McLean County Museum of History, the Davis Mansion has
hosted a series of mock excavations within the Carriage Barn. These educational events, which have
been part of the Museum’s Summer History Careers Day Camp, have exposed hundreds of local
school children to the discipline (and excitement) of archaeology.
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RESULTS OF THE 1991-1992
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
The construction activities undertaken in 1991-92 at the David Davis Mansion State Historic
Site included a wide range of ground-disturbing activities in, and around the Mansion, its
outbuildings, as well as on the grounds of the Mansion. Work undertaken by Safiran in 1991 was
conducted in response to this construction activity, but it quickly became apparent that the level of
work was more than he could handle (as he was “on loan” from the Bishop Hill State Historic Site to
conduct this work). As such, the IHPA contracted with Fever River Research to carry out this work,
which included both the monitoring of utility line excavations, as well as the excavation of more
controlled test units prior to the proposed construction activity. The following discussion is
organized around the various buildings and landscape features located on the grounds.
The Main House (The Mansion)
The David Davis Mansion, constructed between 1870 and 1872, is the focal point of the
David Davis Mansion State Historic Site, and is centrally located on the current grounds. Theground
disturbing construction work around the Mansion consisted, among other things, of1) the repointing
of foundation walls, 2) improvements to the front porch foundations, 3) the running of air
conditioning “chiller” lines to the east side of the structure (from a location north of the Barn), and, 4)
the addition of a wheelchair lift to the rear (north side) of the structure. Foundation work around the
perimeter of the building was monitored by staff archaeologists. Additionally, three test units (Tests
3, 4, and 6) were excavated within the front yard of the Davis Mansion—two of which were located
immediately adjacent to the front porch steps, and two tests (Tests 10 and 11) were excavated
immediately to the rear of the Mansion in the area of the proposed lift prior to the construction
activity (Figures 14-15). Additionally, the mechanical excavation of a trench along the east side of
the house for the underground “chiller” line for the new air-conditioning system was monitored by
an archaeologist.
Tests 3 was excavated adjacent to the eastern foundation wall of the front porch steps (Figure
16). This small test measured 1.75m by 1.40m in size. The excavation of this test unit proved of
great interest to the project, in that it documented 1) that the original ground surface was locatedat a
substantial depth below the existing surface (2'7½" or 0.80m below the present ground surface at this
location), and 2) that physical remains of what was believed to be the earlier Fell/Davis house was
preserved beneath the overburden.
The upper most fill in this test consisted of a thick deposit of clean topsoil fill (approximately
27-30cm thick) (Zone I). This fill represents landscaping activities around the Mansion at the time of
its completion, circa 1872. Beneath this fill was a thin 1-1½" lens of construction debris consisting of
small pieces of roofing slate, stone fragments, and mortar (Zone IV), which dates to the late
construction phases of the Mansion (circa 1871-72). Zone IV caps an approximately 11" thick
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deposit of of dark brown topsoil fill, which contains some construction rubble and yellowish brown
subsoil (Zone V). Zone V also extends into the builder’s trench associated with the Mansion’s front
steps, suggesting that this fill zone was brought into the yard during an initial phase of landscaping
immediately after construction of the front steps and prior to the roofing of the Mansion. This
landscaping fill caps an approximate 4" (0.10m) thick zone of re-deposited yellowish brown subsoil
(Zone VI), which was deposited prior to the excavation of the Mansion front steps foundation walls
(and cut through by the excavation of the Mansion steps foundation wall trench). Beneath this sterile
subsoil fill (Zone VI), which probably was associated with the initial excavation work for the
construction of the Mansion, lays a thin lens of topsoil fill rich with mid-century artifacts and
demolition debris which caps a foundation wall trench that has been robbed of the majority of the
brick foundation wall once present. Only fragments of the bottom course of the brick wall remain in
place. The wall trench, which is approximately 17½”-18” (44-46cm) wide, initially appeared to
represent an east west trench, which took a 90-degree turn to the north within this small test.
Subsequent excavation of Test 4 suggests that the east west trench extended completely through this
test forming a T-intersection with the north/south trench. The east/west trench, which extended to a
depth of approximately21-22” (53-56cm) below its surface of origination, was slightly deeper than
the north/south trench. The north/south trench extended to a depth of approximately19” (48cm)
below its surface of origination, and was two courses of brick shallower than the adjacent trench. No
evidence of a spread footing was observed. The surface of origination for this trench corresponded
at, or near, the circa 1830s ground surface. As noted above, the brick foundation wall originally
located within this trench had been “robbed” of the majority of the brick, presumably for re-use,
leaving only the foundation trench and two in situ bricks at this location. Feature 2 has been
interpreted as the remains of a pre-Mansion structure that was located at this site. The most likely
candidate for this early structure is the earlier residence once present. The east/west foundation wall
trench (Feature 2) probably represents the south wall of the circa 1850s I-house addition constructed
onto the earlier Fell residence by Davis. The north/south foundation wall trench probably represents
the easternmost of two interior foundation walls that once supported the walls forming the central
hallway.
Test 4, which measured 1m by 1.6m in size, was excavated along the western foundation wall
of the front porch steps (Figure 17). The excavation of this test unit indicated that the upper third of
the unit represented circa 1872 landscaping fill (Zone I) similar to that encountered in Test 3. Beneath
this was a band of subsoil fill (Zone II) with some construction debris associated with the circa 1870
work on the Mansion [it corresponds to Zone V in Test 3]. Beneath Zone II, was approximately
20cm of lensed topsoil, mortar, brick, and subsoil (Zones III, IV, V, and IX) resting on the original,
circa 1830s ground surface (Zone VI). The original ground surface was located at approximately
2’10” (85cm) below the present ground surface. Cutting through into this intact ground surface,
located along the south edge of this test unit, was the continuation of the east/west trench identified
as Feature 2 in the adjacent Test 3. Zones III, IV, V, and IX probably were deposited against the
foundation wall once present at this location. The trench extended to a depth of approximately 21”
(53cm) below the original ground surface. Although a thin lens of mortar was present at the base of
the trench, no in situ brick were present in the trench.
Test 6 was located in line with Tests 3 and 4 near the southeastern corner of the Mansion
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(Figure 18-19). It was excavated at this location in hopes of identifying a corner of the robbed
foundation wall trench identified as Feature 2, and believed to represent the southeastern corner of
the earlier Fell/Davis residence. After removing the upper fill zones associated with the early 1870s
construction and landscaping activities at the site (Zones I, II, III, and IX), archaeologists encountered
a deposit of topsoil, mid-century artifacts, and structural demolition debris (Zone IV) overlying the
original, circa 1830s ground surface (which was located at 2’0” or 0.61m below the existingsurface).
Lying beneath Zone IV, the excavators encountered intersecting east/west and north/south trenches
extending into the underlying ground surface. These intersecting foundation wall trenches represent
the east end of Feature 2, which formed the southeast corner of the earlier structure discussed above.
Besides these two intersecting trenches, which form a corner, another trench (or potential pier base)
was encountered extending from the south edge of the east/west trench slightly off the corner of the
wall. The limited exposure of this feature in Test 6 did not allow for a determination as to whether
this was a linear or square feature (i.e., and whether it represented the remains of a robbed wall or
pier). In either case, it is suspected that this feature, which extends off the south wall of the I-house,
once supported the long front porch documented on this structure (see Figures 7-9). Artifacts
recovered in association with Feature 2 from this test unit include transfer printed whiteware,
redware, and machine-cut nails which appear to be contemporary with the pre-1870s occupation of
this feature.
Test 10 was located in the driveway between the Davis Mansion and the garage, immediately
adjacent to the steps leading into the basement along the north elevation of the Mansion (Figures 2022). Initially, this was the location of the proposed wheelchair lift. This irregularly shaped “test”
(which measured approximately 1.75m x 1.40m in size) was initiated by the general contractor with a
backhoe, which was monitored by staff archaeologists. Upon discovery of intact features beneath
the pavement, the mechanical excavations were halted, followed by hand excavations conducted by
the staff archaeologists. The excavation of this area uncovered an intact pre-1870 midden, a potential
pier base (robbed of its building materials), and a substantial portion of a brick drain line (Feature 3)
(which also was noted in the Test 5 adjacent to the south wall of the Woodhouse). The original
ground surface (and top of the trench representing Feature 3) was located at 1'6" (0.47m) below the
present paved surface.
The upper (20cm) of fill in Test 10 consisted of a mixed gravel, limestone and brickpavement
or driveway (Zone I) dating from the later nineteenth and/or early twentieth centuries. Underlying
this pavement was a thin and somewhat discontinuous lens of topsoil (5-10cm thick) (Zone II), which
probably represents the early ground surface associate with the Mansion shortly after its completion
in 1872. Lying immediately below this surface was 10cm of mixed pea gravel, mortar and sand fill
(Zone III). Zone III probably represents debris from the circa 1870-72 construction of the Mansion.
Immediately beneath Zone III was approximately 10cm of topsoil fill (Zone VI), which capped a very
thin lens of crushed red brick “dust” (Zone VIII). This red brick “dust” probably was associated with
the 1870 construction of the existing Mansion’s foundation walls. Zone VIII caps a relatively thick
midden (Zone X) which contained a variety of middle nineteenth century artifacts associated with the
pre-1870 occupation of the site. Associated with this midden, and cutting into the underlyingoriginal
ground surface was a deep trench with a brick box drain at its base. This same brick drain was also
identified in Test 5. The brick drain (Feature 3) originated from within the early midden (Zone X),
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and probably was associated with the 1850s improvements installed at the site by Davis. The base of
Feature 3 was located at 1.71m below the present paved surface, and approximately 1.26m below the
circa 1860-70 ground surface. A wide variety of artifacts, representing re-deposited midden material,
were recovered from the filled trench.
The artifacts recovered from this midden was indicative of an 1840s-60s occupation, and
included a variety of painted, printed, and relief decorated whitewares, redware, glassware, and
architectural items (machine cut nails and window glass). One of the blue transfer printed patterns
recovered from the midden matched that of a whiteware soup bowl recovered from the Woodhouse
privies, and also present in the privies located in Test 11 (Features 5 and 6). This soup bowl was
manufactured by the English potter Thomas Dimmonk and was decorated with the CORAL pattern
(Mansberger and Warren 1990:19). Another whiteware sherd contained a partialimporters'markthat
reads "MANUFACTUR[ED].../ FOR / E. A. & S. R. [FILLEY]" (Figure 52). Another interesting item
from this midden was a yellowware sherd, presumably from a pie plate, that had an impressed mark
on its base that read "...E'S / [WARR]ANTED FIRE-PROO[F] / ...ERBYSHIRE.”
Test 11, which was located at the northeastern corner of the rear elevation of the Davis
Mansion’s kitchen wing (see Figures 20 and 22), was located in the area of the proposed wheelchair
lift. Initial excavations in this area were undertaken by the general contractor with the aid of a
backhoe, without the presence of staff archaeologists. Construction crews had removed both the
steps leading up to the main kitchen, as well as the steps (with concrete bulkhead side walls) that lead
down to the basement, and excavated a 1.5-2.0m wide trench along the majority of the north wallof
the kitchen wing. In the east end of this trench, the construction crew had encountered a brick-lined
oval feature at a depth of approximately 55-60cm below the present surface (and just below the base
of the cinder fills associated with the overlying paved surface). By the time the archaeologists arrived
on site, the construction crew had formed and poured new concrete foundation walls for the adjacent
steps leading into the basement, immediately to the west of this brick feature. Hand excavations
were initiated by Fever River Research staff, resulting in the identification of two side-by-side shaft
features (identified as Features 5 and 6). Features 5 and 6 represent two pre-1870 privies that were
located adjacent to the northeast corner of the existing Mansion. Feature 6, which is a dirt walled
(presumably wood lined) privy pit, was not noticed by the construction crew, and partially cut
through by the construction of the adjacent bulkhead entranceway. Feature 5 is a brick-lined privy
pit located adjacent to, and immediately east of, Feature 6 (Figures 23-25). Both pits were located
approximately 1'8" (0.51m) north of the foundation of the Davis Mansion (with the 1870 builder’s
trench missing the two features by only inches). An early twentieth century drain line trench
(identified as Feature x) with stoneware drain tile, cut into the upper portions of Feature 5.
Upon arrival at the site, substantial work involved the removal of disturbed fills and
overburden by hand down to a level of approximately 1.10m below the current ground surface along
the southern two-thirds of the test unit (which is referred to as the “scraped surface). The
construction crew had initiated the excavation of a foundation trench along the north end of the test
unit resulting in the disturbed area stepping down along the north edge of the test unit, extending to a
depth of about 0.50m below the scraped surface of Feature 6 and 1.0m below the scraped surface of
Feature 5. Once the disturbed overburden had been cleaned up and removed, the two features were
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easily defined and mapped in plan view, and it was determined that these two features extended into
the driveway to the north of the Mansion (past the north edge of the test unit), and it was not possible
to expose the north edge of these two features. As such, only the southern three-quarters of these
features were exposed and mapped. Upon completion of the plan map, the south half of each feature
was hand excavated leaving the north profile wall intact. Artifacts were bagged by cultural zones.
Although Feature 6 was excavated to its base, only a small portion of Feature 5 was excavated to its
base (due to its greater depth, presence of water, and concerns over the potential for undermining the
Mansion’s adjacent foundation wall).
After abandonment and filling, Features 5 and 6 were capped by construction waste from the
1870-72 construction of the Mansion(Zones V, VI, and VII), post-construction landscapingfill(Zone
IV), as well as later driveway deposits of asphalt (Zone I), mixed gravels (Zone II), and cinders (Zone
III). Fills associated with the 1870-72 construction include Zone IV (a topsoil fill), Zone V (mixed
topsoil, subsoil fill with “Milwaukee” brick fragments, and roofing slate), and Zone VI (relatively
clean subsoil fill). Zones IV and V appear to have been deposited in a relatively recent depression
caused by the settling of the fill in Features 5 and 6. Originating from a surface associated the cinder
driveway (Zone III) was an intrusive trench with a salt-glazed stoneware tile at its base. This trench
cut into the top of Feature 5. The stoneware tiles, which were 27” in long with an 8” outside diameter
and bell-shaped end, had an impressed mark which read “STREATOR / DRAIN TILE CO. /
STREATOR, ILL.” Remnants of this drain was found along the east side of the Mansion, lying
against the foundation wall, in the Chiller Trench.
Feature 6, the earlier of the two privy pits, was a square to slightly rectangular, wood-lined
pit. At the scraped surface (1.09m below the existing surface), this pit measured approximately 4’4”
(1.33m) wide (east/west) by minimally 4’7” (1.40m) long (north/south). The northern edge of the pit
was not exposed, and continued into the unexcavated cut bank located to the north an unknown
distance. The western edge of the feature was impacted by the recent construction of the concrete
bulkhead entrance foundation wall. The eastern edge of the feature was minimally cut into by the
builder’s trench associated with the adjacent privy (Feature 5). Only one extant corner of this feature
was exposed, and it suggests that the pit had fairly well rounded corners. Although no physical
evidence was present, this pit probably was lined with a wooden box for holding the human waste
deposited into the privy. The base of Feature 6 was flat, and located at approximately 5'9" (1.76m)
below the surface of the asphalt drive, and 4’10” (1.24m) below the circa 1830 ground surface. As
with most privies, a thick (7”; 0.18m) fecal deposit (Zone XVII) was present at the base of the pit.
This fecal deposit was disrupted by the collapse of the western brick wall of the adjacent Feature 5
into the vault, with some of the brick coming to rest on the floor of the pit (Zone XV). This collapse
occurred during the use life of the feature, suggesting that both Features 5 and 6 were abandoned at
the same time. Capping the fecal zone of Feature 6 was a thick (1’5”; 0.43m) deposit of dark-colored
topsoil fill (Zone XVI) which extended to the top of the disturbed brick wall of the adjacent Feature
5. Subsequently a thick deposit of mixed topsoil and subsoil fill (Zone XIV) was deposited on both
Features 5 and 6. In Feature 6, Zone XIV was approximately 1’5” (0.43m) thick. Finally, a thin (8”;
0.20m) layer of topsoil fill was the final event capping this privy (Zone IX), and bringing it up to the
circa 1870 ground surface.
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Feature 5, the later of the two privy pits, was a rectangular, brick-walled pit. At the scraped
surface (1.09m below the existing surface), this pit measured approximately 5’1” (1.55m) wide
(east/west) by an unknown distance north/south. Approximately 5’1” (1.55m; north/south) of the
feature extended into the excavated portion of the test. Based on the shape of the curved southern
end, it would appear that this feature extended into the north cut bank by approximately 1’0” (30cm),
which would suggest that the feature measure approximately 5’0” (1.53m) east/west by 6’0” (1.83m)
north/south when originally laid out. As with the adjacent Feature 6, only one corner of Feature 5
was exposed. This single corner was a sharp right angle (90-degrees). The interior of Feature 5 was
lined with a single-wythe brick wall. This rectangular, brick-lined pit had straight sides and slightly
rounded ends. One of the unusual characteristics of this brick lining is that the walls of the structure
constricted as it rose in height. At the base of the pit, the east/west dimension of the interior of the
pit measured 5’5” (1.65m), whereas at approximately one foot below the circa 1830s ground surface,
the pit had constricted to approximately 4’0” (1.22m) in width. At this upper level, the opening
would have measured approximately 4’9” (1.45m) north/south. The base of the feature, which was
flat and unlined, was located at approximately 9’4” (2.85m) below the present pavement, and 7’5”
(2.27m) below the circa 1830 ground surface.
As with Feature 6, a thick (1’2”; 0.35m) fecal deposit (Zone XIII) was present at the base of
the Feature 5 privy vault. Unlike the adjacent Feature 6, the fecal deposit in Feature 5 included a
dense concentration of relatively whole artifacts. Capping the fecal zone of Feature 5 was a 5-6”
(0.13-0.15m) thick deposit of hydrated lime (Zone XI). This lime had been deposit on the recent fecal
deposits in an effort to expedite the decomposition of the fecal material. Both the lime zone (Zone
XI) and the underlying fecal zone (Zone XIII) contained a dense deposit of artifacts. Capping this
lime fill was an 8”-11” (0.20-0.28m) thick deposit of dark-colored topsoil fill (Zone X). Although
similar to that deposited directly on the on the fecal material of the adjacent Feature 6, Zone X was
more uniform in color and texture to that deposited in the adjacent Feature (Zone XVI). The slight
difference in the quality of the topsoil fill between the two privy vaults, and the presence of the lime
beneath the topsoil in Feature 5, may suggest that the capping of Feature 5 and Feature 6occurred as
two separate events—albeit in a relatively close time frame to one another. As with Feature 6, a thick
deposit of mixed topsoil and subsoil fill (Zone XIV) subsequently was deposited across both
Features 5 and 6. In Feature 5, Zone XIV was approximately 3’9” (1.14m) thick. Finally, a thin (8”;
0.20m) layer of topsoil fill was the final event capping these two pits (Zone IX), and bringing them up
to the circa 1870 ground surface. At some later date, probably during the very late nineteenth or
early twentieth century (after the creation of a cinder driveway represented by Zone III), a drain line
trench was excavated across the top of Feature 5, disturbing the upper fills of this pit.
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Figure 14. Location of test excavation units discus sed in the accompanying text at the Davis Mansion State Historic Site.
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Figure 15. Plan illustrating the location of Tests 3, 4, and 6, which were located in the front
yard of the Davis Mansion. Robbed foundation wall, believed to have been associated with the
large I-house addition constructed by Davis in the 1850s, were identified in all three test
locations. The suspected location of the original house is outlined in red.
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Figure 16. Plan and profiles of Test 3. Top: Plan view illustrating robbed foundation walls of
original Davis residence (Feature 2) and existing Mansion porch foundations. Bottom Left:
North wall profile illustrating section through robbed foundation wall trench (Feature 2).
Bottom Right: East wall profile illustrating section through partial robbed foundation wall
trench (Feature 2).
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Figure 17. Plan (top) and profiles (bottom) of Test 4, illustrating the presence of Feature 2.
Left is west wall profile; right is north wall profile. Zone VI represents the undisturbed
original ground surface. Zones III, IV, and V represent fills deposited beneath the early
Fell/Davis residence. Zones II and VIII represent deposits associated with the demolition of
that structure.
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Figure 18. Plan (top) and profiles (bottom) of Test 6 illustrating presence of Feature 2. Bottom
Left: North wall profile illustrating porch foundation wall. Bottom Right: South wall profile
illustrating house foundation wall. Left profile is south wall, right profile is west.
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Figure 19. Plan (top; trowel points north) and west wall profile (bottom) of Test 6, illustrating
the robbed foundation wall from the circa 1850s I-house addition constructed by David Davis
onto the earlier Fell residence.
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Figure 20. Plan illustrating location of Tests 10 and 11 along the backside (north side) of the
Mansion.
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Figure 21. Plan (top) and profiles (bottom) of Test 10, illustrating brick drain (Feature x).
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Figure 22. Two early 1960 views of the rear of the David Davis Mansion, illustrating the
location of the proposed wheelchair lift (and Test 10). It was along the north wall of this wing,
beneath the steps leading to the kitchen (bottom photograph, right flight of steps), that the two
side-by-side privy pits (Features 5 and 6) were located.
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Figure 23. Three views of Features 5 and 6 during excavation.
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Figure 24. View of Features 5 (foreground) and 6 during initial phase of investigations.
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Figure 25. Plan (top) and profile (bottom; looking north) of Features 5 and 6 (privies), Test 11.
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The Woodhouse Area
The Woodhouse is located approximately 75' north of the Davis Mansion. Constructed of
Milwaukee brick, the Woodhouse matches the Davis Mansion and was constructed in 1871
(Mansberger and Warren 1990:6). The archaeological work around the Woodhouse was conducted
in anticipation of the restoration of the steps and privacy screens located in front (or south) of the
east and west entrances. The proposed work involved the excavation of new concrete footings for
the screens, as well as the laying of a subsurface drain line. As such, two small test units (Tests 2 and
5) were excavated—one adjacent to each side of the structure (Figure 26).
Test 2, which measured 1m by 2m in size, was located along the south wall of the east wing
of the Woodhouse immediately in front of the doorway leading into the east privy room (Figure 27).
This test unit was excavated to a depth of 2'8" (0.80m) below the present ground surface. The
original ground surface (Zone III) was located at approximately 1'0" to 1'2" (0.31 to 0.46m) below the
present ground surface. This surface was very irregular, and apparently had been greatly disturbed
by the circa 1870-72 construction activity. No midden pre-dating the Davis Mansion was located in
this test unit, having been scraped away by the 1870s construction activity. Capping the original
ground surface was approximately 8 to 1’2” (0.20 to 0.35m) of mixed fills containing a range of
construction debris (Zone II) and a mixed gravel and topsoil fill (Zone I). The builder’s trench of the
Woodhouse (Zones VI and VIII) clearly cut through the construction fill (Zone II) indicatingthat the
Woodhouse construction post-dated that of the Mansion. Zone VI probably represents a 20th century
episode of repair work on the Woodhouse foundations. Immediately beneath the surface, upon
removing the sod, a single course of brickwork forming an L-shaped wall was encountered. This
“wall” was constructed using hard-fired, red paste brick laid without mortar on what was then the
ground surface, and probably supported a set of steps (or small landing) that lead into the
Woodhouse privy room. The re-opening of the builder’s trench, represented by Zone VI, resulted in
truncating this L-shaped wall, which probably originally extended to the adjacent foundation walls.
Additionally, two large post holes, with remnant wood posts, were found in this trench. The two
posts were situated in an east/west line, 4’1”" (1.25m) south of the south wall of the east wing of the
Woodhouse [as measured to the south edge of the post], and likely supported the privacy screen
which was present in front of the Woodhouse privy door. The brick wall (Feature x)likely represents
a later repair of the privacy screen.
The artifacts recovered from this test unit generally dated from the late nineteenth to the
twentieth century. These included: Milwaukee brick fragments, machine cut nails, and window and
container glass. Artifacts from the upper portion of the builders' trench (Zone VI) included machine
cut nails, a Peoria Pottery mixing bowl, and a whiteware serving bowl backstamped "TRADE MARK
/ JOHN MADDOCK & SONS / STAFORDSHIRE POTTERIES / ENGLAND." The Peoria Pottery
mixing bowl was probably introduced during the early 1870s, and the Maddockbackstamp came into
use in 1906 (Godden 1965:406; Mansberger and Mounce 1990).
Test 5, which measured 1m by 2m in size, was located along the south wall of the western
wing of the Woodhouse immediately in front of the doorway leading into the west privy room
(Figure 28). At its deepest point, this test was excavated to a depth of 4'9" (1.45m) below the present
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ground surface. The original ground surface (Zone VI) was located at approximately 1'8" (0.51m)
below the present ground surface. Unlike the disturbed character of the original ground surface in
Test 2, the original surface in this test did not appear to be disturbed, and a light midden pre-dating
the 1870-72 construction activity was present. Capping the original ground surface was
approximately 8” (0.20m) of mixed topsoil fill and/or midden which had very light mottlingwith few
artifacts present (Zone V). Zone V was cut through by the Woodhouse builder’s trench (represented
by Zone IV. The fill in the builder’s trench consisted of a yellowish subsoil with some lensing of
dark topsoil. This fill overflowed the builder’s trench and capped the underlying Zone V by 4”-9”
(0.10-0.23m), being thickest closet to the Woodhouse foundation wall. This subsoil fill probably
originated from the excavation of the privy vaults located beneath the Woodhouse. Immediately on
top of the subsoil fill of Zone IV was a 5” (0.12m) thick deposit of crushed limestone gravel(Zone II),
which probably represents physical remains of the walkway that once lead from the Mansion to the
adjacent Woodhouse privy. This walkway (Zone II) was, in turn, capped by 4” (0.10m) of topsoilfill
(Zone I) (see Figure 30 for details of walkway).
Unlike the adjacent Test 2, no brick wall similar to that uncovered in the adjacent Test 2 was
present in this test unit (Figure 29). Nonetheless, a single post hole was present in this trench.
Excavation indicated that this large post hole represents two episodes of posts. The original post
extended to a depth of approximately 2’6” (0.76m) below the present ground surface, and it’s outer
edge was located approximately 5’0” (1.52m) from the adjacent wall of the Woodhouse. The later
post extended to a depth of approximately (0.60m) below the present ground surface, and its outer
edge was located 4’1” (1.25m) south of the Woodhouse—which was consistent with that located in
Test 2. It would appear that the original screens were located 5’ from the Woodhouse, and later
remodeling resulted in slightly narrower screens. Both posts appear to have cut through Zones IV
and V. The gravel walkway, represented by Zone II, appears to have terminated at the privacy screen
(see West profile wall, Figure 28).
Also located in Test 5 was a deep trench identified as Feature 3. Feature 3 originated at, or
near the original ground surface (Zone VI), with the base of the drain located at approximately 2’8”
(0.82m) below the circa 1830 ground surface (at least in Test 5). The drain was constructed by laying
two rows of brick, two-courses high, 6” (0.15m) apart, and capped with a stretcher course that was
mortared into place, leaving a 4" (0.10m) by 6" (01.5m) void. The brick drain sloped downwards
away from the Mansion (towards the barnyard). The northern end of this drain, within Test 5, was
truncated by the Woodhouse builder’s trench. The drain had an approximate 1½” to 2” slope in 24”
run. The trench in which the drain was constructed was approximately 1’10” (0.56m) wide at its
surface (near the original ground surface represented by Zone VI) and constricted in to a width of
approximately 1’2” (0.35m) at its base. The fill in this trench was a mixed topsoil and subsoil with
very few artifacts present (Zone VII). It is intriguing in that this trench appears to cut through an
earlier feature at this location, represented by the Zone VIII fill (which is a homogeneous topsoilwith
no artifacts nor cultural mottling present) in the accompanying profile (see Figure 28). This feature
was straight sided with a flat bottom that extended to a depth of approximately 2’4” (0.72m) below
the circa 1830 ground surface—which was approximately 4” (0.10m) shallower than the base of the
drain line). Unfortunately, the eastern edge of this feature was not located in Test 5. The relationship
between the drain trench and this earlier feature is unclear. It appears that the western edge of the
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trench and the feature coincide, suggesting that this earlier “feature” may represent an earlier trench.
As such, the brick drain may represent a second episode of drain line once present at this location.
Additional archaeological investigations would be necessary to understand the relationship of these
two “features.” Both of these “features” (represented by Zones VII and VIII) were capped by a very
thin lens of lime (Zone IX).
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Figure 26. Plan of Woodhouse illustrating location of Tests 2 (right) and 5 (left).
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Figure 27. Plan (top) and profiles (bottom) of Test 2. Bottom Left: South wall profile. Bottom
Right: West wall profile (with brick wall removed).
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Figure 28. Plan (top) and profiles (bottom) of Test 5.
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Figure 29. View of brick drain (Feature 3) in base of Test 5. Note how the Woodhouse
foundation has cut through the brick drain.
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Figure 30. Detail of walkway from Mansion to the Woodhouse, documented by archaeologists in 1986 (Barr 1986).
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Test 12 (The "Chiller" Trench)
The refrigerant lines for the new air-conditioning system for the Mansion were placed
underground in a trench (referred to as the "Chiller Trench”). This trench exited the Mansion near
the southeast corner of the structure, and extended in a northerly direction towards the Barn, passing
along the eastern side of the Barn and terminating at the newly installed air-conditioner units located
behind the barn. This long trench was excavated by the contractor using a small backhoe, and
generally was about 2'6" (0.76m) wide by 3'3" (1.00m) deep. The mechanical excavation of this
trench was monitored by staff archaeologists (Figure 31).
Figure 32 illustrates the north wall profile of the Chiller Trench at the location it intersects the
Mansion’s east foundation wall. At this location, the original (circa 1830s) ground surface was
located at approximately 2’6” (0.76m) below the present surface. Although an early midden on this
surface was suspected at this location, its presence was not confirmed by these backhoe excavations.
An approximate 12” (0.30m) wide builder’s trench was located alongside the Mansion’s foundation
wall. At approximately 2’10” (0.56m) below the present ground surface, and lying along the outside
edge of the foundation wall within a separate builder’s trench, was a 5” (outside diameter) stoneware
tile drain that may articulate with that uncovered in Test 11.
At a location north and east of the Woodhouse, and immediately south of the Circular Drive,
the archaeologists encountered two nineteenth century features (identified as Features 7and 8) within
the base of the Chiller Trench (Figure 33). These features were located approximately 60’ (18.2m)
south of the barn, and 150’ north of the Mansion.
Feature 7 is a large rectangular (or possibly square) pit with straight walls and flat bottom.
The pit measured approximately 13’6” (4.12m) north/south by an unknown distance east/west. The
Chiller Trench cut at a slight angle across the mid-section of the feature, exposing the north and
south edges, but no corners. At this location, the existing ground surface sloped downhill slightly to
the north, with the base of the feature being located at approximately 4’7” (1.40m) below the existing
ground surface at its south end, and 3’11” (1.20m) below the ground surface at its north end. The
floor of the feature appears to have been located approximately 3’0” (0.91m) below the circa 1830s
ground surface. Only that portion of the feature exposed in the Chiller Trench was excavated. The
excavation of the feature indicated the presence of five east/west oriented wooden joists once present
on the floor of the structure. These floor joists were laid on 3'0" (0.91m) centers, with the northern
joist laying tight against the pit wall, whereas the southern joist was located approximately 6”
(0.15m) off the north wall. A remnant wood fragment of one of the joist was still intact. These joists
were originally laid on top of, and supported by, an occasional brick lying directly on the subsoil
floor. These floor joists were probably 2” by 6” sawn lumber (pine?) that originally supported a
sawn plank floor. Remnant flooring planks were present, and indicated that the structure (or
minimally the floor of this cellar) had been burned. Fill on the floor of this feature included slumped
subsoil (Zone VII), fairly clean topsoil (Zones IV and V), mixed topsoil and subsoil fill with minor
amounts of early brick and mortar (Zone III), and mixed topsoil and subsoil fill with little to no
artifacts (Zone II). The top of Zone II corresponds well with the top of the circa 1830s-40s ground
surface, which is capped by an approximate12” (0.30m) of clean topsoil. The artifacts recovered
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from Feature 7 include over two hundred machine cut nails (and/or fragments) and a couple of
non-diagnostic bottle glass fragments. Extending out the north wall of the feature, and draining the
floor of the cellar, was a brick box drain (Feature 8). This drain was constructed in a similar manner
as Feature 3, with two coursed of brick work forming two sides of the drain, and a third course laid
across the top of the opening. This drain sloped towards the northeast, heading in a direction to the
east of the barn.
Feature 7 probably functioned as a wood-floored (and potentially wood walled) cellar.
Although it is unclear as to whether an above-grade structure was associated with this cellar, it seems
likely that one was once present. The feature was located in an area well removed from the domestic
component of the early site, and may represent the location of a barnyard or agricultural cellar.
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Figure 31. Three views of the Chiller Trench (Test 12). Left: Looking north from near the Mansion. Middle: Looking South from
near the Circular Drive, with Preston Hawkes in Feature 7 (Cellar) and Feature 8 (Brick Drain) in foreground. Right: Looking
north and north end of Chiller Trench near its intersection with the Circular Drive. Preston Hawkes contemplating Feature 8
(Brick Drain).
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Figure 32. Detail of stratigraphy adjacent to the east side of the Mansion, in far south edge of
the Chiller Trench, at its intersection with the Mansion’s foundation wall.
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Figure 33. Plan (top) and west wall profile (bottom) of Feature 7, Test 12 (Chiller Trench).
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The Barnyard Area
The Barn is located approximately 175' northeast of the Davis Mansion. This structure
pre-dates the Mansion, having been constructed around 1856. The Foaling Shed, located about 22'
north of the barn, is slightly later, believed to have been constructed in circa 1872 (Mansberger and
Warren 1990:6). The restoration work conducted around the Barn included the excavation and
reconstruction of a new entrance ramps on both side of the Barn, as well as the re-pointing of the
brick foundations around the window wells of the barn. Although the initial thought was to hand
excavate around the Barn foundations, the fact that the area had recently been treated for termites
precluded us from hand excavations. The entrance ramp and foundation wall brickwork was
monitored by an archaeologist. Except for the recovery of an interesting bottle (see Figure75) within
the crawlspace of the barn (beneath the floor boards along the eastern wall), little of note was
documented during this monitoring work. Additionally, the construction of a pad foundation for a
new air conditioning unit was undertaken along the north side of the barn. One test unit (Test 1) was
hand excavated in the area of the new air conditioning unit.
Test 1 (1m by 3m in size) was located 19'6" north of the Barn (and east of the Foaling Shed).
The test unit was excavated to a depth of 1'10" (0.56m) below surface (Figure 34). The original
ground surface was slightly irregular at this location, being located approximately 9” to 1'2" (0.24m to
0.36m) below the present ground surface. Capping the original ground surface was a 3-4" (0.90 to
0.10m) lens containing red brick fragments, slate fragments, and sandstone. This construction debris
probably was associated with the circa 1870-72 construction activity associated with the Mansion,
and probably was deposited as a pavement in the barnyard area. No features were located in this test
unit.
Tests 7. 8, and 9 were located to the north of the Barn. As part of the proposed restoration
activity, the early twentieth century automobile garage originally located behind the Davis Mansion
was relocated to a setting to the rear of the property, immediately north of the barn. Prior to moving
the garage, three test trenches (Tests 7, 8 and 9) were excavated in the area where the garage was to
be relocated, and prior to the construction of the garage foundation walls. Tests 7, 8, and 9 were
excavated with the use of a small backhoe (Figure 34). The original ground surface in these test
trenches was located at 6" to 8" (0.15 to 0.20m) below the present ground surface. A 4" to 6" (0.10m
to 0.15m) lens of gravel, cinders, and coal was located beneath the sod in all three of these test
trenches, capping the original ground surface. The artifact density in these tests was low. The lens of
gravel, cinders, and coal likely represents a prepared working surface or pavement placed located
around these outbuildings during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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Figure 34. Location of Tests 1, 7, 8, and 9 located north of the Barn at the David Davis State
Historic Site. Test 1 was hand excavated, whereas Tests 7, 8, and 9 were excavated with a
backhoe.
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The Drives
As part of the ongoing restoration, both the David Davis Mansion State Historic Site staff
and restoration architects were interested in obtaining information regarding the character of the
original (circa 1870) drives located around the Mansion grounds. In an effort to assist with
understanding the character of these early drives, and their evolution through the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, Fever River Research conducted limited investigations along the edge of the
existing drives in hopes of determining the character of the original pavement, as wellas thepresence
or absence of curbs that might have been present. With the aid of a small backhoe, several short
trenches were excavated alongside the Barnyard Drive, as well as at multiple locations along the main
Circular Drive. These investigations resulted in new insights into the character of these driveways,
and how they had changed over the years (Figure 35).
Barnyard Drive. The limited test excavations within the barnyard suggest that the entire area
between the Barn/Stable, Foaling Shed, and Carriage Barn was covered with a prepared surface
similar to that associated with the main circular drive. This surface originally extended for an
unknown distance beyond the fence line marking the existing northern site border (and north of the
Barn). This surface appears to have consisted of a mixed fill containing brick fragments, clinkers,
sandy pea gravel and crushed limestone (totaling 6-10" in depth). The most recent surface consists of
the existing crushed limestone. A very late 19th or early 20th century photograph of the Barn/Stable
indicates that this surface was relatively light in color and suggests that it may have consisted of
crushed limestone by that time.
A limestone curb similar to that around the Circular Drive appears to have been located along
the edge of the barnyard drive as well, and connected the southeast corner of the Carriage Barn and
the southwest corner of the Barn/Stable with the main Circular Drive. Unlike the Circular Drive,
which had an earlier brick curb beneath the stone curb, the barnyard curb was constructed directly on
the underlying topsoil/fill. No earlier brick curb was present, suggesting that the stone barnyard drive
may have been constructed slightly later than the main circular drive (as represented by the earlier
brick curb). The limestone curb in the barnyard was buried fairly deep, and was capped with later
crushed limestone gravels.
The distinctive stone curb associated with the Circular Drive is continuous along the
outer/northern edge of the Circular Drive, punctuated by two branches leading into the barnyard
courtyard. Where the eastern barnyard curb encounters the main Circular Crive curb (near the
southwest corner of the Barn/Stable), a brick gutter was encountered near the surface (apparently
having replaced the stone curb). The construction of this gutter, which was constructed with late
19th or early 20th century brick, appears to have resulted in the removal of a portion of the stone
curb at this location. As such, it is believed that this brick gutter was not an original feature of the
drive. The ends of this gutter (its beginning and terminus) was not located. It is suspected that the
barnyard drive may have been an area that collected considerable rainwater from the roofs of the
nearby agricultural outbuildings and was difficult to drain. This brick gutter may have channeled
surface runoff from the barnyard away from the buildings and towards the shallow ravine located
immediately east of the Barn/Stable.
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The excavations also uncovered the remains of a circular, subsurface brick feature (4' in
diameter) located near the outer edge of the main circular drive where it encounters the present
boardwalk leading from the present Barn/Stable offices. The function of this feature is unknown.
Although we were not able to investigate this feature, it is suspected that this may be a subsurface
junction box for an underground stoneware drainage tile. If so, the brick gutter, which appears to be
heading in that direction, may have dumped into that feature at one time. Future archaeological
investigations should attempt to determine the function of this feature. A similar drain is located
along the western edge of the barnyard drive.
Circular Drive. Work on the Circular Drive apparently began in late 1871 (DDMVM 1988, :
VI-7). In mid-November of that year, Mrs. Davis noted in correspondence to her husband that “all
the earth necessary to be taken from the avenue and road has been done and the stone and cinders
can be put in.” The following week, Mrs. Davis again wrote that the workmen “were laying ‘brick
and cinders,’ working against the weather to complete the project.” According to the DDMVM, “as
originally built, the driveway was 12’ wide and consisted of 6” to 8” of crushed brick, cinders and
gravel, topped by 1” of sandy silt as a finish coat. The drive was lined by a flush curb/gutter made of
4” to 6” pieces of broken limestone laid on edge in a dirt bed.” Grading continued around the house
through late 1872 and into 1873 (DDMVM 1988, : VI-9, which references “Walkway Excavation,
Sheet L-41”; Barr 1986).
Approximately 9 small excavation units were excavated with the backhoe along the edge of
the existing circular driveway. Based on these investigations, it appears that the position of the
current drive is fairly close to the position of the original drive. Two discrepancies, though, were
noted. Near the northwest curve, the present drive has shifted slightly to the south/southeast.
Additionally, at the main entrance, where the drive initially forms a "wye", the western leg of the
present driveway has spread further west than the original driveway. It is suspected that this has also
occurred along the eastern leg of this "wye" intersection. This has resulted in the lessening of the
curve at the "wye" intersection.
The initial step in the construction of the main circular drive was the laying of 2-3 courses of
soft mud brick (mostly fragments) in a band approximately one foot wide along both the inner and
outer edge of the drive. These brick fragments were laid without the use of mortar and appear to be
resting directly on the original (circa 1870) ground surface. As such, this brick apparently was piled
along the edge of what was to become the new driveway to form a border to hold the fill placed
between them. Topsoil fill appears to have then been backfilled around the outside margins of this
brick edging bringing the new surface to the top of the brick. Upon completion of this task the area
between the two brick "curbs" was filled with approximately 5-6" of aggregate. In some places, the
initial fill (less than 1" in depth) appears to consist of a black shale-like material that has partially
decomposed. The majority of the fill located between the two brick curbs, and situated directly on
top of this shale-like material, consisted of a combination of materials that included crushed soft mud
brick, large calcined clinkers (representing the residue from burning a very poor grade of coal), a red
shale-like material that appears to represent the residue from burning a very low grade (shale-rich)
coal, and minor amounts of sandy pea gravel. This fill, which probably was deposited gradually over
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an extended time period (accretional fills), eventually overflowed the brick curbs on each side.
Directly on top of this cinder/clinker fill, and the brick "curb" beneath that, was constructed a
limestone curb. This curb, which averaged approximately one foot in width, was constructed using
wedge shaped fragments of limestone roughly 2-4" in width, 8-10" in length and roughly 6-8" in
height. Each wedge was laid on its edge dry (without mortar) on top of the fill with the thick end of
the wedge alternating between inside and outside of the curb. The area between the two stone curbs
was then filled initially with a thin lens (less than 1" thick) of black shale-like material similar to that
situated on the very base of the drive. After that, the area between the curbs was filled with sandy
pea gravel. An occasional fragment of brick, clinker, and crushed limestone was also present. The
inside distance between the curbs was 12'0". With the curb, the drive measured 14'0"in width. More
recently, additional crushed limestone has been added to the surface of the driveway. In some areas
of the drive (such as where it branches off into the barnyard), this additional crushed limestone is
fairly thick (approximately 8-10"). But in the majority of the driveway, this most recent surface is
only about 2-4" in thickness. Presently, near the inner edge of the northeast corner of the drive, the
limestone curb is situated at the present grade.
It is unclear as to whether this stone curb represents a later nineteenth century replacement of
the original brick curb, or whether the underlying brick curb represents the foundation support of the
original stone curb. Based on the late 1871 letter noted above, and the presence of the cinder fills
between the two curbs, it seems reasonable to suggest that the stone curb represents the replacement
of the earlier brick curb—which appears to have occurred sometime shortly after the surrounding
ground surface (grade) had been raised. One thought is that the original brick curb may have been
associated with the earlier Fell/Davis residence, with the more formal curb having been constructed
with the new Mansion, in circa 1870-72—but this is doubtful.
As to the preservation and/or restoration of the original drive, several comments are in order.
In most places along the driveway, the original stone curb is very close to the existing surface (within
2-4"). As such, it would be difficult to mechanically scrape much more than a couple of inches of the
recent crushed limestone without running the risk of impacting the original limestone curb. The
original limestone curb was constructed without the use of mortar. Efforts to expose this curb would
be difficult for a couple of reasons. The crushed limestone has been well packed around the top
surface of the curb. Efforts to remove this crushed limestone may result in dislodging the individual
stones within the curb. Additionally, the original height of the curb is lower than the present drive.
Through the years, the yard has been built-up in places and a lower drive consistent with the original
driveway height might cause drainage problems. It might be much simpler (and potentially more
economical) to consider rebuilding a similar stone curb around the existing driveway. In so doing,
the original driveway would remain intact beneath the new driveway (thus preserving it).
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Figure 35. Profiles illustrating driveway details. Top: Front yard, with wide stone curb, and
no underlying brick curb. Middle: Rear yard with narrow stone curb and underlying brick
curb. Bottom: Barnyard, with underlying brick curb, but no upper stone curb, only a brick
gutter. It is unclear as to whether the stone curb was once present at this location and removed
during construction of brick drain. The bottom profile documents the removal of the stone
curb and construction of a brick gutter alongside the drive, with the addition of several layers
of more recent crushed limestone gravels added to the surface of the drive.
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Material Possessions and the Pre-1870 Occupation at Clover Lawn
As noted in the previous discussion, a large volume of artifacts were collected from the
archaeological investigations at the David Davis Mansion Site. By far, the largest assemblage of
artifacts were recovered from the two privies (Features 5 and 6) located in Test 11. Although much
of the following discussion focuses on the artifacts from these two features, the discussion also
references the other artifacts recovered during the 1991-92 investigations from the various additional
contexts—many of which were recovered from an early midden located around the existing
Mansion.
The following discussion makes reference to the differences in both secondary and primary artifact
discard patterns represented in the assemblage, as well as temporal differences recognized within the
site occupants’ consumer preferences through time.
Appendix II consists of the provenience information for each of the excavation locations (or
“lots”) associated with the 1991 and 1992 investigations. Appendix III is a lot by lot inventory of the
artifacts from these recent investigations. Appendix IV is a list of the ceramic and glass vessels
recovered from Features 5 and 6 (the two side-by-side privies). Appendix V is a detailed report by
Dr. Terrance Martin (Illinois State Museum) on the faunal remains recovered from the two privies.
The artifact density at the David Davis Mansion was not exceptionally high. The excavations
suggest the presence of a low-density, pre-1870 midden across much of the site. This midden is most
dense in those areas near Tests 10 and 11. Unfortunately, the location of the Inner Yard midden
(located immediately adjacent to the original service wing of the Fell/Davis house)—and which
would have contained a relatively high density of artifacts—has been partially impacted by the 1870
construction of the existing Mansion. Having said that, there is some possibility that the Inner Yard
Activity Area associated with this pre-1870 house (and the subsurface archaeologicalfeatures created
in that location) may extend slightly to the north, west and east slightly beyond the limits of the
existing Mansion’s footprint. Additionally, there is some possibility that the early Fell residence
originally may have faced towards the Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way (and not to the south as
the later Fell/Davis residence did after the addition of the I-house wing). If this is true, then the Inner
Yard Activity area, and the earliest of the domestic middens, may lie slightly to the east of the
existing Mansion—in that area in which the smaller “outbuilding” (perhaps an early summer
kitchen?) was documented on the 1867 bird’s eye view (see Figure 6).
The partial excavation of the two privy pits (Features 5 and 6) yielded a substantialnumber of
artifacts relating to the Davis family’s pre-1870 life at Clover Lawn. These artifacts include an
interesting assemblage of whole, relatively restorable items that have the potential to tell us a
considerable amount of information regarding the lifeways of the Davis family during the 1840s and
1850s. Although a wide range of relatively whole ceramic and glass vessels were recovered from
these two features, the number of smaller artifacts (i.e. small finds) was relatively limited in number.
Missing from this assemblage are the small finds often associated with the daily discard of the
kitchen slop bucket. The presence of the large, restorable items, and the lack of small finds, strongly
suggests that the majority of the contents of these two privies may represent abandonment activity
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associated with one of the construction episodes that occurred at the site. The presence of some
artifacts dating from the 1860s suggests that these privies may have remained partially open through
circa 1870 when the existing Mansion construction was initiated. Nonetheless, though, the vast
majority of the artifacts appear to date from the 1840s and 1850s—suggesting that they may have
been deposited sometime earlier, perhaps during the late 1850s or early 1860s.
The artifact analysis consisted of sorting all collected material into one of nine functional
categories. These functional categories were initially defined by Orser, Nekola and Roark(1987) and
slightly revised for our Midwestern studies by Mansberger (1990; see also Mansberger and Halpin
1991). These categories differ from the more widely used functional categories defined by South
(1978) and more accurately reflect nineteenth century domestic sites in Illinois. These functional
categories consist of Foodways Service (ceramic and glass tablewares and other artifacts associated
with the serving of foods); Foodways Storage and Preparation (artifacts associated with the
preparation and/or storage of foods); Foodways Remains (the actual faunal and/or floral remains of
foods); Household/Furnishings (artifacts associated with furniture and the furnishing of the home);
Labor/Activities (artifacts associated with various non-kitchen or non-Foodways tasks conducted
around the site), Architecture (physical remains associated with the fabric of the house and/or other
buildings); Personal (non-clothing related artifacts associated with the individual, includingalcoholic
beverages and smoking related items); Clothing (small items of clothing); and Indeterminate (artifacts
of unknown function).
Foodways Service
Artifacts from the Foodways Service category are items associated with the consumption of
food and beverages—a task that takes on great significance to all families (whether rich or poor). At
most archaeological sites, this category consists predominately of refined ceramic, and occasionally
glass tablewares. Not unexpectedly, the Foodways Service category was well represented in the
Davis privies.
Refined ceramics are generally described in terms of their ware type (i.e., creamware,
pearlware, and whiteware), decoration, and vessel form. Whereas ware type generally infers
temporal information (age of occupation), discussions of the decoration and vessel form generally
infers social status and vessel function (which has dietary, as well as social status implications).
Although refined ceramics consist of occasional toilet wares and household items, the vast majority
of the refined ceramics at pre-Civil War Illinois sites are generally tablewares. Small sherd sizes
(such as those recovered from middens) often make it difficult to assess vessel forms with much
certainty. In contrast, the artifacts from the David Davis privy pits were large and represented
relatively whole items making vessel function easy to determine.
Creamware is a finely potted earthenware with a yellowish or cream-colored paste and clear
lead glaze (Noel Hume 1970, 1973; Towner 1957). This ware, with its distinctive yellowish or
greenish colored glaze, was produced from circa 1760 through the second decade of the nineteenth
century. By the 1820s, this ware is most often associated with cheap, undecorated tablewares
(mostly plates and platters). Creamware is generally not expected on sites occupied duringthe 1840s
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through 1860s. Sites occupied during the 1830s may have a very small amount of creamware
present—especially if the family occupying the site had a substantial amount of older and/or used
household items within their dwelling. A couple of late creamware vessels were recovered from the
Davis privies—and included an undecorated mug (Vessel 114), a chamber pot (Vessel 26), and a
London-urn shaped waster bowl (Vessel 116), all of which were undecorated (Figure 36).
Pearlware is a finely potted white paste earthenware with a clear lead glaze that was
developed in England during the 1780s (or earlier). The pearlware glaze has small additions of cobalt
that gives it a bluish cast and a deep blue color where the glaze puddles in crevices (such as around
foot rings on cups or plates). A major characteristic separating pearlware from later whiteware
sherds, some of which also have a bluish cast to their glaze, is the thin-bodied, finely potted natureof
the pearlware. By the early to middle 1830s, pearlware had run its course in America and was being
replaced by heavier bodied whitewares (Noel Hume 1969, 1970, 1973; South 1972; Towner 1957).
Domestic sites that were occupied during the 1820s and 1830s should exhibit a significant percentage
of pearlware sherds. The percentage of pearlware sherds recovered should be less pronounced the
longer the occupations of those sites persisted into the 1840s and later. With its thin body, angular
cut feet, and deep blue glaze, early pearlware is easily distinguished from whiteware. But later
pearlware from the 1820s and 1830s is often difficult to distinguish from whiteware, thus making a
discussion of pearlware and whiteware distributions difficult at best. Pearlware vessels were
represented by approximately 13 vessels in the privy assemblage, and included cups, saucers, waster
bowls, pitchers, food jars, and salve jars. These early creamware and pearlware vessels probably
represent older heirloom or curated pieces brought to Illinois by the site occupants.
As with most sites from this era, whitewares comprised the vast majority of the refined
ceramics from the David Davis Site. Whiteware is a refined white paste earthenware with a clear,
colorless alkaline glaze that usually lacks the colored tints of both creamware and pearlware.
Whiteware, a much heavier, molded ware with a thicker body than pearlware or creamware, began
replacing these earlier ceramics during the late 1820s and early 1830s. By the middle 1830s,
whiteware production had all but replaced that of pearlware (Price 1979:11; Noel Hume 1970:130131). Whitewares included a wide variety of vessel forms, and included cups, saucers, plates,
platters, and serving vessels.
Ironstone (also known as “Stone China,” “New China,” or “Semi Porcelain”) is a hard paste
earthenware with a semi-vitrified paste (which borders on being a stoneware) and clear alkaline glaze.
As early as circa 1805, the English potter Spode was manufacturing a hard paste earthenware; and in
July 1813, Charles James Mason patented his “Ironstone” (and the term came into use). Although
introduced relatively early in the nineteenth century (Godden 1966), ironstone generally did not
become a major component of ceramic assemblages in Illinois until the early 1840s or early 1850s.
Ironstone is well represented at the Davis Mansion Site.
Porcelain is an expensive, high fired (vitrified), translucent ceramic ware that has been
recognized as a sensitive indicator of status for many years (Miller and Stone 1970, Stone et al. 1972).
Porcelain wares—most often representing status tea wares—are generally poorly represented at sites
associated with working class families. Similarly, porcelain items are often more associated with
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well-to-do urban families than their contemporary well-to-do rural neighbors. Porcelain wares were
relatively well represented in the existing assemblage. The porcelain vessels recovered from the
Davis privies were represented solely by teawares, and included cups, saucers, dessert plates, small
pitchers/creamers, and a teapot.
At least two distinctive sets of porcelain teawares were represented in the Davis privies. The
earlier of the two teaware services was represented by several cups, saucers, desert plates, and a small
pitcher/creamer—all of which were decorated with an overglaze, green transfer print (Figures 55and
56). This transfer print design incorporated alternating vignettes, one with a butterfly followed by
another consisting of a bird (potentially a pheasant) in a tree with mountain peaks in the background.
The porcelain bodies are slightly fluted and reminiscent of Gothic wares typical of the 1840s.
Although handled cups seem to be the most prevalent with this porcelain ware, it could not be
determined if the cups from this assemblage were handled or not. Similar decorated porcelain
teawares have been recovered from select pre-Civil War sites in Illinois, predominately from
assemblages associated with status urban families.
Another status item from this assemblage, and potentially representing a slightly older and/or
curated family heirloom, was a distinctive drum-shaped porcelain teapot, with braided handle,
applique flowers applied at the junction of the handle with the body, and a gilded rim and base
(Figure 57). Two polychrome painted central medallions, typical of a Famille Rose motif, was also
present on the teapot body. This drum shape was a classic design apparently “favored by the new
French Republic” and clearly representing an older, albeit quality, teapot by the 1850s-60s (Figure
58). Whereas the printed porcelain teaware noted above was probably a soft-paste ware
manufactured in England, this teapot represents Chinese export porcelain . This teapot was probably
manufactured during the later eighteenth and/or very early nineteenth century (cf. Mudge 1981:
Figure 117, Lee [1984]), Mudge 1986:198, Nadler 2001:101).
The second porcelain teaware service was represented by an undecorated, hard-paste set that
included handled cups, saucers, and dessert plates (Figure 59). These unmarked wares were
probably in use during the 1860s, and would have been acceptable for use in the 1870s Mansion. A
rather unusual porcelain tableware item recovered from the Davis privies, and probably associated
with the 1860s, was an egg cup (Vessel 54)(Figure 60). Such specialized tablewares are rare at
nineteenth century archaeological sites.
Besides ware type, refined ceramics are often separated into several distinctive categories
based on the decoration applied to the vessels, and the type of decoration used on the ware hasgreat
interpretive significance for archaeologists. The least decorated wares (such as edge decorated and
painted wares) were often represented by less expensive tablewares, as well as kitchen wares and
toilet wares. More elaborate (and costly) wares during the 1830s-50s were represented by printed
decorations. Beginning in the 1840s, and with a quickening pace during the 1850s, the high ranked
printed wares were replaced by mostly white, relief decorated wares.
Table 1 tabulates the ceramics from the pre-1870 deposits recovered from the excavation of
Test 10, into ware and decoration types. Besides the surface midden, the artifacts recovered from
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Feature 3 (which consisted predominately of re-deposited midden from the surrounding area) is
included for comparison. Based on sherd counts, the Davis Mansion Site refined ceramic
assemblage consisted of 40.2% undecorated wares, 8.0% annular decorated wares, 2.3% painted
wares, 47.1% printed wares, and 2.3% relief decorated wares. Absent from this assemblage are edge
decorated wares, which are typically present from sites occupied in Illinois during the 1830s through
early 1850s. Similarly, painted and sponge decorated wares are extremely low in number. In
contrast, the undecorated and printed wares are represented by relatively large percentages.
Accepting the relatively small sample size, this assemblage bespeaks of the rather well-to-do status of
the Davis, and potentially Fell families during these early years. Additionally, this ceramic
assemblage is relatively homogeneous in color, and contrasts with the vivid, multi-color palettes
often associated with ceramic assemblages from the 1830s-40s (cf. the Jones-Hillerman Site,
Mansberger and Stratton 2009).
Table 1
Refined Ceramics Recovered from Test 10, David Davis Mansion

The following discussion focuses on the ceramic and glass vessels recovered from Features 5
and 6—the two side-by-side privies located behind the Davis family house. Undecorated wares from
the two privy pits were represented by a couple of late creamware vessels, which included a mug
(Vessel 114), at least one chamber pot, a London-urn shaped waster bowl (Vessel 116), as well as a
large pitcher (Vessel 88)—all of which represent non-Foodways items (Figure 36). Undecorated
whitewares from the later 1850s and/or 1860s also were present in relatively low number, and were
represented by everyday tablewares and teawares (Figure 37).
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As with the early midden, minimally decorated wares (such as edge decorated, painted, and
sponge decorated wares) were represented by a relatively small number of vessels from these two
privy pits. Only one edged, small dessert plate (Vessel 29) was recovered from the privies. This
plate, although molded with an impressed “feather” design, was unpainted. The lack of these wares
attests to the status of the Davis—and presumably Fell—families during their early occupation of this
site (late 1830s and 1840s). Similarly, painted wares were found in relatively low numbers from the
privy pits. Only a few painted items were recovered from this context, and included a double-curve
shaped handleless cup (Vessel 31), and fragmentary saucers (Figure 38). These items probably
represent older, potentially everyday items relegated to kitchen and/or servant use.
Another category of minimally decorated ceramic wares are those known as “dipt” wares
(often referred to as annular decorated wares by archaeologists). These wares, which are often found
in low percentages from sites dating from the 1840s and 1850s, are often associated with utilitarian
kitchen wares (such as pitchers, waster bowls), and toilette wares (such as chamber pots). Although
edged, painted, and sponge-decorated wares were present in very low numbers at the Davis Site,
annular decorated wares were found in relatively high percentages in both the midden and privy pit
contexts. Several annular decorated waster bowls and pitchers were recovered from the Davis
privies. Although these wares are kitchen wares (and more appropriately classified as with the
Foodways Storage and Preparation functional category), they are discussed here due to their
decoration (Figures 67-68).
As noted above, the greatest number of decorated sherds from this early midden was
decorated with transfer printed designs. Similarly, transfer printed wares were very numerous from
the two privy pits (Features 5 and 6). The printed wares were represented by single-color prints in a
variety of colors that included black, blue, brown, dark blue, flow blue, green, and red colors. These
printed wares were represented by both tablewares and teawares, in a variety of patterns typical of
the latter 1830s through early 1850s.
Both small dessert plates (Vessels 148 and 149), and handleless cups (Vessels 152 and 153)
were decorated with a blue transfer printed design identified as the LUCERNE pattern (Figure 39,
41). The small plates were marked “LUCERNE” / J. C. / GRANITE WARE.” These wares also had
an impressed mark that read “STONE WARE / J. CLEMENTSON”. The impressed markalso had a
third illegible line that may have read “SHELTON.” Joseph Clementson produced pottery wares
from 1839 to 1864, with an emphasis on both an American and Canadian market—many associated
with American importers (with known associations with firms in Cleveland, Milwaukee, Concord,
and New York City) (Godden 1964:150; Kowalski and Kowalski 1999: 148). The impressed markon
these wares probably suggests that they were manufactured sometime after 1848. The Lucerne
pattern illustrates a Swiss village of that name, and slight variations of this pattern were used by
several different British potters, including J. W. Pankhurst and Company. The cups were unmarked.
Another small dessert plate (Vessel 128) was decorated with a blue print design identified as
the CASSINO pattern (Figure 40). This Gothic-inspired dessert plate probably was produced by
William Adams and Son during the pre-Civil War years (1840s-50s). Additionally, George Jones
produced a round, non-Gothic version of this plate during the 1850s (Williams 1978:221).
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At least one saucer (Vessel 150) and one handleless cup (Vessel 151) were decorated with a
blue printed design identified as the GEM pattern (Figure 39). The saucer had a backstamp that read
“GEM / E. C.”, which was probably manufactured by the firm of Edward Challinor during the years
1842-1867 (Godden 1964:137). Williams and Weber (1986:185) illustrate a pattern with the same
name manufactured by William Ridgway. This Ridgway pattern has a similar border design but a
different central view as depicted on the saucer from the Davis privies.
A blue printed Gothic-inspired (fluted or paneled) waster bowl (Vessel43) was also recovered
from the privy context (Figure 42). Although this waster bowl was unmarked, it has been identified
as the VERONA pattern (Williams and Weber 1986:264). This pattern also was produced by Edward
Challinor.
A single red transfer printed vessel was identified (Vessel 129). This medium-sized pitcher
was decorated with an unidentified Romantic pattern which incorporated a cloaked and sandaled
horseman brandishing what appears to be a sword. Although the main (central) design element was
not identified, the border on this pitcher is identical to that identified as “HANNIBAL PASSING
THE ALPS” pattern, which was manufactured by the firm of Knight, Elkin and Company (18261846) (Williams and Weber 1986:283-85). Although the horseman on this pitcher may represent a
Roman soldier as depicted in the examples illustrated by Williams and Weber (1986), the horseman
is reversed and doesn’t match those illustrated in the published sources. Nonetheless, it would
appear that this pitcher probably was decorated with a variation of this pattern. Williams and Weber
(1978:725) and Furniss, Wagner and Wagner (1999:76) both indicate that William Adams produced a
red or pink variation on this pattern which was simply identified as “HANNIBAL”.
The majority of the previously discussed printed wares are represented by teaware vessels
associated with multiple teaware sets. These wares included cups (predominately handleless
varieties), saucers, small desert plates, waster bowls, and cream pitchers. The majority of the
decorated cups from these printed teaware sets were predominately of the paneled London-urn
forms, generally associated with the Gothic aesthetic of the 1840s and earlier 1850s (Figure 43).
Similarly, most of the small desert plates were multi-sided, which also was typical of the Gothic
aesthetic.
In contrast, remnants of at least one blue printed tableware setting was also present within the
Davis privies (as well as from the surrounding midden) (Figures 44-46). Recovered from the Davis
privies were four plates (Vessels 118, 119A, 119B, and 146), as well as a serving vessel or tureen lid
(Vessel 147) from a single pattern. Additionally, a large fragment of a serving platter decorated in the
same pattern was recovered during the excavations of the barn interior (cf. Lot 38). Vessels from this
tableware set were marked “STONE WARE / CORAL BORDER / D.” The “D” may refer to the
pottery of Thomas Dimmock and Company, who produced wares in Britain from circa 1828through
1859, and often marked his wares simply with a printed “D” (Godden 1964:208; Williams 1978:619).
Vessels from this same table setting also were recovered in the 1980s from the Woodhouse privies
(Mansberger and Warren 1990:15, 19, 33, 94)—with one plate recovered from the west chamber
(Vessel 1990: 437), and three plates (Vessels 1990:91-93), a covered serving vessel or vegetable dish
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(Vessel 1990: 94), and two soup plates/bowls (Vessels 1990: 95-96) recovered from the east chamber.
The plates from this table setting were round with slightly scalloped edges—unlike the multi-sided
Gothic wares common within the ceramic assemblage. This large tableware setting, which may have
represented a fairly upscale table setting for the 1840s, appears to have been used by the Davis family
for many years, and survived the transition from the early frame house to the large brick mansion.
By the time many of these wares were discarded in the Woodhouse privies, the table settinghad been
greatly diminished in size and probably relegated to everyday use by the family and/or servants.
A second set of printed tableware was also present within the early Davis privies, and is
represented by a flow-blue, printed design. Flow-decorated wares (whether printed or painted), have
an underglaze decoration that had not been sufficiently “set” to prevent it from mixing with the
overlying glaze and creating a muddied or “flowing” appearance. Flow blue tablewares and
teawares, presumably developed by the British, became common with middle class consumers
during the early to middle 1840s, and were often associated with wares inspired by the Gothic
aesthetic. Although these wares became quickly popular in America, their use seems far less popular
in England and Europe (Snyder 1995, 1997).
The identified transfer printed flow blue pattern recovered from the David Davis privies was
an apparent table setting, with plates, saucers, cups, and serving vessels being recovered. These
wares have a printed backstamp that read “INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO." and an impressed mark that
read "REAL / IRON STONE" (Figures 47-49). Thomas Furnival and Company, a Staffordshire
pottery firm located at Miles Bank (Hanley), produced a variety of ceramic wares for a short period
of time (from circa 1844-46). Jervis notes that the “the name [of the firm] being shortly afterwards
changed to Furnival & Clark and so remained until 1851 when… the firm became Thomas Furnival
& Sons” (Jervis 1911:127). The history of this firm is a bit confusing, with little to no information
available for Furnival and Clark in published sources (cf. Godden 1964:263; Kowalski and Kowalski
1999:200). Unfortunately, we cannot say with any assurance as to when these wares were produced,
as they may have been produced after circa 1846 by Furnival and Clark, or even Furnival and Sons.
As Kowalski and Kowalski (1999:199) note, “it was not uncommon for successors to continue
popular patterns… [and] it would also appear that patterns were continued [by Furnival and Clark]
from earlier partnerships. The pattern ‘Indian Jar’ appears with the printed importer mark ‘Peter
Wright / Philadelphia’.” To further confuse the issue, Hughes (1985:50) notes the presence of a jug
registered under the name Furnival and Clark in December 1845 that carried a mark “T. F. & Co.”
(see Kowalski and Kowalski 1999:200). Nonetheless, it would seem reasonable to suspect that these
wares were produced sometime between 1844 and 1851. Similar wares were found at the Edgemont
Site in French Village (East St. Louis) (Mansberger n.d.). It is unclear as to the relationship of these
two tableware sets (as represented by the Coral Border and Indian Jar table settings). Although both
table setting appear to be relatively contemporaneous (potentially dating from the 1840s), the Indian
Jar set may post-date the Coral Border. Having said that, the Coral Border set is represented in the
later Woodhouse privy pits, whereas the Indian Jar set is not. Perhaps the Davis family simply
enjoyed variety in their table settings.
Beginning in the early 1840s, printed wares began to fall out of favor for white ceramic wares
that incorporated simple molded decorations (which archaeologists often refer to as relief
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decoration). These wares were quickly adopted by the American consumer. The earliest of these
wares were represented by simple Gothic-inspired items which incorporated multi-side forms with
flutes, and/or panels into their design. Several relief decorated wares were present in the Davis
privies, many of which exhibited Gothic-inspired design elements typical of the 1840s. Unlike the
printed wares, which clearly were presented by multiple sets, the relief decorated wares were
represented by a multitude of vessels that did not appear to clearly represent sets. Nonetheless, both
tableware and teaware sets influenced by the Gothic aesthetic probably were in use by the Davis
family during the 1840s and 1850s (Figures 50-51).
One of the earlier relief-decorated wares recovered from the Davis privies is Vessel 2—a
relatively large plate manufactured by William Adams and Sons and marked by a distinctive
backstamp incorporating an American Eagle and the words “SUPERIOR / WHITE GRANITE” into
its design (Figure 50). Unlike most 1840s Gothic inspired wares, which often are multi—sided, this
plate is round with subtle scallops around the rim (similar to the form of the plates decorated with the
printed Coral Border pattern). Although this pattern is unidentified, it is reminiscent of Mayer’s
Classic pattern, which was produced by T. J. & J. Mayer in circa 1847 (Dieringer and Dieringer
2001:32). This single plate clearly represents a quality, early ware that is more reminiscent of the
1830s scalloped edge wares than those associate with the 1840-50s Gothic aesthetic. It is unclear
whether this represents an older, curated family piece from circa 1840, or whether it represents an
aberrant plate that was present in the Davis kitchen during a later period.
Several multi-sided fluted Gothic-inspired plates, presumably from the 1840s and/or earlier
1850s, were also recovered from the Davis privies. Two of these plates (Vessels 121 and 234) were
manufactured by Charles Meigh (Figure 50). These wares are marked with a British backstamp
incorporating a lion and unicorn (the Royal Arms) and reads "MEIGH'S / IRON STONE / CHINA"
with an impressed "CM". These wares are similar to the GOTHIC pattern illustrated by Dieringer and
Dieringer (2001:20-21). Charles Meigh operated the Old Hall Works inn Hanley from 1835 until
1849. After that date the firm operated as C. Meigh, Son and Pankhurst for a couple of years, and
subsequent as C. Meigh and Son from 1851-1861. Meigh was known for his quality molded wares,
which he often marked with distinctive impressed marks that incorporated the words “Porcelain
Opaque,” “Improved Stone China,” “Enamel Porcelain,” “Indian Stone China,” or “French China”
into the mark.
Another Gothic plate (Vessel 42) had an impressed mark that read "IRONSTONE / J.
WEDGWOOD / CHINA" (Figure 50). This pattern, with its 20 panels or flutes, was identified as the
FLUTED PEARL pattern which was registered by Wedgwood on October 8, 1847 (Dieringer and
Dieringer 2001:24). John Wedge Wood operated a pottery at various locations in the Staffordshire
district of England from1841 through 1860. Wood marked his wares “J. WEDGWOOD” in an effort
to associate his wares with the well-known Josiah Wedgwood, who never marked his wares with the
initial “J” (see Godden 1964:687).
Several relief decorated saucers were also found in the Davis privies. One unusual and
unidentified pattern, which is referred to as the ARCH AND STICK pattern in this report, had a large
impressed mark only partially legible that read either "E. CHALLINOR & CO." or“CHALLINOR &
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CO.”—and not “E. & C. CHALLINOR.” Although this pattern is unidentified, it is reminiscent of a
Gothic version of the BALL AND STICK pattern produced by James Edwards (and believed to have
been manufactured by Edwards sometime between 1842 and 1851) (Dieringer and Dieringer
2001:15). The pattern contains a distinctive Gothic arch motif alternating with a small circle atop a
straight line, and most likely was manufactured during the 1840s. Assuming the saucer was
manufactured by E. Challinor and Company, it probably was produced sometime between 1853 and
1860 (Godden 1964:137) (Figure 50).
One of the latest identified relief decorated patterns from the Davis privies was thatidentified
as the SCALLOPED DECAGON or CAMBRIDGE SHAPE (Figure 51). This pattern was
represented by two saucers (Vessels 37 and 38), each of which had an impressed rectangular mark
that read "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE.” Additionally, the saucers both had an impressed “3"
and impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853) (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:61). No cups of
this pattern were recovered from the privies. These vessels were manufactured by John Wedge
Wood, and not the better known Josiah Wedgwood. The multiple saucers in this pattern suggest
minimaly that a teaware set in this pattern may have been in use by the Davis family during the early
middle to late 1850s. Besides Wood, this pattern was also manufactured by other English potters and
was registered on multiple occasions starting in October 1852, as well as in January 1853and October
1854)(Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:61). Such wares do not appear to be well represented in the pre1870 midden.
Two plain, undecorated, round earthenware saucers were also present in the assemblage
(Vessels 35A and 145) (Figure 37, bottom). One of these saucers had an impressed round mark that
was only partially legible, but appeared to read “T. & R. BOOTE / IRONSTONE.” Thomas and
Richard Boote established their Central Pottery in Burslem in 1842. The company continued
production of ceramic table and tea wares through the early years of the twentieth century. Several
undecorated handleless ironstone cups were also recovered from the privy pit, and probably
represent wares in use during the 1860s (Figure 37, top). These cups had a form distinctively
different from the earlier Gothic-inspired forms. Fragments of a single relief decorated cup (with
Gothic panels) was found in this assemblage that has an with blue appliqued floral design attached to
its body (Vessel 163) (Figure 53). This cup was probably in use during the 1850s and/or 1860s.
Often referred to as “Chelsea” wares, these items are fairly rare in archaeological assemblages in
Illinois.
Glass tablewares also were recovered from the Davis privies in relatively high number. By
far, the most common form of glass tableware recovered from the Davis privy pits were glass
tumblers. These drinking glasses were predominately press-molded, lead-glass, fluted tumblers
typical of the middle nineteenth century. Two basic styles of tumblers were noted in the assemblage.
The most common tumbler was the fluted “bar” tumbler. This tumbler was found in three basic
“variations” which are distinguished by the height of the flutes (or panels) with short, medium and
tall fluted varieties being present (Figure 61). All three of these tumbler varieties have flutes that have
a slightly rounded arch at their top. The short fluted tumblers have 9 panels. The medium fluted
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tumblers have 8 panels, and the tall fluted tumblers have 7 panels.8 It is interesting to note, although
all of these tumblers are roughly the same height, that the shorter the flute, the greater the thickness
of the glass in the base of the tumbler (and/or the smaller the capacity of the tumbler). A limited
number of the tumblers with tall flutes had slightly more pointed tops (compared to the rounded tops
of the previously discussed tumblers). Trade catalogs often refer to these as “Gothic tumblers”
compared to the more generic “bar tumblers” with the rounded top. A second style of tumbler had
six relatively wide and flat-topped panels which were distinctively recessed and reminiscent of flutes.
Trade catalogs such as those associated with the M’Kee Brothers glassworks, refer to this distinctive
drinking glass as a “Charleston Tumbler” (Figure 65). Many of these tumblers exhibited either rough
pontil scars on their bases, or had evidence of their bases having been ground flat.
Glass stemware from the Davis privy pits was limited in number. Only two stemware vessels
were noted in the assemblage, and included a wheel-ground thumbprint design (Vessel 71) and a
molded fluted design (Vessel 177) (Figure 62, 64). Both were manufactured from lead glass. Other
glass tableware from these two features included a large syrup pitcher (Vessel 167) and a single cruet
(Vessel 72); both manufactured from lead glass. The syrup pitcher had a applied handle and pewterlike pouring spout.
Non-ceramic and non-glass table wares were few in number. Eating utensils were recovered
in very small number from the Davis privy pits, but did include a flat tanged, wooden handled, threetined fork, as well as a rat-tail, three-tined fork (Figure 66).

8

Nineteenth century trade catalogues often refer to these tumblers by the number of flutes, for example, a “7 flute bar tumbler”.
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Table 2
List of Ceramic Manufacturers Documented in the Davis Family Privy Assemblage
W. Adams and Sons
Thomas Furnival and Company
Furnival and Clark (?)
Charles Meigh
J. Wedgwood [J. Wedge Wood]
E. Challinor
E. Challinor and Company
Thomas Dimmock
J. Clementson
William Ridgway
T. & R. Boote

1800-1864
ca. 1844-6 (Godden 1964:263)
ca. 1844-5 (Kowalski and Kowalski 1999:200)
ca. 1845-51 (Jervis 1911) [Indian Jar]
1835-1849 (Godden 1964:428)
ca. 1841-60 (Godden 1964:687)
1842-1867 (Godden 1964:137)
1853-1860 (Godden 1964:137)
1828-1859 (Godden 1964:208)
1839-1864 (Godden 1964:150)
ca. 1830-1854 (Godden 1964:538)
1842- (Godden 1964:84)

Table 3
Transfer Print Patterns Identified in the David Davis Assemblage
Verona
Coral Border
Hannibal Passing the Alps
Lucerne
Gem
Indian Jar
Cassino

Unidentified potter
Thomas Dimmock
Unidentified Potter
J. Clementson
E. Challinor (?)
Thomas Furnival
Unidentified potter

Table 4
Relief Decorated (Molded) Patterns Identified in the David Davis Assemblage
Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape
“Arch and Stick”
Fluted Pearl
Gothic Shape / [Generic] Gothic

J. Wedgwood
E. Challinor and Company
J. Wedgwood
C. Meigh
W. Adams and Sons
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Figure 36. Some interesting undecorated wares from the Davis privy pits may represent older
curated wares. Top Left: Creamware mug with bead handle (Vessel 114). Top Right: Large
pitcher with plain handle (Vessel 88). Bottom: London-urn shaped bowl (Vessel 116). Both
the pitcher and the bowl are more appropriately associated with kitchen wares from the
Foodways Preparation and Storage functional group.
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Figure 37. Undecorated, relatively heavy bodied, earthenware handleless cups, typical of the
1860s, from the Davis privy pits. These cups and saucers represent everydayhousehold wares
from the 1860s. TOP: Vessels 44, 45, 46, 130. BOTTOM: Cup with an undecorated saucer
with impressed mark “T. & R. BOOTE” and “IRONSTONE”. Thomas and Richard Boote
began potting in 1842 and continued throughout the nineteenth century (Godden 1964:84).
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Figure 38. Not unexpectedly, painted wares were relatively uncommon from the Davis site
privies. Only two painted vessels were identified from the Davis privies. These included a
saucer (Vessel 30, top), and a handleless cup (Vessel 31, bottom). The cup has the distinctive
double-curve shape. These teawares represent relatively low-valued wares from a relatively
early (1830s-40s) period, and probably represent an everyday item used by the family and/or
servants (or hired hands).
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Figure 39. TOP: Blue printed cup (Vessel 151) and saucer (Vessel 150) from the Davis
privies. The saucer had a backstamp that read “GEM / E. C.”, which was probably
manufactured by the firm of Edward Challinor during the years 1842-1867. BOTTOM: Two
cups decorated with the LUCERNE pattern (Vessels 152 and 153).
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Figure 40. Another small dessert plate (Vessel 128) was decorated with a blue print design
identified as the CASSINO pattern. TOP: This Gothic-inspired dessert plate probably was
produced by William Adams and Son during the pre-Civil War years. BOTTOM: Nonarchaeological example of plate decorated with the CASSINO pattern. Note the round, nonGothic shape of this plate.
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Figure 41. Two blue transfer printed dessert plates (Vessels 148 and 149)were recoveredfrom
the David Davis privy. This small dessert plate was marked “LUCERNE” / J. C. / GRANITE
WARE.” These wares also had an impressed mark that read “STONE WARE / J.
CLEMENTSON”. The impressed mark also had a third illegible line that may have read
“SHELTON.” Joseph Clementson produced pottery wares from 1839 to 1864. Top: Plate
reproduced at 80% actual size. Bottom: Mark reproduced at 200% actual size.
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Figure 42. Blue printed teaware setting consisting of cup, saucer, small dessert plate, and
waster bowl. The cup, saucer and plate are decorated in the LUCERNE pattern, whereas the
waster bowl is decorated in the VERONA pattern.

Figure 43. Comparison of molded (stylized London-Urn shaped) Gothic-inspired, handleless
cups from the Davis privy pits. LEFT: Large cup decorated in the flow-blue printed “INDIAN
JAR” pattern. MIDDLE: Cup decorated in the printed LUCERNE pattern. RIGHT: Relief
decorated cup in simple Gothic panels, typical of 1840s and 1850s.
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Figure 44. Blue transfer printed plate from the David Davis privies marked “STONE WARE /
CORAL BORDER / D” (Vessel 146). The “D” may refer to the pottery of Thomas Dimmock
who produced wares in Britain from circa 1828 through 1859. Besides plates, a covered
serving vessel lid and large platter from this table setting were recovered from the Davis site
during the 1991-92 investigations. Several vessels from this same table setting (consisting of
plates, soup bowls, and a covered serving vessel or vegetable dish) were recovered from the
Woodhouse (cf. Mansberger and Warren 1990:15, 19, 33).
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Figure 45. Detail of backstamp from plate (Vessel 146) illustrated in previous figure. Actual
size.

Figure 46. View of whole Coral Border plate (for comparative purposes; not from Davis Site).
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Figure 47. Printed flow-blue decorated tableware setting from the Davis site privies included
these cups (top) and plate (bottom). The plates were marked with a backstamp that read
“INDIAN / JAR / T. F. & CO.” and an impressed “REAL / IRON STONE”. The Indian Jar
pattern was probably manufactured by Thomas Furnival in the middle-to-late 1840s.
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Figure 48. The flow-blue printed pattern INDIAN JAR was represented by handleless cups,
saucers, waster bowls, and plates. This table setting probably was in use in the Davis house
during the middle 1840s or early 1850s. The Gothic-inspired plate and cup forms are
reminiscent of this period, and contrast with the round CORAL BORDER plates discussed
above.
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Figure 49. Flow blue “Indian Jar” pattern manufactured by Thomas Furnival and Company.
This is for comparative purposes only; not recovered from the Davis Site.
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Figure 50. Relief decorated patterns identified on ceramics recovered from the Davis privy
pits. TOP: Unidentified Pattern (Vessel 20; William Adams and Sons). Pattern is similar to
MAYER”S CLASSIC pattern which was produced by T. J. & J. Mayer in circa 1847.
SECOND FROM TOP: GOTHIC pattern (Vessel 121; Charles Meigh and Company).
SECOND FROM BOTTOM: FLUTED PEARL pattern (Vessel 42; J. Wedgwood).
BOTTOM: Unidentified pattern (Vessel 40; E. Challinor and Company). Impressed mark is
similar to that illustrated here, buy with E. CHALLINOR & CO replacing the E. & C.
CHALLINOR. Referred to in this report as the ARCH AND STICK pattern.
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Figure 51. SCALLOPED DECAGON or CAMBRIDGE SHAPE pattern depicted on two
saucers (Vessels 37 and 38) from the Davis privies. These saucers had an impressed
rectangular mark that read "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853. This pattern represents one of the latest
identified relief decorated patterns from the two privy pits.

Figure 52. Unidentified flatware vessel with backstamp for F. A. and S. R. Filley, St. Louis
importers (From Test 10 midden).

Figure 53. Relief decorated Gothic shaped cups from the Davis privies. Left: Undecorated
handleless cup (Vessel 123). Right: Cup (Vessel 163) with appliqued blue floral design.
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Figure 54. Cup forms in use at the Davis Site during the 1840s-60s. TOP: The earthenware teawares were represented by 1)
painted double-curve form (left), 2) printed Gothic-inspired, molded (relief decorated), stylized London Urn shape (second from
left), 3) Gothic-inspired relief decorated shape (second from right) (also somewhat stylized London Urn shape), and 4) undecorated,
tea bowl shape (right). BOTTOM: Porcelain cup forms were represented by 1) handleless, printed Gothic-inspired, molded
(stylized London-Urn shape)(left), and 2) handled, undecorated, tea bowl shape (right).
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Figure 55. An early porcelain teaware service recovered from the Davis privies. This porcelain service included a creamer (Vessel
57), a cup (Vessel 55), saucers (Vessel 56A, 136), and a dessert plate (Vessel 164). The wares were decorated with an overglaze,
green transfer print design that incorporated pheasants and butterflies into its small vignettes. This probably represents a British
manufactured ware from the 1840s. The overglaze design has weathered poorly, and is nearly faded completely away.
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Figure 56. Detail of overglaze, green transfer printed porcelain saucer with same design
elements as found on teawares from Davis privy. This saucer, which is believed to be
associated with the 1840s, was not recovered from the Davis site. The saucer is presented
actual size.
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Figure 57. Fragmentary remains of a porcelain teapot from the David Davis privy pit. This
drum-shaped teapot had a simple gilded border around the rim (top left) and base (top right).
The handle was braided with applique floral elements at the junction of the handle with the
body (bottom left). The spout was straight (bottom right). Additionally, the teapot had a small
floral vignette centrally located on the body (not illustrated). Sherds are reproduced at 75%
actual size.
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Figure 58. Three views of a drum-shaped teapot with a braided strap handle very similar to
that recovered from the David Davis privy (http://www.rubylane.com). The leaves at the ends
of the handles were unpainted on the teapot from the David Davis privy. Both teapots have a
painted central floral motif. For comparative purposes only; not recovered from the Davis Site.
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Figure 59. Later teawares from the Davis privies consisted of plain white and/or undecorated
cups and saucers typical of the 1860s. These wares included s mall dessert plates (Vessel 4 and
5A), a handled cup (Vessel 211), and at least one saucer (Vessels 48 ). These wares were
unmarked.

Figure 60. A rather unusual porcelain tableware item recovered from the Davis privies, and
probably associated with a the 1860s, was this egg cup (Vessel 54). Such specialized
tablewares are rare at nineteenth century archaeological sites.
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Figure 61. Tumblers from the Davis privies, which were very numerous from the privies, were
all of the fluted variety. TOP: Variation in tumblers with short flutes (left; Vessel 7), medium
flutes (middle; Vessel 61) and tall flutes (right; Vessel 65). All three of these tumblers have
flutes that have a rounded arch at top. BOTTOM: A limited number of tumblers with the tall
flutes had more pointed arches (left; Vessel 172). These are known as “Gothic Tumblers.”
Similarly a couple of tumblers had flat, recessed panels reminiscent of flutes (right; Vessel 69).
These are known as “Charleston Tumblers.” Most of these tumblers from these privies were
molded using lead glass, with some exhibiting evidence of a pontil and/or ground bases. It is
interesting to note that the shorter the flute, the greater the thickness of the glass in the base of
the tumbler (and/or the less smaller holding capacity of the glass.
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Figure 62. Stemware from the Davis privies was limited in number. These were the only two
stemware items encountered, and included a ground thumbprint design (left; Vessel 71) and a
molded fluted design (right; Vessel 177). Both were manufactured from lead glass.

Figure 63. Small (2 ¾” diameter), press-molded bowl lid from the Davis privy (Vessel 86).
Although this may date to the later 1860s, it more likely represents an intrusive item.
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Figure 64. Syrup pitcher (left) with pouring spout (middle) (Vessel 167) and cruet (right; Vessel 72); both lead glass. Reproduced
at 75%actual size.
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Figure 65. Three pages from the 1864 McKee and Brothers glass catalog (Dover 1981)
illustrating nearly identical glassware as that recovered from the Davis privypits . TOP: Wide
mouth jar and syrup pitcher (Dover 1981:45) MIDDLE: Charleston Tumblers (Dover
1981:52). BOTTOM: Variety of tumblers, illustrating both round-topped and Gothic-topped
flutes (1981:48).
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Figure 66. Eating utensils were recovered in very small number from the Davis privies, but did include a flat tanged, wooden
handled three-tined fork (top), as well as a rat-tail, three-tine fork (bottom; missing its handle). Reproduced at actual size.
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Foodways Preparation and Storage
This functional category consists of kitchen ware items associated with the preparation of and
storage of foods. Artifacts associated with this functional category generally are coarse earthenware
or stoneware containers (such as crockery jars, churns, jugs, and milk pans). Generally, yellowwares
(such as large mixing bowls and pitchers) also are included in this category. As noted earlier, small
bowls and pitchers, which function in in a multitude of manners in the nineteenth century household,
are generally included in this functional category.9
Redware (a lead glazed, red-paste earthenware) is a common early nineteenth century
utilitarian ware used by Illinois settlers, whether urban or rural. Although redware tablewares (plates,
mugs, small bowls) were used by early settlers during the very early years of the nineteenth century,
redware tablewares became fairly uncommon in Illinois by the later 1830s.10 By the early 1830s,
redware was being produced in the central Sangamon Valley (including Springfield), the American
Bottom, and the Wabash Valley. By the early 1840s, redware was also being produced at multiple
production centers in Jo Daviess County and within several western Illinois locations (Mansberger
1994). Production of utilitarian redware kitchen wares (such as large milk pans, bowls, jugs and jars)
continued in Illinois through the 1890s in the far northwestern corner of Illinois (centered at Galena,
Jo Daviess County), as well as within southwestern Illinois.
The redware assemblage from the David Davis Site contained several large milk pans or
bowls, which are a common item found on early to middle nineteenth century sites (Figure 70, top).
Besides being used as utilitarian “mixing” bowls in the kitchen, these bowls were often used to
separate milk fat from liquid milk. The presence of multiple milk pans in this assemblage suggests
that the Davis family (or their hired workers) were processing dairy products on site—particularly
milk (separating milk fats from liquid to produce butter). Oddly absent from the Davis assemblage
were redware jars and jugs (which appear to have been represented by more vitrified, and probably
slightly more expensive, stoneware containers). But unlike many contemporary assemblages, the
Davis Site redware assemblage stood out for the number (and quality) of redware flower pots
present. Several large redware flower pots (not to be confused with the more common unglazed redpaste earthenware flower pot) and drain pans were recovered from the Davis privy pits. These
redware items (Figure 86)—which are associated with the Household Furnishing functionalcategory
discussed below—represent a fairly uncommon item on early to middle nineteenth century sites in
Illinois, and attest to the Davis family’s status (both economically and socially).
9

For example, small London-Urn shaped bowls are a common artifact recovered from middle nineteenth century sites. Often
referred to as “waster bowls”, these small containers were used both in the kitchen for food preparation, as well as on the table
for receiving wet tea leaves during the consumption of tea.
10

Redware plates, small bowls, and cups were produced during the 1820s at the Ebey Pottery in rural SangamonCounty. Bythe
1830s, production of such wares had ceased. Although contemporary redware potteries in Illinois are suspected of producing
tablewares (such as those in Nauvoo), they are poorly documented at present. Although it is known that redware tablewares
were being manufactured at Nauvoo as well as in the Sangamon Valley (at the Ebey/Brunk Pottery Site), they are seldom found
on habitation sites in Illinois that post-date 1830 In an archaeological assemblage, redware tablewares have been found invery
limited amounts at the Bridges Site (Halpin 1995).
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By the 1840s, redwares represented a more utilitarian—and cheaper—ware than the harderfired (vitrified), salt-glazed stonewares being manufactured in the state. Salt glazed stoneware is a
more durable, vitrified ware that was used for a variety of purposes during the nineteenth century. It
was not until 1832, that stoneware production was begun in Illinois. It was in that year, that John
Neff Ebey was credited with producing the first stoneware in the state. Originally producing
redwares in Sangamon County, he experimented with western Illinois clays and began stoneware
production in Greene County in 1832 (Mansberger 1995, 2001; Madden 1974). During the late
1820s, stoneware containers were clearly a non-Illinois product that was being imported from more
eastern manufactories (such as those in southwestern Indiana or southern Ohio). Although redware
jars were nonexistent, stoneware jars were present at the Davis Site, albeit in relatively low number.
Two stoneware jars (also referred to as crocks, or preserve jars) were found in the Davis privy pits
(Figure 69). Additionally, one salt-glazed stoneware milk pan (or mixing bowl) was also present
(Figure 70, bottom). This large bowl was hand turned, but had a rim profile that emulated the more
technologically advanced jigger-molded wares that were being introduced in the Midwest during the
later 1850s and/or 1860s (Mansberger 1994).
Yellowwares are yellow or buff paste earthenwares with a clear, generally lead, glaze.
Yellowwares are often decorated with bands of colored slip (referred to as “annular decorated
yellowwares), or an all-over dark brown mottled glaze (referred to as “Rockingham-glazed
yellowwares”). Yellowwares usually occur in the form of utilitarian kitchen wares (such as mixing
bowls, pie plates, nappies, pitchers), or toilet wares (chamber pots). Yellowwares from the David
Davis Mansion, although not numerous, were present and included a couple of pie plates, annular
decorated London-Urn shaped waster bowls, as well as an unusual canning jar lid (Figure 71). One
of the yellowware vessels, presumably representing a pie plate (Vessel 10), had an impressed mark
that read “…ERSEY ….” More than likely, this represented a mark associated with David
Henderson’s pottery located in Jersey City, New Jersey. David and his brother (J. Henderson) began
production of yellowwares at this location sometime circa 1829. In 1833, the firm was reorganized as
the American Pottery Company. The brothers produced yellowware from this location though circa
1857 (Gallo 1985:142). According to Liebowitz (1985:27), “the American Pottery Manufacturing
Company, under the superior tutelage of David Henderson was the birthplace of yellow ware and
Rockingham in the United States.” Another yellowware vessel in this assemblage was an unmarked
footed pie plate (Vessel 9). Yet another single sherd from an unidentified vessel recovered from Test
10 had an impressed mark that read "...E'S / [WARR]ANTED FIRE-PROO[F] / [D]ERBYSHIRE".
By the 1830s, South Derbyshire (England) had become a center of yellow ware production,
exporting large quantities of the ware to the United States. One of the early producers of yellowware
at this location was Thomas Sharpe who began production in 1821, and continued producing the
distinctive colored wares until his death in 1838 (Jewitt 1883:375-376). Many of Sharpe’s wares
were marked “SHARPE’S / WARRANTED FIRE-PROOF / DERBYSHIRE.” Although no
yellowware canning jars were recovered from these two privy pits, a multi-sided yellowware canning
jar with a wax sealing closure (1990 Vessel 97) was recovered from one of the Woodhouse privy pits.
The yellowware canning jar lid recovered from Feature 5 (Vessel 58) may have been used in
conjunction with that jar. It is interesting to note that no Rockingham-glazed yellowwares were
recovered from these two early privy pits at the Davis Site.
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An usual refined-ware ceramic jar (of an approximate quart capacity) was recovered fromone
of the Davis privy pits (Vessel 178) (Figure 68). This large food storage jar probably held
commercially produced and/or marketed preserves (or a similar product). Similar preserve jars (one
with transfer printed label indicating the contents as an imported Scottish marmalade) were recovered
from the Woodhouse privies (1990 Vessel 70 and 71) and document a continuity in food
consumption between the early and later years of the family’s occupation at this site (Mansberger
and Warren 1990:43).
Non-ceramic artifacts from the Foodways Preparation and Storage category were few in
number from the Davis Site. Two glass vessels were recovered which represent potential sauce
and/or condiment containers (Figure 72). One long-necked bottle probably represents a sauce bottle
(Vessel98). The second glass container probably represents an early mustard jar (Vessel199). This
jar was a distinctively shaped container which had a square base, chamfered corners, and was
embossed “LONDON” on its side. Such bottles, known as “London Mustard Squares,” were in use
by the late eighteenth century, and their use continued into the early years of the nineteenth century.
Although marked “LONDON”, these bottles were manufactured by American glass houses
beginning in the early decades of the nineteenth century. As McKearin and Wilson (1978:263)note,
“that 'London' mustards were produced in American glassworks for what was apparently a popular
brand of English mustard is evident from their appearance on Dyott's price list ca. 1825…”.
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Figure 67. Annular-decorated, London-urn shaped waster bowls were relativelycommon from
the Davis privy assemblage. These small bowls, which were often associated with tea
consumption, were multi-purpose utilitarian kitchen wares. Although these vessels were
represented by both yellowware (top left; Vessel 138) and whiteware vessels (top right; Vessel
244), refined whiteware and/or potential pearlware vessels were more numerous than the
yellowware counterparts. Bottom: Undecorated London-Urn shaped bowl (Vessel 116). The
sherds (top row) are represented at 75% actual size.
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Figure 68. Two ceramic kitchen wares from the Davis privy pits. LEFT: Distinctive annular decorated, barrel-shaped pitcher
(Vessel 181) (75% actual size). Right: Large refined-ware jar which probably held a commercially produced jelly, jam, or similar
product (Vessel 178).
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Figure 69. Salt glazed stoneware jars from the Davis privies. Left: Large preserve jar (Vessel
74). Right: Large jar (Vessel 194).
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Figure 70. Large bowls or milk pans from the Davis privies were represented by both redwares (TOP; Vessels 182B, 139, 182) and
saltglazed stoneware (BOTTOM; Vessel 75). The redware bowls are hand turned and have distinctive rolled rim styles typical of
the Sangamon Valley redware industry. The salt glazed stoneware bowl is also hand turned, albeit with a rim style that emulates
contemporary jigger-molded wares.
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Figure 71. Miscellaneous yellowware items recovered from the Davis privies. Top: Straightsided baker or bowl with impressed mark (Vessel 10), probably produced in Jersey City, New
Jersey. MIDDLE: Small circular item believed to represent a wax seal canning jar lid (Vessel
58). It is unclear as to whether this is from a commercial food product, or for a home canning
jar. Both items are illustrated actual size. BOTTOM: Unmarked yellowware footed pie plate
(Vessel 9).
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Figure 72. Condiment and/or sauce bottles from the Davis privy included this long-necked
bottle (Vessel 98; left) and “London Mustard” bottle (Vessel 199; right). The whole London
Mustard bottle at far right was not recovered from the Davis Site, but is presented only for
comparative purposes.
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Foodway Remains
The partial reconstruction of a site occupants diet can be deduced from both bone (faunal)
and seed (floral) remains recovered from a site. Although the faunal preservation was excellent
within the privy pits at the Davis Mansion, the sample size was relatively small. Faunalremains were
identified by Dr. Terrance Martin, Illinois State Museum, and his complete report is present in the
attached Appendix V. Besides bone, eggshell and floral materials (such as peach pits) were also
identified at this site. Floral samples (in the form of flotation samples) were taken from both Features
5 and 6, but remain unanalyzed. The following is a synopsis of the faunal report presented by Dr.
Martin in the attached appendix.
As Martin (1999) noted, the faunal assemblage was dominated by mammals—in terms of
species count, weight of total specimens, as well as biomass. The mammal remains from this site
consisted predominately of pork and cattle. Pork generally dominates mid-nineteenth century faunal
assemblages in Illinois, with beef representing a considerably smaller portion of the faunal remains.
For example, at the Jones/Hillerman Site the greatest number of individual specimens (NISP) and
minimum number of individuals (MNI) was represented by swine or pork remains. A total of 112
identified specimens from four hogs were represented in the recovered faunal assemblage. The only
other domestic mammal represented at this site was cattle, which was represented by only five
specimens from a total of two individuals. In contrast, the faunal assemblage from the Davis privies
consisted of 53 specimens of pig (representing five individuals) and 48 specimens (representing 3
individuals) of cattle. When considering biomass totals, swine represented 45.5% of the total,
whereas cattle comprised 44.7%. The hog remains recovered represented a wide range of cuts from
the animal—including cranial fragments, teeth, and foot bones, all of which suggest on-site
butchering (with the use of a cleaver) and the consumption of the whole animal by the Davis family.
In contrast, the beef remains indicate a more homogeneous set of bones (which were generally saw
cut) indicative of high quality cuts (such as short loin and sirloin cuts), probably procured from a
local butcher. Additionally, two specimens (representing one individual) from indeterminate sheep
or goat were recovered from Feature 5. Non-domestic mammals represented in the assemblage
included white-tailed deer (2 specimens from 1 individuals) and Eastern cottontail rabbit (one
specimen from one individual)—both of which probably represented animals consumed for food.
Whether these wild food resources were purchased from a local market, or procured via hunting, is
not known.11 Besides the deer and rabbit, physical remains of at least two Old World rats were
recovered from the two privy pits, and numerous bones exhibited evidence of rodent-gnawing. As
Martin (1999:5) notes, “despite the affluence suggested by the food residue in both privies... even
affluent families could not completely escape the nuisance of these commensal pests duringthe midnineteenth century.”
11

At the Jones/Hillerman Site, deer was well represented in the assemblage, and included fairly large sample of antler, and
lesser amounts of cranial elements and foot bones—suggesting that the animals may have been processed and consumedonsite.
This is somewhat in contrast to the perception that that deer were generally field processed with only the better quality meats
being brought home. The lack of cranial elements and foot bones at a site generally suggests the off-site butchering ofananimal.
Unfortunately, the extremely small size of the Davis assemblage makes such an assessment impossible. Nonetheless, it would
seem most likely that meat cuts represented by the deer bones recovered from the two features at the Davis site, as well as the
individual rabbit, were purchased at a local market, or nearby acquaintance.
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Fowl remains from the Davis privies were represented by a fairly small number of bird bone
(n=30) and eggshell, and does not appear to represent a major portion of the family’s diet. The bird
bone recovered from the site included 17 turkey bones (representing potentially as many as seven
individual turkeys), and 13 chicken bones (again potentially representing seven separate birds).
Although it is not known if the turkey was wild or domestic, it is assumed that it was domestic.
Although bird remains at the site are relatively low, it is represented by a fairly high percentage of
turkey remains—which also may reflect the higher status of the Davis family’s consumption pattern.
Fish were also represented, albeit in fairly low number within the Davis privies. The fish
assemblage is of interest in that it does not consist of local, freshwater species (such as the catfish
recovered from the previously noted Jones/Hillerman Site). Remains of a very large Atlantic cod
were recovered from Feature 6. The imported seafood may suggest the New England heritage of the
Davis family. Similarly, the presence of this very large and imported food is indicative of the Davis
family’s wealth.
Personal
These artifacts represent a wide range of items used by the individual for his/her personal
care, gratification, and/or leisure activity. Artifacts from the Personal Category were fairly low in
number from the Davis Site privy pits. Personal items recovered from the Davis privy pits reflect
personal grooming and/or hygiene activity, leisure activity (consumption of alcoholic beverages,
smoking, and child’s play), as well as personal health care products (medicines). During this earlier
pre-modern period, glass containers are generally poorly represented in artifact assemblages from this
time period, and those that are present are generally associated with a non-food use. Glass containers
in use at this time include medicine vials, liquor bottles, and the occasional scent bottle—all items
generally associated with the Personal Functional Group—and present in the Davis assemblage.
Personal grooming and/or hygiene related items from the Davis Site, although not numerous,
were represented by a variety of items. Among these items were a hard rubber comb, and a large
barrette—both related to the care of the hair (Figure 81). One fragmentary embossed bottle (Vessel
108) from the assemblage may represent a hair tonic (known as a “hair restorer”). Several small
ceramic “pots” (or small lidded jars) were found in the Davis privy pits, in a relatively large number
compared to their occurrence on contemporary domestic sites (Figure 81). These small jars often
contain toothpaste, skin salves, or other medicinal salve. Although potential toothpaste jars were
present at the Davis Site, the assemblage was lacking in toothbrushes. Bone toothbrushes are often
found at nineteenth century domestic sites. Another unusual item recovered from the Davis privy
pits was a potential shaving mug (Vessel 127) (Figure 73, bottom). This mug was impressed with
“NS” in reference to new ceramic body (“New Stone”) introduced by Josiah Spode in circa 1805,
and used by the firm through at least the 1820s (Godden 1964:589).
Another personal grooming item recovered from the Davis privy pits were perfume, or
“scent” bottles. One of these bottles, from Feature 6, was manufactured with a distinctive white glass
(milk glass) and was embossed "G. W. LAIRD / PERFUMER / NEW YORK" (Vessel 219). Paper
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labels associated with Laird’s perfume read “Laird’s Bloom of Youth or Liquid Pearl for Beautifying
& Preserving the Complexion & Skin”—suggesting that it may have been intended as much as a skin
lotion as a perfume. Advertisements for Laird’s product are known from as early as 1864 (Fike
1987:170).12 Another perfume bottle (Vessel 224) was embossed “… HINMAN / PERFUMER".
Unfortunately, little is known about the manufacturer of this perfume. Yet another bottle (Vessel24)
was a distinctively shaped hexagonal bottle that probably held a perfume (Figure 77).
Artifacts associated with leisure activity from the Davis Site included a variety of bottles
associated with the consumption of alcoholic beverages, as well as a limited number of items
associated with tobacco smoking, and child’s play. The liquor bottles from the Davis Site strongly
suggest an upper-class consumption pattern. Whiskey consumption is documented by the presence
of at least two, pint-sized, scroll flasks (Vessels 200 and 201) and a similarly sized free-blown flask
(Vessel 207)—which generally suggest individual drinking patterns (Figure 78). These bottles
represent older vessels more typical of the 1830s-40s than the 1850s-60s. The scroll flasks were
typically in use during the 1830s and 1840s, and it seems unlikely that they would have been in use
by the Davis family themselves. It seems more likely that they may have been associated with a
servant or hired hand. No glass decanters, which were often associated with the upper class
consumption of distilled liquors, were present in this assemblage. A single long-necked amber
bottle—potentially representing a whiskey or similar distilled liquor from the 1860s, was present in
the privy assemblage (Vessel 215).
Wine and champagne bottles were relatively numerous from the Davis privies. The bottles
were represented by multiple Bourdeaux style bottles, and two sizes of champagne bottles (Figure
79). The champagne bottles were represented by smaller half-bottles (or demi-bottles) and quarter
sized bottles (also known as Piccolo bottles). These smaller champagne bottles indicate singleservings of the specialized (and relatively high-status) beverage.
Besides the above-referenced whiskey flasks and bottles, a couple of bitters bottles were also
found in the Davis assemblage. These bottles contained distilled alcohol with a variety of herbal
additives, which was consumed for both its medicinal value as well as for its alcohol content. As
such, they are discussed in the context of alcohol consumption. One impressive bitters bottle found
in Feature 5 incorporated a log cabin motif into its design. This bottle (Vessel 218) was embossed
"ST. / DRAKE / 1860 / PLANTATION / X / BITTERS" and "PATENTED / 1862" (Figure 75). The
patent date of 1862 is in reference to the distinctive bottle shape, which was patented in that year.
Plantation bitters derived its name from the fact that it was manufactured from St. Croix rum (St. and
X—represented a cross—are reference to this rum), and was produced by the P. H. Drake Company
of New York, which was established in 1861 (Fike 1987:33; Ring 1980:169-173). From a label
associated with one of the bottles, it is determined that
Drake’s Plantation Bitters or Old Homestead Tonic… [was] composed of pure St.
Croix rum, calisaya bark, and other roots and herbs. A most effectual tonic,
12

Numerous bottles identical to this one were recovered from the S.S. Republic, which sank in 1865
(http://odysseysvirtualmuseum.com/categories/SS-Republic/).
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beneficial appetizer and wholesome stimulant, imparting tone to the stomach and
strength to the system. Unequalled for family, hotel and medical use.
Take notice. The contents of this bottle are tonic, diuretic, alternative and antidyspeptic, used with wonderful success in cases of dyspepsia, acidity of the stomach,
fever and ague, loss of appetite, etc. In cases of disorder digestion, sluggish
circulation of the blood and exhausted vital energy, it stands without a rival. It is
used in the tropics with almost universal success in cases of scrofula, rheumatism and
dropsy, and it’s a sure and permanent cure for gout and all calculus and nefretic
affections. As a morning appetizer it is conceded to be the most delicious wholesome
and effectual in the world (Ring 1980:169).
A trade card for Plantation Bitters further states that the product is
Excellent for lady invalids. There is something repulsive in the idea of prescribing
ordinary liquors for a lady…
and proceeds to bestow the benefits of the tonic in healing “many complaints and disabilities which
affect the sex.” The trade card continues by stating it is “recommended to ladies of all ages from
early womanhood to three score and ten…” (Ring 1980:171).
A second bitters bottle was found in the investigations around the barn foundation (see Lot
25). This distinctive bottle was embossed "L. Q. C.WISHART'S // PINE TREE / TAR CORDIAL /
PHILA // PATENT / 1859" (Figure 76). An 1859 advertisement for this product states that
DR. WISHART’S PINE TREE TAR CORDIAL, for Consumption of the Lungs,
Cough, Sore Throat and Breast, Bronchitis, Liver Complaint, Blind and Bleeding
Piles, Asthma, Whooping Cough and Diptheria, &c. (Fike 1987:87).
According to Fike (1987:87), a John Campion acquired the rights to this cordial from the estate of Dr.
Wishart in late 1874 or 1875.
The liquor assemblage from the Davis Site indicates a very distinctive, upscale liquor
consumption pattern. Although the liquor assemblage contains a couple of early (1830s-40s) scroll
whiskey flasks typical of an American “working class” consumption pattern , which may have been
more associated with the servants and/or hired hands. Lacking from the assemblage, are glass
decanters and small tumblers typical of upscale whiskey consumption (cf. excavations at the
Corneau Site, Lincoln Home National Historic Site; Mansberger 2005). In contrast, the assemblage is
dominated by wine and champagne bottles. The Davis family appears to have enjoyed their wine,
which consisted of both Bordeaux and sparkling wines (champagne). This consumption pattern is
atypical of most nineteenth century working class families, and represents a relatively upscale midcentury American consumption pattern. This early assemblage also is relatively lacking in glassware
associated with wine consumption, with only a couple of stemware items present—which is in great
contrast to the later Woodhouse deposits in which glass stemware was very common.
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Proprietary bottles that once held non-alcoholic mineral water were also present in the Davis
privy pits (Figure 80). At least three of these beverage bottles, which are considered part of the
Personal functional category with liquor bottles, were present. The first bottle (Vessel 19) was
embossed "CLARKE & WHITE / C / NEW YORK”. The large “C” on the front of the bottle
references the Congress Springs, from which the water was obtained. The Congress Springs, which
were located in Saratoga, New York, were discovered in 1792-93. 13 In 1823, the Congress Springs
Company was established by Dr. John Clarke and Thomas Lynch, both of New York City. Clarke
was “a gentleman of very considerable scientific knowledge, and who had introduced the first soda
water fountains in that city” (Dawson 1868:22). After Lynch’s passing in 1833, Clarke ran the
business independently (as Clarke and Company) until his death in 1846. At that time, William
White purchased an interest in the company, which was operated as “Clarke and White.” In mid1865, after the death of both White and Clarke, the business was purchased by the Empire Spring
Company (Dawson 1868:24; Fike 1987:243).14 Thus, it would appear that this bottle was probably in
use prior to 1865.
The second mineral water bottle from the Davis privies (which is actually represented by at
least two bottles; Vessel 196 and 197) was embossed "G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N.
Y.". George W. Weston and Peckham Green purchased the Empire Spring in Saratoga in 1848. This
spring initially was developed in circa 1846 as the “New Congress Spring.” In 1848, after purchasing
the Spring, Weston and Peckham operated their newly named Empire Spring under the business
name of “G. W. Weston and Company.” In 1861, the partnership sold the Empire Spring to D. A.
Knowlton (Dawson 1868:25-28). These two bottles were probably in use during the 1850s (through
circa 1861). It would appear that both of these bottles were probably in use during the 1850sor early
1860s.
Health care products also are represented in the Personal functional category and include a
variety of generic as well as proprietary medicine bottles. Most of the medicine and/or chemical
bottles from the site were represented by non-proprietary bottles, which make a determination of
their content impossible. The most common medicine bottle form were small, round bottles (both
clear and aqua in color) (Figure 74). These were both of a three-piece mold and Ricketts mold
variety—all typical of the latter 1850s and 1860s. One clear stirrup strap bottle (Vessel 22)—which
was common in the 1860s and 1870s—was also found. Again, its contents are impossible to
determine.
Proprietary medicine bottles were not very common in the Davis assemblage. One
proprietary medicine bottle that was recovered had a front panel that was embossed "DR. J. F.
CHURCHILL'S / SPECIFIC REMEDY / FOR CONSUMPTION" and side panels which were
13

The Boston Daily Evening Transcript (August 29, 1854) carried an rather long story about the Congress Springs in 1854,
noting among other things that the Springs were, at that time, in the ownership of “Clarke and White” (see also Dearborn 1872;
http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=2249&dat=18540829&id=KW4AAAAIBAJ&sjid=m1kMAAAAIBAJ&pg=506,1272891).
14

Fike (1987:243) suggests that the Empire Spring Company purchased the company in 1864, and not mid-1865.
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embossed "HYPOPHOSPHITES / OF LIME AND SODA" and "J. WINCHESTER / NEW YORK"
(Figure 74). Dr. Churchill’s remedy for consumption appears to have been developed in circa 1859,
as indicated by the presence of an 1858 circular written by Jonas Winchester which suggests that the
product had only recently been developed. Similarly, DeBow’s Review, published in 1859, carried a
full-page advertisement for the newly introduced product (De Bow 1859:764). The lackof a pontilon
the bottle from this privy suggests that the example from this assemblage probably dated slightly
later (from the 1860’s). Its presence in the privy suggests that someone in the Davis household may
have suffered at one time or the other from consumption.
One unusual artifact from near the base of Feature 5 (Lot 60) was a large (7” long) metal
syringe with wooden plunger (Figure 83). This large device had a distinctive end similar to “male”
syringes, albeit considerably larger in size. The function of this syringe is unclear.
Additionally, artifacts associated with tobacco smoking are generally included within the
Personal category. At the Davis Site, smoking-related artifacts were few in number—with only one
pipe stem (Lot 44) and a pipe bowl (Lot 58) being recovered. Nonetheless, the kaolin (white ball
clay) pipe bowl, which was found in Feature 5, was crudely inscribed with what appeared to be the
name “DAVID” (Figure 73, top) Whether this was in reference to David Davis or not is unknown.
The limited number of pipe stems and bowl fragments from this site suggests that tobacco smoking
was not practiced very extensively at this home (by the family or the servants).
Similarly, artifacts associated with children and child’s play (ie. toys) was also present at the
site in extremely small numbers. A single ceramic lid for a child’s toy tea pot or sugar bowl was
recovered from Feature 5 (Vessel 94). Absent from the assemblage were doll parts and marbles,
often associated with nineteenth century domestic sites. Children were poorly documented in the
Davis artifact assemblage.
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Figure 73. Top: White ball clay smoking pipe inscribed “DAVID” (Lot 56) (Actual size).
Bottom: Potential shaving mug (Vessel 127). This mug has an impressed “NS” on the base,
probably in reference to the “NEW STONE” body introduced by Josiah Spode (and successor
firm of Copeland and Garrett) in circa 1820 (Godden 1964:173, 589). This “NEW STONE”
ware mug represents quality ware produced in the Gothic aesthetic, and probably dating from
very late 1830s or 1840s.
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Figure 74. Medicine and/or chemical bottles from the Davis privies. Left to right: Dr. Churchill’s Specific Remedy for
Consumption (Vessel100); clear stirrup strap bottle (Vessel 22); three small round bottles (Vessels 23, 99, 109), and two smaller
round bottles (Vessels 110, 206). All of these bottles are unpontiled and probably associated with the very late 1850s or, more likely,
the 1860s.
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Figure 75. Drake’s Plantation Bitters bottle (Vessel 218), small round vial (Vessel 227) and paneled medicine bottle (Vessel 226), all
recovered from the fill of Feature 6 (the wood lined privy pit). The drawing of Drake’s Plantation Bitters bottle is reproduced from
Ring (1980:173).
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Figure 76. Three views of Dr. Wishart’s Pine Tree Tar Cordial bottle recovered from the barn
investigations (Lot 25) (75% actual size).
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Figure 77. Small scent (or perfume) and ink bottles from the Davis privies. Left photograph: Left: Vessel 24; pontiled. Middle:
fragile lipped ink bottle; pontiled (Vessel 97). Right: Fragile lipped, octagonal bottle with pontil. Unknown contents (Vessel 204).
Far right: Vessel 219 embossed "G. W. LAIRD / PERFUMER / NEW YORK").
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Figure 78. At least two scroll whiskey flasks were recovered from the Davis privies. Left:
Vessel 200. Right: basic violin or scroll whiskey flask design as depicted in McKearin and
Wilson (1978:619).
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Figure 79. Wine and champagne bottles were relatively numerous from the Davis privies. The
bottles were represented by multiple Bourdeaux style bottles (right), and two sizes of
champagne bottles. The champagne bottles were represented by smaller half-bottles (or demibottles) (center) and quarter sized bottles (Piccolo bottles) (left).
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Figure 80. Two varieties of mineral water bottles were recovered from the Davis privies. The
one on the left (Vessel 19) was embossed "CLARKE & WHITE / C / NEW YORK". The
larger bottle on the right (Vessel 196) was embossed "G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA /
N. Y.".
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Figure 81. A variety of salve and/or toothpaste jars (often referred to simply as “pots”) were recovered from the Davis privies. One
small jar (Vessel 28; far left) was without a lid, whereas the remainder of the jars were manufactured to receive lids. Both round
and octagonal lidded jars were present (and included Vessels 90/91, 92/93, 179, and 220. These containers were considerably more
numerous in the Davis privies than generally expected.
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Figure 82. Personal health care items from the Davis privy pits included both a hard rubber comb and barrette (actual size).
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Figure 83. Large metal syringe with wooden plunger from near the base of Feature 5 (the brick lined privy pit). This fairly large
device has a distinctive end similar to a “male” syringe, albeit considerably larger than normal (reproduced at 90% actual size).
The function of this syringe is unclear.
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Clothing
Except for buttons and an occasional fragment of shoe leather, items from the Clothing
functional category are seldom preserved at archaeological sites. The artifacts from the Davis privies
were no exception. Except for an occasional fragment of shoe leather, and a very limited number of
buttons, artifacts from this functional category were extremely limited in number. Assemblage was
lacking in buttons typically present (including both bone and ceramic “Prosser” examples). One
button from the privy pits was a finely made loop shank button manufactured from mussel shell.
Household/Furnishings
Artifacts from this category represent the remains of household furnishing such as furniture
and other related items. Sites occupied during the early to middle nineteenth century seldom have
many artifacts from this functional group. Artifacts from the Davis site included several lamp
chimneys, flower pots (with pans), chamber pots (with lids), and mirror glass. The Davis Privy
assemblage was relatively unusual in that it contained a relatively large assemblage of glass lamp
chimneys. Minimally, eleven lamp chimneys and/or lamp gloves were present in the privy pits. The
vast majority of these lamp chimneys had round bases with flanged lips and straight sheared and/or
fire-polished) tops, typical of the 1840s and 1850s (Figure 84). Bodies were both round and oval.
Two sizes were present—one at about 1½” diameter, the other at 2 1/8” diameter. At least one lamp
globe (Vessel 188) also was present. This globe was decorated with wheel ground lines, and an acid
etched or frosted body. No examples of chimneys with the more modern crimped tops were
present—suggesting that these were probably discarded during the latter 1850s or earlier 1860s.
A single fragment of mirror glass was found in the early midden (Lot 34). Several fragments
of a mirror also were found in Feature 6 (the wood-lined privy pit). Fragments of at least two
opalescent molded glass curtain tie backs (or hold backs) were also found near the base of Feature 5
(the brick lined privy pit) (Figure 85). These high-status items are very uncommon on midnineteenth century archaeological sites. Tie-backs and hold-backs allowed the curtain panel to be
pulled aside to allow light through the window. Although a functional element of a window, they
also were often highly decorated, as with these examples from the Davis privy pit.
Also part of this functional category are flower pots (and their related drain pans) (Figure86).
These were discussed earlier in the above discussion of the Foodways Preparation and Storage
functional category. As noted earlier, the quality of the flower pots recovered from the Davis Site is
relatively unusual for a mid-nineteenth century domestic site, and attests to the status of the Davis
family.
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Figure 84. Lamp chimneys were fairly plentiful in the Davis privies. By far, the most common
type recovered had flanged bases, oval bodies, and straight tops with a sheared/fire-polished lip
finish. These were probably associated with oil or early kerosene lamps. Additionally, asingle
fragmentary lamp globe (decorated with engraved and acid etched stylized floral elements) was
recovered.
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Figure 85. Opalescent glass curtain tie-back (or more correctly, “hold-back”) recovered from
Feature 5. The archeological specimen (top) is compared to unbroken examples (bottom) that
have not sat in the ground for nearly 125 years. Tie-backs and hold-backs allowed the curtain
panel to be pulled aside to allow light through the window. Although a functional element of a
window, they also were often highly decorated, as with this example.
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Figure 86. Flower pots from the Davis privies. Top Left: Vessel 230; red paste earthenware
flower pot with scalloped edge. Top Right: Unglazed red paste earthenware flower with
distinctive ogee rim profile (Vessel 185). Bottom: Lead glazed, red paste earthenware
(redware) flower pot (left; Vessel 186) and drain pan (right; Vessel 187).
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Architecture
This functional category consists of artifacts that were once part of the fabric of a building
and includes such items as brick, stone, nails, and window glass. Although not extremely numerous,
machine cut nails and qua window glass were found in both privy pits in relatively small numbers.
Soft mud brick fragments were present in slightly larger numbers. A relatively unusual item for this
time period recovered from the base of Feature 5 (the brick lined privy pit) was a brass stopcock or
spigot. Unlike typical barrel spigots which have smooth and tapered ends (shanks), this spigot had a
threaded end to receive pipe fittings. The presence of this spigot (or more appropriately a water
faucet) suggests the presence of running water within the earlier Davis house, predating the circa
1870 Davis Mansion. The 1865 Russell and Erwin Manufacturing Company’s Illustrated Catalogue
of American Hardware (APT 1980:276) illustrates a similar stopcock and describes it as a “Plain
Bibb; Screw Shank” (Figure 87)/
Labor/Activities
Few artifacts recovered from the Davis Site document specialized labor-related activities that
were conducted by the inhabitants of the site. Generalized household activities were obviously
undertaken—such as food preparation and consumption at this site, and these artifacts were
summarized in discussions of the previous functional categories. Unlike some domestic
assemblages, labor activities were poorly documented at this site. The limited artifacts associated
with this functional category were related to writing activities, and include two potential ink bottles
(Vessels 97 and 204).
Indeterminate
Many of the artifacts recovered from the Davis Site privy pits were so fragmentary or generic
in character that assigning them to a specific functional category was impossible.
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Figure 87. This stopcock (faucet) is not your typical barrel spigot found on middle nineteenth
century sites. This faucet (also known as a “bibb”) has a removable stem with rubber gasket,
and threaded end (shank) suggesting that running water may have been present in the earlier
Davis Mansion. BOTTOM: Detail of Russell and Erwin’s 1865 catalog illustrating “Plain
Bibb; Screw Shank” at far right (APT 1980: 276).
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Summary and Conclusions
The 1992 archaeological excavations at the David Davis Mansion has contributed significantly
to our understanding of the Davis family’s early life at Clover Lawn prior to their construction of the
existing mansion in 1870. These investigations have yielded significant details pertaining to various
aspects of the physical structure and/or plan of the early site, as well as the of mid-nineteenth
century lifeways in central Illinois, and are discussed briefly below.
Consumerism During the Middle Nineteenth Century: Material Culture and Quality ofLife at the
Davis Mansion
Both the early midden surrounding the existing Davis Mansion, as well as the partial
excavation of two privy pits (Features 5 and 6) filled immediately prior to the construction of the
existing mansion has resulted in the collection of a substantial number of artifacts that allows us to
discuss both the range in activities undertaken at this site, as well as the quality of life of the
occupants of this site during the 1840s-1860s. Both the quality and the diversity of the artifacts
recovered from the site by these archaeological investigations, which were summarized in the
previous section of this report, attest to the status of the Davis family, and have offered a unique view
of the material culture of a wealthy central Illinois lawyer at mid-century.
Site Structure
Prior to the 1992 investigations, the location of the pre-1870 farmhouse at Clover Lawn was
not well understood. One of the best sources of information regarding the structure of this early
suburban farmstead was the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Bloomington, Illinois (Ruger 1867) which
depicts a farmhouse and unidentified outbuilding surrounded by a substantial grove of trees at the
end of a long lane (see Figure 6). Although the frame farmhouse was suspected as having been
located within close proximity to the existing Mansion, its exact location, and degree of
archaeological integrity, was unknown.
During excavations in the front of the existing Mansion, in an area immediately adjacent to
the current front steps leading into the Mansion, the physical remains of an earlier structure was
encountered. The robbed foundation walls uncovered by these investigations (in Tests 3, 4, and 6)
are believed to represent the physical remains of the earlier Fell/Davis house removed for
construction of the existing Mansion in 1870. The excavation of Tests 3, 4, and 6 resulted in the
identification of four structural components (robbed foundation walls and/or piers) of the Davis Ihouse addition, which had been constructed onto the earlier Fell residence (presumably in the 1850s).
These include remnants of the main foundation wall on the east and south side of the dwelling
(including their intersection at the southeast corner of the house), the eastern of the two interior hall
partition walls, and the eastern porch foundation wall. Based on these foundation wallremnants, the
eastern bay (represented by a single room) would have measured approximately 18’6” in length
(east/west) from the outside edge of the eastern wall to the western edge of the central hallway wall.
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The accompanying room would have measured approximately 17’0” to 17’6” in length (east/west)
on its interior. Unfortunately, the width of the central hallway is unknown. Assuming a common
width of 8’ for the hallway, and acknowledging that the western bay would probably be the same
length as the eastern bay (based in part by our understanding of I-houses, as well as the historic
photograph of the house), this would suggest that the house measured approximately 45’ in length.
Determining the depth of the I-house is a bit more problematic. Often rooms in an I-house are
square or slightly rectangular in size. Based on the suspected length of the front of the house, and
with the aid of the available photographs, it would appear that the I-house width was approximately
16’-18’ in width. The front porch would probably have been approximately 8-10’ in width.
Similarly, the rear porch on the service wing probably had a depth of approximately 8’. With an
assumed depth of 8’ for the back porch, the T-shaped rear service wing can be positioned on the rear
of the I-house. Unfortunately, the depth and length of this service wing, which represents the original
Fell residence, is unknown. Assuming a form similar in size to the I-house addition, less the central
hallway, we’ve estimated the rear service wing measured approximately 18-20’ wide, and extended
approximately 36-38’ in length. The footprint of the earlier Fell/Davis residence, with the original
house and the circa 1850s addition, has been created and overlaid on the footprint of the existing
Mansion (see Figure 88). This overlay suggests that much of the rear of the early residence was
destroyed during the construction of the existing Mansion in 1870-72. Although Safiran (1991) did
find evidence of an intact pre-1870 midden beneath the house in the crawlspace beneath the
bathroom, no evidence of this early structure was located beneath the areas of the basement floor of
the existing Mansion by the current research.
Excavations suggest that little physical remains of this house has survived to the present,
except for that segment documented by the 1992 excavations (and documented in Figure 15).
Remnants of the north wall, and perhaps its intersection with the eastern wall of the earlier Fell
residence (or eastern wall of a porch that might have been located along the east side of the building),
may be preserved beneath the unexcavated Veranda. Unfortunately that area beneath the Vestibule
has been excavated for a basement, with little chance of any intact remnants being preserved at this
location. The northern wall of the western quarter of the I-house corresponds fairly closely to the
location of the southern wall of the existing Mansion’s parlor. If the foundation wall did not impact
the earlier foundation wall remnants, its builder’s trench most likely has. Future archaeological
investigations beneath the Vestibule may be of interest.
Besides locating physical remains of the earlier house, two side-by-side and relatively
contemporary privy pits once associated with this early residence were also documented, and
partially excavated. These two privy pits were located approximately 35-40’ to the north of the
original Fell residence, and potentially in alignment with the eastern porch (or back doorway) that
may have been present on the eastern elevation of this structure. It would appear that the shallower,
wood-lined Feature 6 pre-dates the deeper, brick-lined Feature 5. This wood-lined privy may
represent the first privy associated with the Fell residence. While Feature 6 was still in use, a larger,
deeper, and presumably more hygienic brick-lined Feature 5 was constructed—presumably by the
Davis family. For a period of time, both privies appear to have been in use simultaneously, perhaps
being used as either separate male/female facilities, or as separate family/servant facilities. This use
of dual privies seems to have been a practice of the Davis family that carried through to the later
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years of the nineteenth century, and in practice after the construction of the existing Mansion—as
represented by the two privies in the Woodhouse. As with Woodhouse, differential distribution of
artifacts within these two privy vaults hints at differential use of the privies by either gender (male
versus female) or social standing (family versus staff). An analysis of the artifacts in the two pits
(and the differing discard behavior between the two pits) suggests that these two privy pits (which
probably represented distinct above-ground rooms or chambers—if not separate structures) were
used in a gender specific manner, with men using one pit and women the other. Both features appear
to have been abandoned at roughly the same time. The artifact density in the base of Feature 5 is
dramatically greater than that in the adjacent Feature 6. The artifact assemblage of these two features
appear to be contemporary, with the vast majority of the artifacts appearing to date from the 1840s
through later 1850s or early 1860s. Nonetheless, a small percentage of the artifacts do appear to date
to the later 1860s. One possible interpretation is that the privies were abandoned at slightly different
points in time during the occupation of the Fell/Davis house. At some point during the Davis
occupation, the adjacent Feature 5 was constructed—perhaps at about the same time that the new Ihouse addition was constructed onto the older Fell residence. Whether one, or both of these privies
remained in use throughout the 1860s, and up to the construction of the existing Mansion
(represented by the presence of Zone VII, which caps both privies) is unknown. The physical
remains in the two privies suggest that the two privies may have no longer functioned as privies for a
time, with them remaining open—albeit partially filled—for a time prior to the construction of the
Mansion (during much of the 1860s?). The presence of a water faucet in the artifact assemblage may
suggest that the earlier Davis residence may have had a water supply system integrated into the
building, which may have incorporated an interior bathroom for use by the family members. If this
did occur, then one or both of the privies represented by Features 5 and 6 may have no longer been
used. If this scenario is true, it may have occurred at the time of the I-house addition, or sometime
shortly thereafter. The age range of the artifacts recovered from these two privy vaults is supportive
of this earlier abandonment hypothesis. As such, Zones IX and XIV may have been deposited at the
time of the construction of the Mansion, in circa 1870.
Another significant early feature discovered from this pre-1870 era includes the physical
remains of a fairly substantial rear-yard and/or barn yard cellar. This feature was discovered in the
Chiller Trench, approximately 60’ (18.2m) south of the barn, and 150’ north of the Mansion. The
floor of this large, wood-floored and walled subterranean structure was drained by a brick drain.
Unfortunately, the function of this cellar is unknown. Nonetheless, the location of this cellar
probably demarcates the location of the Outer Yard and/or Barn Yard.
The existing Barn/Stable, Carriage House, and Foaling Shed—which represent the location of
the 1850s-60s Barn Yard, date to the later years of the earlier, pre-1870 farm complex. These
buildings may have been constructed at about the same time (or shortly after) that Davis constructed
his large addition onto the earlier Fell residence. This large addition, and subsequent re-building of
the Barn Yard structures, may represent a reorientation of yard at mid-century. There is a possibility
the earlier Fell residence faced west, towards town, and at mid-century (with the construction of the
large I-house addition onto the house), the farmstead was re-oriented with the front facing south. If
this hypothesis is true, the large outbuilding documented to the east of the main dwellingon the 1867
Bird’s Eye (Figure 6) may represent the remains of a substantial summer kitchen located within the
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Inner Yard and associated with this earlier component. As such, the existing side yard to the east of
the Mansion may represent the rear yard of the earlier component, and may contain significant
subsurface archaeological resources that would be of interest for future archaeologicalinvestigations.
This “farm yard reorientation” hypothesis would be easily tested with limited archaeological
investigations directed at finding evidence of this earlier structure, and other pre-1850s back yard
features associate with the early Fell residence.
Another set of pre-1870 features identified during the archaeological investigations was
evidence of multiple pre-1870 subsurface drain lines. These early drains were constructed of brick.
One drained in a northeasterly direction from the floor of the cellar (Feature 7) located in the Chiller
Trench. The others drained in a northerly direction from the suspected northwesterly corner of the
early Fell residence.
Management Concerns
Based on the existing investigations, several interesting conclusions can be drawn. First, it
seems very likely that the subsurface remains of the earlier Davis House (the one relocated during the
construction of the existing Mansion), have been encountered within the tests excavated along the
front steps of the Mansion. The excavations in this area appear to confirm the configuration of the
structure (the I-house) indicated in the photograph believed to represent the earlier house. If the
structural features located in the test associated with the front steps are the remains of this earlier
structure, it would appear that the existing Mansion is sitting nearly on top of the earlier structure.
Although only a small portion of the early house is intact, knowing its location helps us understand
the physical structure of the early farmstead once located at this site. Preservation of this small
section of the original structure is warranted. Any subsurface work in the immediate front yard of
the Mansion should be preceded by archaeological investigations.
Significant subsurface features associated with the pre-1870 component of this site were
identified, and have archaeological integrity. Of particular interest are the two privies located
adjacent to the northeast corner of the Mansion, as well as the exterior cellar (located in Test 12).
Only a portion of these features were excavated, and they contribute dramatically to our
understanding of the early components at this site. The remaining undisturbed portions of these
features warrant preservation. Any future investigations within this area should assess the impact of
such activity on these features.
Similarly, these investigations strongly suggest that yet undiscovered features associated with
this pre-1870 component at this site may be present in the Davis Mansion yard. With this in mind,
two areas of potential subsurface integrity are of interest. The area to the east and north of the
existing Mansion both have a high potential for intact subsurface features dating to the pre-1870
component at this site. These areas correspond to the area once associated with the rear yard of the
early Fell/Davis house identified by the excavations discussed above. As such, that area
encompassed by the stone drive along the sides and rear of the existing house have a highprobability
of containing subsurface features associated with the early occupation of this site. Such features
have the potential to have great interpretive value. Ground disturbance activities in these areas
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should be preceded by archaeological testing, and any future construction in this area should be
preceded by archaeological investigations.
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Figure 88. Site plan illustrating earlier, pre-1870 component, with I-house, privies, potential summer kitchen, barn, carriage house,
foaling shed, unidentified agricultural outbuilding, and brick drains (dashed line).
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APPENDIX I
DAVID DAVIS MANSION
PROJECT CORRESPONDENCE, 1992
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APPENDIX II
DAVID DAVIS MANSION
SUMMER 1992

Test Locations
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12

Behind Barn, adjacent to cooling unit (JP and DH)
Adjacent to south foundation wall of the Woodshed, adjacent to Southeast
privy door (JP and PH)
Adjacent to Mansion’s front entrance step’s foundation, east side of steps
(JP and PH)
Adjacent to Mansion’s front entrance step’s foundation, west side of steps
(JP and PH)
Adjacent to south foundation wall of the Woodshed, adjacent to Southwest
privy door (JP and PH)
Front yard of Mansion, near southeast corner and in East/West line with
Tests 3 and 4 (FM and PH)
Backhoe trench north of barn, in proposed location of relocated garage
(FM, DH, and PH)
Backhoe trench north of barn, in proposed location of relocated garage
(FM, DH, and PH)
Backhoe trench north of barn, in proposed location of relocated garage
(FM, DH, and PH)
Rear of Mansion, south of Woodshed (FM, DH, and PH)
Rear of Mansion, adjacent to northeast corner of kitchen wing (FM, DH,
and PH)
Backhoe trench excavated for Chiller trench, east side of Mansion to north
side of Barn (FM
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APPENDIX III
DAVID DAVIS MANSION
SUMMER 1992
Lot Proveniences
Lot Number

Lot Provenience

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Test 2, Level I
Test 2, Level II
Test 2, Level III, Builders Trench
Test 3, Level III [Zone V]
Test 3, Feature [robbed foundation trench]
Test 4, Level III [Zones II and VIII]
Test 4, Builders Trench [Zone VIII]
Test 5, Level II
Test 5, brick drain (Feature 3)
Test 6, Level I [Zone I]
Test 6, fill above Builders Trench [Zone IV]
Tests 7, 8, 9

13
14
15
16
17
18

Test 10, Level I
Test 10, Level II, Area A
Test 10, Level III, Area A
Test 10, Level II, Area B
Test 10, Level III, Area B
Test 10, Feature 3 [Brick Drain Trench]

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Surface, garden fence line
Northeast corner of garage, shovel test
Garage foundation
Test 12, northeast of Woodhouse, Feature 7 (cellar)
Test 12, northeast of Woodhouse, Feature 8 (brick drain)
Test 12, east side of Mansion
Barn, east elevation, Builders Trench east ramp
Rear drive, midden (under crushed limestone)

27
28
29

Test 1, Level I
Rear drive, at base
Cistern, sample of drain tile
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Surface, garden
Surface, around barn
Barn, east side, tuck-pointer’s backfill
Test 12 (Chiller Trench), adjacent to east side of house
Surface, around garage
Garage, beneath concrete floor, after garage removal
Garage, behind garage, after garage removal
Barn, west side, door
Barn, beneath interior floor
Foaling Shed, east side

40
41

Mansion’s North basement stairs, 0-50cm below surface
Mansion’s North basement stairs, 50+cm below surface

42
43
44

Test 11, fill beneath concrete slab
Test 11, fill above privies
Test 11, shovel scraping above privies

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Test 11, Feature 6, Level 1
Test 11, Feature 6, Level 2
Test 11, Feature 6
Test 11, Feature 6
Test 11, Feature 6
Test 11, Feature 6 Base
Test 11, Feature 6 Base

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Test 11, Feature 5, brick sample
Test 11, Feature 5, Zone A
Test 11, Feature 5, Zone B Level 2
Test 11, Feature 5, Level 1
Test 11, Feature 5, Level 2
Test 11, Feature 5, Level 3
Test 11, Feature 5, Above lime zone
Test 11, Feature 5, Lime zone
Test 11, Feature 5, Humic material below lime zone
Test 11, Feature 5, Base
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APPENDIX IV
DAVID DAVIS MANSION
SUMMER 1992
Lot Inventories
Lot 1
1
2
1
1
3
1

Lot 2
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
7
2

glass container (?) (blue, flat)
light aqua window glass
light aqua plate glass
machine cut nail fragment
slate (gray, roofing)
bone
mortar sample

undecorated ironstone bowl
glass container (clear)
glass container (aqua)
glass container (green)
window glass
wire nail (3")
machine cut nail (1 1/2")
machine cut nails (2 1/2")
machine cut nails (3")
machine cut nail (4 1/4")
machine cut tack (1 1/4")
iron wood screws (1")
iron wood screw (1 1/4")
iron washer (small)
brick (Milwaukee)
sheet metal strips
slate (gray)
bone
wood sample

Lot 3
5 undecorated ("JOHN MADDOCK & SONS, STAFORDSHIRE POTTERIES,
ENGLAND") whiteware shallow serving bowl (mnv=1)
1 Peoria glazed stoneware bowl (marked "PEORIA POTTERY")
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1
2
1
2
4
1
4
Lot 4
1
1
1
1
1
5
2
1

glass bottle (dark green, wine)
machine cut nails (2 1/2")
machine cut nail (3")
machine cut nail fragments
slate (gray)
sheet metal
bone

glass tumbler? (clear, wine or sherry glass)
machine cut nail (2 1/4")
machine cut nail (3")
machine cut nail fragment
brick (hard paste)
slate (gray)
bone
plastic
mortar sample

Lot 5
1 whole brick (soft paste, red)
Lot 6
1 undecorated ironstone plate
2 glass container (clear)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/2")
6 machine cut nails (3")
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 sheet metal
1 clinker (?)
15 slate (gray)
mortar sample
Lot 7
1 iron rod (7" long x 1/2" diameter; rebar?)
mortar sample
Lot 8
1
1
1
1

annular decorated (blue/white) whiteware bowl
undecorated porcelain cup
wire nail (2 1/2")
machine cut nail (2 1/2")
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3
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

machine cut nails (3")
machine cut nail (4 1/4")
machine cut nail fragments
iron wood screw (1 1/2")
whole brick (hard)
brick (soft paste)
brick (hard paste, glazed)
slate (gray)
strip metal mesh
clinkers
bone

Lot 9
1 whole brick
mortar sample
Lot 10
1 glass bottle (aqua, medicine, pontiled)
1 glass container (aqua)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/2")
1 iron screw eye
1 brick (soft paste, red)
2 brick (Milwaukee, corner)
13 slate (gray)
2 wood pencils (modern)
mortar sample
wood sample
Lot 11
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 redware
2 machine cut nails (1 1/2")
2 machine cut nails (2 1/2")
1 machine cut nail (3")
7 brick
3 bone
limestone
wood sample
Lot 12
1 undecorated ironstone bowl
1 wall/floor tile (green/blue glaze)
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1 glass container (cobalt blue)
1 sheet metal
4 clinkers
Lot 13
6 undecorated whiteware (mnv=6)
1 hand painted (green/blue sprig)
3 transfer printed (blue) whiteware plate (mnv=3)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware saucer
4 transfer printed (blue) whiteware (mnv=3)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware, backstamped "IR[ONSTONE]"
1 transfer printed whiteware (black, with backstamp "MANUFACTU[RED] / FOR / E. A. &
S. R. [FILLEY]) [Ceramic importer’s mark from St. Louis, Missouri.]
8 transfer printed (blue) whiteware plate/platter (mnv=1)
1 undecorated ironstone saucer
2 relief decorated (molded rim) ironstone saucer
2 relief decorated (molded) ironstone pitcher/creamer (mnv=1)
1 undecorated ironstone ladle (?)
1 unglazed redware flower pot
1 salt/Albany stoneware
1 glass vessel (clear, serving bowl)
2 glass bottle (aqua, hollow rod pontil bottle base, two piece mold, rolled hand tooled lip)
(mnv=1)
9 aqua window glass
1 machine cut nail (1 1/4")
1 machine cut nail (1 3/4")
1 machine cut nail (2")
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 brick (soft paste)
2 cast iron bolt latches
1 iron door lock (?)
3 unidentifiable iron
5 bone
Lot 14
1 undecorated pearlware
6 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware cup (mnv=1)
1 annular decorated (gray/brown/clear) whiteware bowl
1 annular decorated (yellow/brown/gray/clear) whiteware bowl
2 transfer printed (blue, Casino Pattern) whiteware plate
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware cup
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1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
13
3
3

transfer printed (red) whiteware plate
transfer printed (brown, scenic view) whiteware plate
transfer printed (black) whiteware bowl (mnv=1)
relief decorated whiteware bowl
undecorated ironstone bowl
redware bowl (notched)
redware (mnv=2)
Albany slipped stoneware (mnv=1)
glass tumbler (clear, fluted, lead?)
machine cut nail (2 1/2")
machine cut nail fragments
brick (soft paste)
bone
mortar sample

Lot 15
6 undecorated whiteware (mnv=5)
3 undecorated whiteware bowl (mnv=3)
1 undecorated whiteware saucer
2 undecorated whiteware cup (mnv=1)
1 annular decorated (gray) whiteware bowl
1 hand painted (green/black; sprig) whiteware saucer
4 transfer printed (blue) whiteware platter/plate (mnv=1)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware, backstamped "...GLI..."
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware
1 transfer printed (black) whiteware
2 transfer printed (red, floral) whiteware plate (mnv=1)
1 relief decorated whiteware serving vessel
3 annular decorated (various shades of brown/clear glaze) yellowware bowl (mnv=1)
1 yellowware
8 redware bowl (mnv=1)
3 salt/Albany stoneware (mnv=1)
1 glass bottle (clear, improved tooled lip machine blown)
1 aqua window glass
1 machine cut nail (1 3/4")
1 machine cut nail (2 3/4")
5 machine cut nail fragments
3 brick (common, buff paste)
4 iron
5 bone
Lot 16
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2 undecorated whiteware saucer (mnv=1)
8 undecorated whiteware
4 annular decorated (brown/gray/white) whiteware bowl (mnv=1)
1 hand painted (green/black) whiteware bowl
4 transfer printed (blue) whiteware (mnv=4)
1 transfer printed (blue) whiteware saucer
15 transfer printed (blue) whiteware plate/platter (mnv=1)
2 yellowware (embossed maker's mark "...E'S / ...ANTED FIRE-PROO[F] /
…ERBYSHIRE")
6 aqua window glass
1 machine cut nail (1 1/4")
2 machine cut nails (1 1/2")
1 machine cut nail (3")
1 machine cut nail (3 1/2")
1 brick (hard paste, glazed)
1 iron furniture lock
12 unidentifiable iron
7 bone
1 tooth
mortar sample
Lot 17
2 machine cut nail fragments
Lot 18
3 transfer printed (blue) whiteware plate (mnv=2)
2 transfer printed (black) whiteware pitcher (mnv=1)
3 undecorated ironstone bowl (mnv=1)
1 unglazed/glazed redware
1 window glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
4 cast iron stove grate (?)
mortar sample
Lot 19
7 wire
Lot 20
1 iron (round, 1/4" thick, 1 1/8" diameter) machine fragment or tool?
Lot 21
1 whole brick (red)
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mortar
Lot 22
2 glass bottle (aqua)
1 machine cut nail (1 1/2")
17 machine cut nails (3")
65 machine cut nails (3 1/2")
4 machine cut nails (4")
124 machine cut nail fragments
1 brick (glazed)
charcoal and soil sample
wood sample
Lot 23
1 brick (hard paste, red)
Lot 24
1 machine cut nail (3")
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 brick (hard, yellow paste, embossed: "...EDE /...IS")
1 brick (hard paste, red)
1 brick (hard paste, red, glazed)
3 slate (gray, roofing)
1 bone
mortar sample
Lot 25
1 bottle (dark green, embossed: "L. Q. C.WISHART'S // PINE TREE / TAR CORDIAL /
PHILA // PATENT / 1859", 2" x 2" x 8", applied tool, 2 piece mold)
2 glass bottle (amber, round, 3" diameter sand (?) pontil, embossed "...C / ...ANY") (mnv=1)
1 glass bottle (clear, round)
2 aqua window glass
9 light aqua window glass
1 wire drawn nail (4")
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron staple (2 1/2")
1 iron agriculture-related tool (bucket bail?)
1 forged (?) iron unidentified tool
1 porcelain electrical insulator
1 brass (?) medallion (Egyptian iconography with winged serpent with lion's head and staff;)
1 iron buckle
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Lot 26
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 spike (8 1/2", part of sign ?)
1 spike (7", part of same sign ?)
6 unidentifiable iron
6 bone
Lot 27
1 iron wire
1 lock washer
1 machinery cotter pin
Lot 28
1 brick (hard paste, red) 1 slate (dark gray, roofing)
4 shale (red and gray)
2 laminated/calcified/burned (?) material
Lot 29
3 salt glazed stoneware tile (5" diameter)
Lot 30
1 glass vial (aqua, dip molded, pontil, 1" diameter)
Lot 31
1
1
5
1
1

glass bottle (amber, sand (?) pontil, 2 3/4" diameter)
window glass (clear)
machine cut nails (2")
bone
asbestos insulation

Lot 32
1 glass patent medicine bottle (clear, machine made, rectangular, whole, 1"x1/2", embossed
panels "ALBERT C. DOCKHORN / EAST SIDE PHARMACIST / BLOOMINGTON,
ILL." and base "C.L.C. CO.")
Lot 33
1 mortar sample
Lot 34
1 decal decorated (green) whiteware
1 mirror
1 window glass (aqua)
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1 slate (gray)
Lot 35
1 brass towel rack holder (?) (2" diameter)
Lot 36
1 metal electrical box panel ("CUTHBERT ELEC. MFG. CO. / CHICAGO")
Lot 37
1 glass bottle (clear, round, Owens scar, 2" diameter)
4 glass medicine bottle (clear, rectangular, embossed: "C..." with measuring scale on side)
(mnv=1)
1 window glass (aqua)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron buckle
1 iron horseshoe
2 unglazed hand turned drain tile (5" diameter x 12" long)
1 brick (red, glazed)
1 plastic dog toy
1 bone
coal
Lot 38
1 transfer printed (blue, CORAL pattern) whiteware platter
Lot 39
2 annular decorated (polychrome: blue/white) yellowware large bowl (mnv=1)
1 glass ink well (clear)
Lot 40
mortar
Lot 41
mortar
brick
Lot 42
1 undecorated ironstone bowl
1 undecorated ironstone plate
6 window glass (aqua)
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 purple roofing slate
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6
1
1
6

clinkers
salt glazed drain tile
plastic (amber, rat tail, modern) comb
bone
mortar

Lot 43
2 transfer printed (blue, CASSINO pattern) whiteware bowl
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated ironstone plate
1 redware
1 glass bottle (clear)
1 brick (Milwaukee, clipped corner)
5 purple slate
3 bone
Lot 44
1 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (blue) whiteware
1 plate glass (aqua)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentifiable iron
2 purple slate
1 clinker
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 .38-caliber brass cartridge; rim fire
4 bone

Feature 6 (Brick-lined Privy)
[The numbers associated with each of the following artifact descriptions references first the
Vessel or Item Number associated with the particular item, followed by the number of
fragments recovered of that item. Every unique and/or recognizable vessel from these two
features was assigned an individual vessel number to assist with a determination of minimum
number of vessels within each feature.]
Lot 45
--11
--1
--1
--1
--1

bone
aqua window glass
machine cut nail (3" long)
window caulking
unidentifiable iron
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---

1

charcoal

Lot 46
----118

6
1
1

211

1

212

3

213

1

214

14

215

2

216

17

217

1

225
---------------

5
2
1
1
1
14
1

undecorated whiteware body
undecorated ironstone body
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled, Shape A; 1 7/8” diameter base, 2 3/4" high;
3" diameter rim)
stemware (clear/lead, fluted body; stem and base missing; 3" rim diameter; ground
flutes)
tableware glass / large bowl ? (clear/lead, press molded; flutes and hobknob
design; fragmentary)
lamp chimney (clear, round; straight base with small flange; potentially straight
body and top; 2 1/2" diameter top?; 3" diameter base; unlike other chimneys in
assemblage)
liquor/whiskey bottle (amber, applied tool brandy lip finish; body and base
missing)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, 2-piece mold; applied tool Patent lip finish; no
pontil; Plain oval base shape; embossed "B" on base; approximately 5" high; 1
1/2" x 2 3/4" base)
medicine bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold; applied tool patent lip finish; no pontil;
round; 1 1/2" diameter base)
mirror (aqua; silvered)
aqua window glass
hard paste brick (red; glazed)
hard paste brick (buff)
unidentified fabric
unidentifiable copper/brass object (personal item?)
bone
mussel shell

Lot 47
218

1

219

1

liquor/bitters bottle (amber, 2-piece mold?; applied tool ring or oil lip finish; no
pontil; log cabin form; 9¾” tall; 2¾” square base; front embossed "ST. / DRAKE /
1860 / PLANTATION / X / BITTERS"; back embossed "PATENTED / 1862";
whole)
perfume bottle (white/milk glass, 3-piece plate bottom mold; improved tool Patent
lip finish; Blake Variant 1 base; no pontil; 4 9/16" tall; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8" base;
embossed "G. W. LAIRD / PERFUMER / NEW YORK")

Lot 48
162

220

3

212-

1

10

1

213

1

225
217

3
1

-----------

1
2
4
35
2

Lot 49
76
77
116
243
120

7
3
8
4
5

128

2

152

3

154

2

160

5

137

5

181

4

228

1

salve / toothpaste jar (undecorated, pearlware, lid missing; 3” diameter base; 2 1/4"
diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall)
stemware (clear/lead, fluted body; stem and base missing; 3" rim diameter; ground
flutes)
pie plate (undecorated, yellowware, approximately 10" rim diameter; minimally 2
½” deep; impressed mark "...ERSEY"; cross mends with vessel from Feature 5)
tableware glass / large bowl ? (clear/lead, press molded; flutes and hobknob
design; fragmentary)
mirror (aqua; silvered)
medicine bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold; applied tool patent lip finish; no pontil;
round; 1 1/2" diameter base)
unglazed earthenware flower pot (buff; body only)
redware body
clear glass lamp chimney body
bone
aqua window glass

flower pot drip pan (undecorated, redware)
Unglazed redware flower pot
Gilt decorated porcelain teapot
plate (transfer print, blue, CORAL pattern, whiteware, 10” diameter rim)
small plate (transfer print, blue, unidentified floral pattern, whiteware, 8” diameter
rim)
plate (relief decorated and transfer printed, blue, Casino pattern, whiteware, 8”
diameter)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; unmarked but
probably represents LUCERNE pattern; whiteware; handless; 2” diameter base; 4"
diameter rim; 2 7/8” tall)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow
blue; whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO.";
impressed mark "REAL / IRON STONE")
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON
STONE")
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black with wide blue and olive bands;
pearlware/whiteware; 3 1/8” diameter base; approximately 3 ½” tall;
approximately 5 ½” to 6" rim diameter)
pitcher (annular decorated; blue/white/yellow/black bands; curvilinear and/or
wavy bands of white slip on black background; pearlware/whiteware; unknown
height; 4" rim diameter; approximate quart size; barrel shaped)
unknown tableware (clear/lead; acid etched and ground; floral motif; body sherd
163

188

5

212

1

221

8

214

1

--------26
194

27
188

200

16

222
223
224

1
1
5

-------------------

1
1
1
1
1
1
37
1
40

2
1

Lot 50
48
1
--31
225
5
226
1

only)
lamp globe (clear/lead; globular shape; ground lines and acid etched/frosted body;
flanged base; unknown height; 3" top opening; 3 1/4" base diameter)
stemware (clear/lead, fluted body; stem and base missing; 3" rim diameter; ground
flutes)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base;
3 3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
lamp chimney (clear, round; straight base with small flange; potentially straight
body and top; 2 1/2" diameter top?; 3" diameter base; unlike other chimneys in
assemblage)
bone
aqua window glass
wood sample
mortar sample
chamber pot (undecorated; creamware/pearlware; lid is Vessel 193)
food storage jar (salt glazed; lightly washed interior; stoneware; hand turned;
distinctive flanged lip; 8” diameter rim with 6"diameter interior of rim; base
missing; height unknown)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; slightly flared and fire-polished lip;
hollow rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 1/2" x 1 5/8" base; approximately 7-8”
tall)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; 1 ½” diameter base; pontiled; height unknown)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; ¾” diameter base; pontiled; height unknown)
perfume/scent bottle (clear; 3-piece mold; round; 1 ¼” diameter base; 1” high
from base to shoulder; lip/neck missing; embossed "... HINMAN / PERFUMER")
unidentified lead fragment
metal tube (1/4" diameter)
unidentifiable brass/iron fixture (?)
unidentifiable brass fragment
relief decorated ironstone body
dark green glass body
aqua glass body
clear glass body
clear glass lamp chimney body

saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base, 5 3/8" diameter; 1 ¼” tall)
bone
mirror (aqua; silvered)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Blake Variant 1 base
shape; improved tool ring or oil lip; front and side panels; 5 1/4" high; 1 5/8” x
2½” base)
164

227

-------

1
1
1
2
3

Lot 51
29

1

128

1

119

1

160

3

37

1

134
176

1
2

221

1

230

1

185

2

76

3

200

5

-------------

1
2
3
5
1
8

vial (clear; dip molded; fragile lip; no pontil; round shape; 2 3/8" high; 1/2"
diameter base)
hair comb (hard rubber; 7 1/4" length)
barrette (hard rubber; curved)
aqua glass body
clear glass lamp chimney body
wood sample

small plate (edge decorated; unpainted/molded only; pearlware/whiteware; 3 ¾”
diameter base; 7" diameter; small impressed “8” in base)
plate (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; 14-sided?; blue; identified as the
Cassino pattern; whiteware; 8" diameter)
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON
STONE")
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
tumbler/stemware (clear/lead; press molded; arched thumbprint or honeycomb
design; rim and body fragments only; base missing)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base;
3 3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
flower pot (unglazed; red paste earthenware; hand turned; everted rim with thumb
impressed scallop; approximate 7" rim diameter; rim only)
flower pot (unglazed; red/buff paste earthenware; hand turned; ogee style rim;
approximately 5 ½-6” tall; 6" rim diameter; 4 1/2" base diameter)
flower pot drain pan (redware; hand turned; 1 1/2" tall; approximately 5” diameter
base and 6”diameter rim)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; slightly flared and fire-polished lip;
hollow rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 1/2" x 1 5/8" base; approximately 7-8”
tall)
undecorated whiteware body
undecorated porcelain body
dark green glass body
aqua glass body
clear glass body
clear glass lamp chimney body
165

--1
unidentifiable iron
--1
bone
--- 26 aqua window glass

Feature 5 (Wood-lined Privy)
Lot 52
---

4

whole hard paste bricks (red)

Lot 53
--3
undecorated whiteware
--1
transfer printed (blue, Coral Border pattern) whiteware
--5
transfer printed (blue, Casino pattern) whiteware
--2
undecorated yellowware
--2
redware
--14
bone
--1
glass lamp chimney, clear
--1
aqua window glass
--11 machine cut nails
--3
unidentifiable nails
--2
Milwaukee brick
--1
container glass, aqua
248
1 bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, Blake Variant 1 base, 4
1/2" tall, 1 1/8" x 2" base)
249
1
bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, Blake Variant 1 base
shape; 4" tall, 1 5/16" x 1 1/2", embossed "BURNETT / BOSTON")
--1
brass fastener
--2
iron sheet metal
--13 unidentifiable iron
--1
charcoal sample
Lot 54
------250

1
6
1
1

---

1

transfer printed (blue) whiteware
bone
machine cut nail
bottle (clear, Ricketts mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, 4" tall, base width 1
1/2" diameter)
charcoal sample

Lot 55
---

1

undecorated whiteware
166

-----------

1
1
1
1
1

Lot 56
--1
--1
--1
--3
--2
--18
--1
--1
--11
--7
--1
--2
--1
--1
-----------

2
3
1

Lot 57
--2
--16
--1
--5
--1
--4
--4
--1
----1

undecorated porcelain cup
"tin" can food container
aqua window glass
galvanized (?) sheet metal
plastic comb (brown, embossed "ROBINSON'S BARBER SHOP / 1008 W.
WASH.")

undecorated whiteware
transfer printed (blue, partial backstamp - circle with ship's mast) whiteware
undecorated porcelain cup
undecorated yellowware
redware
bone
aqua window glass
clear window glass
machine cut nails
unidentifiable nails
cream-colored (“Milwaukee”) brick
gray slate
glass bottle, clear
kaolin or ball clay pipe bowl (inscribed "DAVI[D]") [Personalized for/by David
Davis?]
unidentifiable iron
clinkers
rubber
wood sample
charcoal sample

undecorated porcelain
bone
glass lamp chimney, clear
qua window glass
machine cut nail, 3 3/4"
machine cut nails
unidentifiable nails
brick, hard paste, red
window glazing
unidentifiable iron

Lot 58
167

1

2

small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4” diameter base; 7 1/8” diameter rim; small
impressed “8” in base)
2
5
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12 panels/flutes; unidentified pattern;
slightly scalloped edge; whiteware; round; 6 ¼” diameter base; 10 3/4" diameter
rim; 1 ½” tall; backstamp "SUPERIOR / WHITE GRANITE / W. ADAMS &
SONS" with American eagle)
3
4
platter (relief decorated;8-sided/octagonal; Gothic Shape pattern; whiteware;
minimally 14 1/2 “ by 10" in size)
4
10 small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
5
5
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
239
4
small plate (undecorated, porcelain; approximately 4: diameter base and 7”
diameter rim)
6
20 saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
7
2
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; short rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2 3/8"
diameter base; 3 3/8” diameter rim)
1 3-tine fork (7"; wood handle)
9
2
pie plate (undecorated; yellowware; press molded; approximately 7” diameter
base; approximately 10" diameter rim; 1½” tall; footed)
10
4
pie plate (undecorated, yellowware, approximately 10" rim diameter; minimally 2
½” deep; impressed mark "...ERSEY"; cross mends with vessel from Feature 5)
11
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string
attached; 2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
12
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string
attached; 2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
13
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string
attached; 2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
14
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string
attached 10” high; 2 3/4" diameter base; kickup; Half-bottle size; Champagne
bottle?)
15
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string
attached 10” high; 2 3/4" diameter base; kickup; half-bottle size; Champagne
bottle?)
16
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string
attached; 2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
17
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; unusual applied tool
string lip; 7 1/4" tall; 2 3/8" diameter base; kickup with pontil; ¼-bottle size;
Champagne style ?)
18
1
wine bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; unusual applied tool
string lip; 7 1/4" tall; 2 3/8" diameter base; kickup with pontil; ¼-bottle size;
Champagne style ?)
19
1
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool
Brandy lip finish; round shape; 3” diameter base; 7 5/8” tall; embossed "CLARKE
168

20

11

21

14

22

1

23

1

24

1

25

1

26
27
238

2
15
1

-------------

9
11
2

-----------------

1
1
1
10
1
5
1
54

6
1

Lot 59
28

1

114

2

29

3

30

2

& WHITE / C / NEW YORK” on the body and “L" on the base)
bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool patent lip finish; no pontil; round shape;
chemical/medicine; 5 3/4" high; base width 2 1/4")
vial (aqua; dip molded; flanged lip; solid rod pontil; round shape;
chemical/medicine; approximately 6 1/4" high; base width 1 1/2")
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Union oval or Stirrup
strapped shape; applied tool Patent lip finish; base 1 5/8” by 2 1/8”; 4 3/4" tall)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; flanged lip; round
shape; 1 ½” diameter base; 4 1/4" tall)
scent/perfume bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; fire polished lip finish;
wide solid rod pontil; hexagonal shape; 1 3/4" base; 5” tall)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round ¾” diameter base; hollow rod pontil; unknown
height)
chamber pot (undecorated; creamware/pearlware; lid is Vessel 193)
lamp chimney (clear; sheared top; 1 3/8" diameter top opening; base missing)
waster bowl (annular decorated; brown and wide bands, both narrow and wide;
yellowware; London urn shape; fragmentary)
aqua window glass
machine cut nails
hard paste red brick
wood sample
undecorated whiteware
relief decorated whiteware (with backstamp "IMP... / GRAN… / W.
RI[DGWAY]"
unglazed redware
redware
annular decorated yellowware (brown/white)
dark green glass body fragments
aqua glass body fragment
clear glass body fragments
red/clear layered glass body fragment
bone

salt or salve jar (undecorated; pearlware; 1 ½” diameter base; 1 1/4" high; 1 7/8"
diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall)
cup/mug (undecorated; straight sided; creamware; beaded handle; 3 1/8” diameter
base and rim; 3 1/8” tall)
small plate (edge decorated; unpainted/molded only; pearlware/whiteware; 3 ¾”
diameter base; 7" diameter; small impressed “8” in base)
saucer (painted; polychrome; red/blue/green/brown; small floral pattern/sprig;
pearlware/whiteware; height unknown; 5" rim diameter)
169

31

1

32

8

33
34

13
6

1

3

35

2

235
36
119

5
2
2

157

3

160

2

247
37

1
2

38

2

39

7

240

1

40

8

cup (painted; polychrome; red/green/black; small floral/sprig pattern; double curve
shape; pearlware/whiteware; handleless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 4 ¼” diameter rim; 2
3/8” tall)
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4” diameter base; 7 1/8” diameter rim; small
impressed “8” in base)
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 7 5/8” diameter)
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn
"MEIGH'S / IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM")
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4” diameter base; 7 1/8” diameter rim; small
impressed “8” in base)
saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3½” diameter base; 6" diameter rim; 1 1/8” tall;
partially legible impressed round mark; potentially says “T. & R. BOOTE /
IRONSTONE”)
saucer (undecorated; round, 6” diameter)
plate (undecorated; whiteware; heavily exfoliated; fragmentary)
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian
Jar pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON
STONE")
cup (transfer print; blue; unidentified floral pattern; whiteware)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; unidentified pattern; whiteware; 3 ½” diameter base; 6”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; large impressed mark only partially legible; either "E.
170

41

3

42

5

2

1

121

3

3

4

123

2

148

1

43

1

129

3

44

1

45

1

46

2

47
4
48
49
50

3
9
4
5
4

241
134

1
1

CHALLINOR & CO." or “CHALLINOR & CO.”; not “E. & C. CHALLINOR”)
serving vessel/tureen lid (round and/or domed shape; approximately 6” diameter;
relief decorated; fluted and/or paneled; knob handle on top; whiteware; with
backstamp of eagle on interior of lid; marked"[SU]PERIOR / GRANITE / [W.
ADAM]S & SONS")
plate (relief decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 20 panels/flutes; Fluted Pearl
pattern; whiteware; 5 1/8” diameter base; 8 ½”" diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; ; with
impressed mark "IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA")
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12 panels/flutes; unidentified pattern;
slightly scalloped edge; whiteware; round; 6 ¼” diameter base; 10 3/4" diameter
rim; 1 ½” tall; backstamp "SUPERIOR / WHITE GRANITE / W. ADAMS &
SONS" with American eagle)
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn
"MEIGH'S / IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM")
platter (relief decorated;8-sided/octagonal; Gothic Shape pattern; whiteware;
minimally 14 1/2 “ by 10" in size)
cup (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; handless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3" high;
3 3/4" diameter rim)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 12-sided; blue;
whiteware; 7 1/4" diameter; backstamp "LUCERNE / GRANITE WARE";
impressed mark "STONE WARE / J. CLEM[ENTSON] / [SHELTON]”)
waster bowl (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue;
unmarked; identified as the VERONA pattern; whiteware; 3” diameter base; 5
1/2" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall)
large pitcher (relief decorated and printed; red; whiteware; 3 3/8” diameter base;
border is identical to the “HANNIBAL PASSING THE ALPS” pattern)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base, 5 3/8" diameter; 1 ¼” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; approximately 3 ½” diameter base and 5 ½”
diameter rim)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
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51
52
53
54
166

2
2
1
3
9

236

1

55

5

56

7

57

1

58

1

59

1

60

1

61

2

62

2

63

2

64

3

65

3

66

3

67

3

68

3

cup (undecorated; porcelain; shape A; 2 5/8" high; 3" rim diameter; handled)
cup (undecorated; porcelain; shape A; 2 5/8" high; 3" rim diameter; handled)
cup (undecorated; porcelain; shape C; handled; handle only)
egg cup (undecorated; porcelain; 2” diameter base; 2 ½” diameter rim; 3 ¾” tall)
teapot (relief and painted/gilded; ornate molded and braided strap handle; at
junction with body, raised molded leaves/sprigs; Chinese export porcelain; rim
and base has gilded band with dots; small floral element midsection of body
reminiscent of Famille Rose; approximately 5-6” tall; 5" diameter base;
approximately 4” diameter rim)
vase ? (undecorated; porcelain; fluted corners; approximately 2” wide; partial rim
fragment only)
cup (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print; alternating
bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; handless; 2" diameter base; 4" diameter rim;
2” tall)
saucer (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print;
alternating bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; 3" diameter base; 6" diameter rim;
1” tall)
small pitcher/creamer (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze
print; alternating bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; porcelain; 2 ¾” diameter
base; approximately 2 ½” diameter rim; approximately 4 ½” tall)
canning jar lid ? (undecorated; yellowware; hand turned; ½” tall; 2 7/8” to 3”
diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall;
2 5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; short rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2 3/8"
diameter base; 3 3/8” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall;
2 5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall;
2 5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall;
2 5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall;
2 5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup
plate”; 3 7/8" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 ½” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup
plate”; 3 7/8" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 ½” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup
plate” and/or wide rough pontil; 3 7/8" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 ½” rim
diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead?; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup
172

176

1

69

1

71

1
10

72

2

137

1

244

1

73

7

229

1

10

1

138

1

74

13

75

7

76

3

77

2

78

10

79

10

80

10

81

10

82

10

plate” and/or wide pontil; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler/stemware (clear/lead; press molded; arched thumbprint or honeycomb
design; rim and body fragments only; base missing)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base;
3 3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
3- fork (3-tined; rat-tail tang; handle missing)
stemware (clear/lead; molded ?; ground oval decorated body reminiscent of
thumbprint pattern; heptagonal ground stem; ground pontil; 6" high; 3 3/8”
diameter rim; 3 ½” diameter base)
cruet (clear/lead; molded; octagonal paneled decorated body; flanged lip; no
pontil; height unknown; 1 1/2" diameter base)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black with wide blue and olive bands;
pearlware/whiteware; 3 1/8” diameter base; approximately 3 ½” tall;
approximately 5 ½” to 6" rim diameter)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black and wide blue bands; whiteware;
approximately 5½” to 6” diameter rim; London urn shape)
waster bowl (annular decorated; blue bands; whiteware; approximately 3 1/2"
high; 7" rim diameter; London urn shape)
bowl (redware; hand turned; 10 ¾” diameter rim; 7" diameter base; 5 ½” tall;
rolled rim)
pie plate (undecorated, yellowware, approximately 10" rim diameter; minimally 2
½” deep; impressed mark "...ERSEY")
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow brown and white bands; London urn
shape; yellowware; approximately 4" high; 7" rim diameter)
food storage jar (salt glazed; brown slipped interior; stoneware; hand turned; 5½”
diameter base; 5½” diameter rim; 10 3/4" tall)
milk pan/bowl (salt glazed; brown slipped interior; greenish yellow exterior;
stoneware; hand turned; 6½” diameter base, 11½” diameter rim; 4 ¾” tall;
although hand turned, rim profile emulates a jigger-molded vessel)
flower pot drain pan (redware; hand turned; 1 1/2" tall; approximately 5” diameter
base and 6”diameter rim)
flower pot (unglazed; red paste earthenware; hand turned; straight rim; small size;
approximately 3-4” diameter)
lamp chimney (clear; 2 1/8” diameter flanged base; oval body; 1 ¼” diameter
sheared top; height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½”” diameter flanged base; 1 1/8” diameter sheared top;
height unknown)
lamp chimneys (clear; 2 1/8” diameter flanged base; 1 1/8” diameter sheared top;
height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½” diameter flanged base; 1 3/8” diameter sheared rim;
height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 5/8” diameter flanged base; base of flange ground; base
173

83
84
85
86

10
10
2
1

88

1
5

89

9

90

1

91

1

92

1

93

1

94
95

1
1

96
97

5
1

200

1

98

1

99

1

100

1

101

2

102

1

103

1

only)
lamp chimneys (clear; 1 ½” diameter flanged base; sheared top; height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; flanged base; approximately 1 ¾” diameter base; base only)
curtain tie back (opalesque pressed glass; same as Vessel 191)
bowl lid (clear/lead ?; molded; swirled cut diamond pattern; sawtooth edge;
straight knob handle; 2 3/4" diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall without handle; intrusive?)
threaded nut (turned bone; round; 1 1/8" diameter; ¼” threaded center hole)
pitcher (undecorated; whiteware; large size; 5” diameter rim; base missing;
probably about 7-8” tall; barrel shaped; plain handle)
washbasin or bowl (undecorated; whiteware; unknown height; 12-14" diameter
rim; approximately 4 ½” to 5” tall; S-curve shape)
salve/toothpaste jar (undecorated, whiteware; round; 2 7/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall without lid; 1 5/8” tall with lid)
salve/toothpaste jar lid (undecorated, whiteware; round; 2 7/8” diameter base; 2
¼” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall without lid; 1 5/8” tall with lid)
salve/toothpaste jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, 8-sided;; 2 1/2" x 3 3/4" in size;
1” tall without lid; 1 1/4" tall with lid)
salve/toothpaste jar (undecorated, whiteware, 8-sided;; 2 1/2" x 3 3/4" in size; 1”
tall without lid; 1 1/4" tall with lid) [articulates with Vessel 92]
toy serving vessel lid (relief decorated, porcelain; rectangular 1” by 1 ¼” in size)
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; long neck; neck only; applied tool Brandy
lip finish; probably embossed "G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N. Y.")
wine bottle (dark green/black; round; fragmentary)
medicine/chemical bottle (dark green/black; 2- piece mold; flanged lip; hollow rod
pontil; round shape; 1 5/8" diameter base; 4 1/2" tall; potentially an ink bottle)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; slightly flared and fire-polished lip;
hollow rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 1/2" x 1 5/8" base; approximately 7-8”
tall)
condiment/sauce bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool English ring lip finish; 2
½” long neck; solid rod pontil; round shape; 2” diameter base; 6 1/4" tall)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool Patent lip finish; no
pontil; 1 ½” diameter base; 4 1/4" high)
medicine bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool rounded or small blob lip finish;
no pontil; Blake Variant 1 base; 1½” by 2 3/8” base; 7 1/8” tall; front panel
embossed "DR. J. F. CHURCHILL'S / SPECIFIC REMEDY / FOR
CONSUMPTION"; side panels embossed "HYPOPHOSPHITES / OF LIME AND
SODA" and "J. WINCHESTER / NEW YORK")
jar/bottle (aqua; dip molded; round 3 5/8” diameter base; hollow rod pontil;
unknown height)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2 piece mold; Blake Variant 1 base shape; lip
missing; unknown height; 1 1/2" x 2 1/8" base)
bottle (aqua; round; molded; approximately 1 ½” diameter body; fragile lip; body
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and base missing)
bottle (aqua; applied tool patent lip finish; body and base missing)
vial (aqua; dip molded, round; 1 ½” diameter body; base missing; fragile lip)
small bottle (aqua; round; two-piece mold ?; improved tool Patent lip; body and
base missing)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; 1” diameter base; hollow rod pontil; height
unknown)
bottle (aqua; embossed body sherds only; paneled body; embossed "THE / HA...
// L...")
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Ricketts molded; applied tool Patent lip finish; no
pontil; round shape; 1 3/8" diameter base; 4 1/4" tall)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; flanged lip; round
shape; no pontil; 1 1/4" diameter base; 3 1/4" tall)
chemical/medicine bottle (clear; clamshell shape; ribbed sides/narrow vertical
fluting; lip and body missing; base approximately 1 3/8” by 2” in size)
bottle (clear; poorly executed improved tool patent lip finish; body and base
missing; small size)
fragmentary clear glass medicine/chemical bottle (flanged lip; ground interior rim
for stopper; body and base missing)
unidentifiable iron fragments
brass rod (1 7/8" length; 1/4" diameter)
undecorated whiteware
undecorated whiteware (with backstamp "...GRANITE / ...& SONS"
transfer printed whiteware (blue)
bone
aqua window glass
machine cut nails
wood sample

cup/mug (undecorated; straight sided; creamware; beaded handle; 3 1/8” diameter
base and rim; 3 1/8” tall)
small plate (edge decorated; unpainted/molded only; pearlware/whiteware; 3 ¾”
diameter base; 7" diameter; small impressed “8” in base)
plate (undecorated; whiteware; approximately 5 ¾” diameter base; approximately
10" rim diameter; heavily potted)
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 7 5/8” diameter)
waster bowl (undecorated; creamware; London urn shape; approximately 3 ½”
diameter base; 3 ¾” tall; 7” diameter rim)
saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6 1/2" diameter rim; 1 ½”
tall)
pitcher (undecorated; whiteware; large size; 5” diameter rim; base missing;
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probably about 7-8” tall; barrel shaped; plain handle)
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON
STONE")
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn
"MEIGH'S / IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM")
saucer (Relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (Relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern;
whiteware; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed
rectangular mark "J. WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and
impressed registration mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; unidentified pattern; whiteware; 3 ½” diameter base; 6”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; large impressed mark only partially legible; either "E.
CHALLINOR & CO." or “CHALLINOR & CO.”; not “E. & C. CHALLINOR”)
cup (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; handless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3" high;
3 3/4" diameter rim)
cup (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; handless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3" high;
3 3/4" diameter rim)
bowl (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; round; 3" diameter base;
approximately 3 ½” tall; approximately 6” diameter rim)
water pitcher (relief decorated; paneled; reminiscent of Gothic Shape pattern;
whiteware; 6" diameter base; backstamped with the Royal Coat of Arms,
unidentified potter; mark exfoliated)
serving vessel/tureen lid (round and/or domed shape; approximately 6” diameter;
relief decorated; fluted and/or paneled; knob handle on top; whiteware; with
backstamp of eagle on interior of lid; marked"[SU]PERIOR / GRANITE / [W.
ADAM]S & SONS")
shaving mug/mug (relief decorated; paneled; Gothic Shape; straight sided;
whiteware; 3 3/4'” diameter base; 4” diameter rim; 3 7/8” tall; handle missing; base
impressed with a small “NS” preceded by a single illegible letter)
plate (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; 14-sided?; blue; identified as the
Cassino pattern; whiteware; 8" diameter)
large pitcher (relief decorated and printed; red; whiteware; 3 3/8” diameter base;
border is identical to the “HANNIBAL PASSING THE ALPS” pattern)
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cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base; 3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
Undecorated ironstone serving vessel/bowl (multi-sided/octagonal; rectangular
shape; dimensions unknown)
small serving vessel/bowl (undecorated, whiteware/ironstone; S-curve-shape; rim
only)
saucer (relief decorated; ribbed/paneled; whiteware; 6" diameter)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
saucer (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print;
alternating bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; 3" diameter base; 6" diameter rim;
1” tall)
cup (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print; alternating
bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; handless; 2" diameter base; 4" diameter rim;
2” tall)
teapot (relief and painted/gilded; ornate molded and braided strap handle; at
junction with body, raised molded leaves/sprigs; Chinese export porcelain; rim
and base has gilded band with dots; small floral element midsection of body
reminiscent of Famille Rose; approximately 5-6” tall; 5" diameter base;
approximately 4” diameter rim)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black and wide blue bands; whiteware;
approximately 5½” to 6” diameter rim; London urn shape)
waster bowl (annular decorated; blue bands; whiteware; approximately 3 1/2"
high; 7" rim diameter; London urn shape)
milk pan/bowl (salt glazed; brown slipped interior; greenish yellow exterior;
stoneware; hand turned; 6½” diameter base, 11½” diameter rim; 4 ¾” tall;
although hand turned, rim profile emulates a jigger-molded vessel)
food storage jar (salt glazed; brown slipped interior; stoneware; hand turned; 5½”
diameter base; 5½” diameter rim; 10 3/4" tall)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow brown and white bands; London urn
shape; yellowware; approximately 4" high; 7" rim diameter))
bowl (redware; hand turned; approximately 11½-12” diameter rim; 7" diameter
base; 5 1/2” tall; rolled rim)
flower pot drain pan (redware; hand turned; 1 1/2" tall; approximately 5” diameter
base and 6”diameter rim)
flower pot (unglazed; red paste earthenware; hand turned; straight rim; small size;
approximately 3-4” diameter)
cup (undecorated or potentially painted, pearlware/whiteware; thinly potted; rim
only; probably handleless)
cup (undecorated, pearlware/whiteware; thinly potted; rim only; probably
handleless)
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washbasin or bowl (undecorated; whiteware; unknown height; 12-14" diameter
rim; approximately 4 ½” to 5” tall; S-curve shape)
pitcher (undecorated; whiteware; large size; 5” diameter rim; base missing;
probably about 7-8” tall; barrel shaped; plain handle)
large water pitcher (relief decorated, fluted and/or paneled; reminiscent of Gothic
Shape pattern; 8-sided; ironstone; 12” tall; base 6" diameter)
syringe (hygienic?) with wooden plunger (7" length; 1 1/2" diameter; zinc-like
metal)
shoe (leather; sole only; approximately 1 ¾” by 7 ¾” in size; woman’s or child’s)
iron disk (unknown function)
undecorated whiteware body sherds
bone
aqua window glass

saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6 1/2" diameter rim; 1 ½”
tall)
waster bowl (undecorated; whiteware)
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
serving vessel/tureen lid (relief decorated and transfer print; fluted; blue print;
CORAL BORDER pattern; whiteware; approximately 7” by 9” in size; 2 ½” tall)
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn
"MEIGH'S / IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM")
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 12-sided; blue;
whiteware; 7 1/4" diameter; backstamp "LUCERNE / GRANITE WARE";
impressed mark "STONE WARE / J. CLEM[ENTSON] / [SHELTON]”)
water pitcher (relief decorated; paneled; reminiscent of Gothic Shape pattern;
whiteware; 6" diameter base; backstamped with the Royal Coat of Arms,
unidentified potter; mark exfoliated)
plate (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; 14-sided?; blue; identified as the
Cassino pattern; whiteware; 8" diameter)
cup (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; handless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3" high;
3 3/4" diameter rim)
small pitcher (relief decorated; unidentified ribbed and floral pattern; whiteware;
approximately 4 1/2" high)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 12-sided; blue;
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whiteware; 7 1/4" diameter; backstamp "LUCERNE / GRANITE WARE";
impressed mark "STONE WARE / J. CLEM[ENTSON] / [SHELTON]”)
saucer (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; whiteware;
approximately 3” diameter base; 6" diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; backstamp "GEM / E.
C.")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; whiteware;
handless; identified as GEM pattern; 2” diameter base; 4" rim diameter; 2 3/4" tall;
backstamped "P")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; unmarked but
probably represents LUCERNE pattern; whiteware; handless; 2” diameter base; 4"
diameter rim; 2 7/8” tall)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; unmarked but
probably represents LUCERNE pattern; whiteware; handless; 2” diameter base; 4"
diameter rim; 2 7/8” tall)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow
blue; whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO.";
impressed mark "REAL / IRON STONE")
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow
blue; whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO.";
impressed mark "REAL / IRON STONE")
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow
blue; whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO.";
impressed mark "REAL / IRON STONE")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian
Jar pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian
Jar pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian
Jar pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian
Jar pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON
STONE")
waster (?) bowl (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; whiteware; height unknown; base 3" diameter; backstamped "6" and
“INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO.")
waster (?) bowl (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow
blue; whiteware; height unknown; base 3" diameter; backstamped "6" and
“INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO.")
small plate (edge decorated; unpainted/molded only; pearlware/whiteware; 3 ¾”
diameter base; 7" diameter; small impressed “8” in base)
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cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
cup (Chelsea appliqué and relief decorated; blue floral applique; fluted and/or
paneled; ironstone; height unknown; 4" rim diameter)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
small plate (transfer printed; green overglaze print; alternating bird/pheasant and
butterfly pattern; porcelain; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6 ½” diameter rim; ¾” tall)
cup (relief and transfer printed; fluted and/or paneled; green overglaze print;
alternating bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; porcelain; height unknown; 4" rim
diameter)
teapot (relief and painted/gilded; ornate molded and braided strap handle; at
junction with body, raised molded leaves/sprigs; Chinese export porcelain; rim
and base has gilded band with dots; small floral element midsection of body
reminiscent of Famille Rose; approximately 5-6” tall; 5" diameter base;
approximately 4” diameter rim)
syrup container with metal pouring spout (clear/lead; mold blown; unground
blow-over-mold lip finish; fluted body body; star burst pattern on base;
minimally 7-8” tall; base 3 1/2" diameter base; applied handle)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base;
3 3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; ground base; 3 3/8"
diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
tumbler (clear/lead?; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup
plate” and/or wide pontil; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base
diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall, pointed arch; ground base; 3 5/16" high; 3 3/8” tall;
2 ½ diameter base)
tumbler (clear/lead; press molded; fluted body; ground base; 3 5/16" high; base 2
½” diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead?; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup
plate” and/or wide pontil; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; press molded; fluted body; unknown height; base missing)
tumbler/stemware (clear/lead; press molded; arched thumbprint or honeycomb
design; rim and body fragments only; base missing)
stemware (clear/lead; press molded; fluted; short stem; ground pontil; plain foot;
unknown height; 3 1/8" diameter base)
food jar (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware; 4 5/8” diameter base; 4¾” diameter
rim; 5 7/8” tall)
salve jar lid (undecorated; pearlware; 4" diameter; impressed "6" or "9")
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black and wide blue bands; whiteware;
approximately 5½” to 6” diameter rim; London urn shape)
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pitcher (annular decorated; blue/white/yellow/black bands; curvilinear and/or
wavy bands of white slip on black background; pearlware/whiteware; unknown
height; 4" rim diameter; approximate quart size; barrel shaped)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black and wide blue bands; whiteware;
approximately 5½” to 6” diameter rim; London urn shape)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow brown and white bands; London urn
shape; yellowware; approximately 4" high; 7" rim diameter)
bowl (redware; hand turned; 10 3/4" diameter rim; 7" diameter base; 4 ¾” tall;
rolled rim)
bowl (redware; hand turned; approximately 11½-12” diameter rim; 7" diameter
base; 5 1/2” tall; rolled rim)
apothocary jar ? (clear/lead; dip molded; round; 4 ½” diameter base; 1-1 ½” solid
pontil; heavy flanged rim; 3 ¼” diameter rim)
apothocary jar (clear/lead; dip molded; round; 4 ½”diameter base; 1 ½” diameter
solid pontil; shouldered rim; 3 ¼” diameter straight rim)
flower pot (unglazed; red/buff paste earthenware; hand turned; ogee style rim;
approximately 5 ½-6” tall; 6" rim diameter; 4 1/2" base diameter)
flower pot (redware; hand turned; 7 3/8" tall; approximately 9" diameter rim; 5
1/2" diameter base; hole in center of base)
flower pot drain pan (redware; hand turned; 1 3/8" tall; 7 1/4" diameter rim;
diameter; 6 1/8" diameter base)
lamp globe (clear/lead; globular shape; ground lines and acid etched/frosted body;
flanged base; unknown height; 3" top opening; 3 1/4" base diameter)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 1/4" diameter sheared top; height unknown; base missing)
lamp chimney (clear; unknown shape; sheared top; height unknown; 1 1/4" top
diameter; base missing)
curtain tie back (opalesque pressed glass; same pattern as Item 85)
spigot or faucet (brass; 5 ¼” long; threaded end; probably a water spigot and not a
barrel spigot)
chamber pot lid (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware; height unknown; 6 ¾”
diameter rim; 8 ¾” diameter lip; applied lug handle)
chamber pot lid (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware; height unknown; 6 ¾”
diameter rim; 8 ¾” diameter lip; applied lug handle; fits Vessel 26)
chamber pot (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware)
food storage jar (salt glazed; lightly washed interior; stoneware; hand turned;
distinctive flanged lip; 8” diameter rim with 6"diameter interior of rim; base
missing; height unknown)
large water pitcher (relief decorated, fluted and/or paneled; reminiscent of Gothic
Shape pattern; 8-sided; ironstone; 12” tall; base 6" diameter)
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool
Brandy lip finish; no pontil; round shape; 3 7/8” diameter base; 9 ½” tall;
embossed "G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N. Y.")
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mineral water bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool
Brandy lip finish; no pontil; round shape; 3 7/8” diameter base; 9 ½” tall;
embossed "G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N. Y.")
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip/turn molded; 3” diameter base; narrow pontil
with kickup; lip and body missing; unknown height)
condiment bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; lip and neck missing; hollow rod pontil;
fluted square shape; approximately 5” tall; base 1 1/2" square; embossed
"[L]ONDON"; probably contained mustard)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; slightly flared and fire-polished lip;
hollow rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 1/2" x 1 5/8" base; approximately 7-8”
tall)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; most of body and lip missing;
hollow rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 5/8" x 1 5/8" base)
bottle (aqua; dip molded/free blown; round; 3 ½-4” diameter base; lip and neck
missing; kick up base with hollow rod pontil; unknown height)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; folded lip; hollow rod pontil; round
shape; unknown height; base 1 1/2" diameter)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; folded lip; hollow rod pontil;
unusual base shape with half of bottle exhibiting 5 panels of an octagonal shape
and the other half of the bottle being round; 1 3/8" diameter base; 2 5/8" tall;
possibly an ink bottle)
vial (aqua; 2-piece mold; height unknown; base 5/8" diameter base and body;
pontiled; 1” tall from shoulder to base; lip missing)
chemical/medicine bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; flanged lip; no pontil;
round; 1 1/4" diameter base; 3 1/4" tall)
whiskey flask (clear/lead; free blown; sheared and fire polished lip; base and body
missing; smaller half pint size?)
bottle (clear; dip molded; lip and neck missing; no pontil; round; 1 3/4" base
diameter; unknown height)
bottle (clear; 3-piece mold; improved tool patent lip finish; ball neck ring; body
and base missing; paneled; square/rectangular base; unknown dimensions)
button (mussel shell; loop shank; shank missing; ½” diameter)
aqua window glass
gray roofing slate
undecorated whiteware body
undecorated porcelain body
dark green/black container glass body
aqua container glass body
clear container glass body
cork bottle stopper
bone
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small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4” diameter base; 7 1/8” diameter rim; small
impressed “8” in base)
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12 panels/flutes; unidentified pattern; slightly
scalloped edge; whiteware; round; 6 ¼” diameter base; 10 3/4" diameter rim; 1 ½” tall;
backstamp "SUPERIOR / WHITE GRANITE / W. ADAMS & SONS" with American
eagle) [Although the pattern is unidentified, it is reminiscent of Mayer’s Classic
pattern, which was produced by T. J. & J. Mayer in circa 1847 (Dieringer and
Dieringer 2001:32). This clearly represents a quality, early ware that appears
undocumented. See also Adams’ Gothic pattern from 1852, which is slightly different
than this pattern, lacking scalloped edge (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:22).]
platter (relief decorated;8-sided/octagonal; Gothic Shape pattern; whiteware;
minimally 14 1/2 “ by 10" in size)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
[Same as Vessels 6, 49, and 50B]
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; short rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2 3/8"
diameter base; 3 3/8” diameter rim)
No Vessel Assigned
pie plate (undecorated; yellowware; press molded; approximately 7” diameter base;
approximately 10" diameter rim; 1½” tall; footed)
pie plate (undecorated, yellowware, approximately 10" rim diameter; minimally 2 ½”
deep; impressed mark "...ERSEY"; cross mends with vessel from Feature 5)
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string attached;
2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string attached;
2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string attached;
2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string attached
10” high; 2 3/4" diameter base; kickup; Half-bottle size; Champagne bottle?)
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string attached
10” high; 2 3/4" diameter base; kickup; half-bottle size; Champagne bottle?)
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip molded; cracked off lip with applied string attached;
2 3/4" diameter base; 11 3/4" high; Bordeaux style; kickup)
wine bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; unusual applied tool string
lip; 7 1/4" tall; 2 3/8" diameter base; kickup with pontil; ¼-bottle size; Champagne
style ?)
wine bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; unusual applied tool string
lip; 7 1/4" tall; 2 3/8" diameter base; kickup with pontil; ¼-bottle size; Champagne
style ?)
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool
Brandy lip finish; round shape; 3” diameter base; 7 5/8” tall; embossed "CLARKE &
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WHITE / C / NEW YORK” on the body and “L" on the base)
bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool patent lip finish; no pontil; round shape;
chemical/medicine; 5 3/4" high; base width 2 1/4")
vial (aqua; dip molded; flanged lip; solid rod pontil; round shape; chemical/medicine;
approximately 6 1/4" high; base width 1 1/2")
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Union oval or Stirrup
strapped shape; applied tool Patent lip finish; base 1 5/8” by 2 1/8”; 4 3/4" tall)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; flanged lip; round shape;
1 ½” diameter base; 4 1/4" tall)
scent/perfume bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; fire polished lip finish; wide
solid rod pontil; hexagonal shape; 1 3/4" base; 5” tall)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round ¾” diameter base; hollow rod pontil; unknown height)
chamber pot (undecorated; creamware/pearlware; lid is Vessel 193)
lamp chimney (clear; sheared top; 1 3/8" diameter top opening; base missing)
salt or salve jar (undecorated; pearlware; 1 ½” diameter base; 1 1/4" high; 1 7/8"
diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall)
small plate (edge decorated; unpainted/molded only; pearlware/whiteware; 3 ¾”
diameter base; 7" diameter; small impressed “8” in base)
saucer (painted; polychrome; red/blue/green/brown; small floral pattern/sprig;
pearlware/whiteware; height unknown; 5" rim diameter)
cup (painted; polychrome; red/green/black; small floral/sprig pattern; double curve
shape; pearlware/whiteware; handleless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 4 ¼” diameter rim; 2
3/8” tall)
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 4” diameter base; 7 1/8” diameter rim; small
impressed “8” in base)
small plate (undecorated; whiteware; 7 5/8” diameter)
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn "MEIGH'S /
IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM") (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:20-21).
saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3½” diameter base; 6" diameter rim; 1 1/8” tall;
partially legible impressed round mark; potentially says “T. & R. BOOTE /
IRONSTONE”)
plate (undecorated; whiteware; heavily exfoliated; fragmentary)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern; whiteware;
3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed rectangular mark "J.
WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and impressed registration
mark for January 13, 1853)(Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:61)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern; whiteware;
3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed rectangular mark "J.
WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and impressed registration
mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern; whiteware;
3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed rectangular mark "J.
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WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and impressed registration
mark for January 13, 1853)
saucer (relief decorated; unidentified pattern; whiteware; 3 ½” diameter base; 6”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; large impressed mark only partially legible; either "E.
CHALLINOR & CO." or “CHALLINOR & CO.”; not “E. & C. CHALLINOR”)
[Although pattern is unidentified, it is reminiscent of a Gothic version of the BALL
AND STICK pattern produced by James Edwards (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:15).
For lack of better name, we refer to it as ARCH AND STICK pattern.]
serving vessel/tureen lid (round and/or domed shape; approximately 6” diameter;
relief decorated; fluted and/or paneled; knob handle on top; whiteware; with
backstamp of eagle on interior of lid; marked"[SU]PERIOR / GRANITE / [W.
ADAM]S & SONS")
plate (relief decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 20 panels/flutes; Fluted Pearl pattern;
whiteware; 5 1/8” diameter base; 8 ½”" diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; ; with impressed mark
"IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA") [Registered by Wedgwood on October
8, 1847 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:24)]
waster bowl (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue;
unmarked; identified as the VERONA pattern; whiteware; 3” diameter base; 5 1/2"
diameter rim; 3 ½” tall)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
[may represent same vessel as Vessel 133]
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base, 5 3/8" diameter; 1 ¼” tall)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
[Same as Vessels 6, 50B]
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; approximately 3 ½” diameter base and 5 ½” diameter
rim)
cup (undecorated; porcelain; shape A; 2 5/8" high; 3" rim diameter; handled)
cup (undecorated; porcelain; shape A; 2 5/8" high; 3" rim diameter; handled)
cup (undecorated; porcelain; shape C; handled; handle only)
egg cup (undecorated; porcelain; 2” diameter base; 2 ½” diameter rim; 3 ¾” tall)
cup (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print; alternating
bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; handless; 2" diameter base; 4" diameter rim; 2”
tall)
saucer (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print; alternating
bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; 3" diameter base; 6" diameter rim; 1” tall)
small pitcher/creamer (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze
print; alternating bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; porcelain; 2 ¾” diameter base;
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76
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approximately 2 ½” diameter rim; approximately 4 ½” tall)
canning jar lid ? (undecorated; yellowware; hand turned; ½” tall; 2 7/8” to 3”
diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2
5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; short rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2 3/8"
diameter base; 3 3/8” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2
5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2
5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2
5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; medium height rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" tall; 2
5/8" base diameter; 3 ½” diameter rim)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup plate”; 3
7/8" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 ½” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup plate”; 3
7/8" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 ½” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup plate”
and/or wide rough pontil; 3 7/8" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 ½” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead?; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup plate”
and/or wide pontil; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base; 3
3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
No Vessel Assigned
stemware (clear/lead; molded ?; ground oval decorated body reminiscent of
thumbprint pattern; heptagonal ground stem; ground pontil; 6" high; 3 3/8” diameter
rim; 3 ½” diameter base)
cruet (clear/lead; molded; octagonal paneled decorated body; flanged lip; no pontil;
height unknown; 1 1/2" diameter base)
waster bowl (annular decorated; blue bands; whiteware; approximately 3 1/2" high; 7"
rim diameter; London urn shape)
food storage jar (salt glazed; brown slipped interior; stoneware; hand turned; 5½”
diameter base; 5½” diameter rim; 10 3/4" tall)
milk pan/bowl (salt glazed; brown slipped interior; greenish yellow exterior;
stoneware; hand turned; 6½” diameter base, 11½” diameter rim; 4 ¾” tall; although
hand turned, rim profile emulates a jigger-molded vessel)
flower pot drain pan (redware; hand turned; 1 1/2" tall; approximately 5” diameter
base and 6”diameter rim)
flower pot (unglazed; red paste earthenware; hand turned; straight rim; small size;
approximately 3-4” diameter)
lamp chimney (clear; 2 1/8” diameter flanged base; oval body; 1 ¼” diameter sheared
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top; height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½”” diameter flanged base; 1 1/8” diameter sheared top;
height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 2 1/8” diameter flanged base; 1 1/8” diameter sheared top;
height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½” diameter flanged base; 1 3/8” diameter sheared rim; height
unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 5/8” diameter flanged base; base of flange ground; base only)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 ½” diameter flanged base; sheared top; height unknown)
lamp chimney (clear; flanged base; approximately 1 ¾” diameter base; base only)
curtain tie back (opalesque pressed glass; same as Vessel 191)
bowl lid (clear/lead ?; molded; swirled cut diamond pattern; sawtooth edge; straight
knob handle; 2 3/4" diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall without handle; intrusive?)
No Vessel Assigned
pitcher (undecorated; whiteware; large size; 5” diameter rim; base missing; probably
about 7-8” tall; barrel shaped; plain handle)
washbasin or bowl (undecorated; whiteware; unknown height; 12-14" diameter rim;
approximately 4 ½” to 5” tall; S-curve shape)
salve/toothpaste jar (undecorated, whiteware; round; 2 7/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall without lid; 1 5/8” tall with lid)
salve/toothpaste jar lid (undecorated, whiteware; round; 2 7/8” diameter base; 2 ¼”
diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall without lid; 1 5/8” tall with lid) [articulates with Vessel 92]
salve/toothpaste jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, 8-sided;; 2 1/2" x 3 3/4" in size; 1”
tall without lid; 1 1/4" tall with lid)
salve/toothpaste jar (undecorated, whiteware, 8-sided;; 2 1/2" x 3 3/4" in size; 1” tall
without lid; 1 1/4" tall with lid) [articulates with Vessel 92]
toy serving vessel lid (relief decorated, porcelain; rectangular 1” by 1 ¼” in size)
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; long neck; neck only; applied tool Brandy lip
finish; probably embossed "G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N. Y.")
wine bottle (dark green/black; round; fragmentary)
medicine/chemical bottle (dark green/black; 2- piece mold; flanged lip; hollow rod
pontil; round shape; 1 5/8" diameter base; 4 1/2" tall; potentially an ink bottle)
condiment/sauce bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool English ring lip finish; 2 ½”
long neck; solid rod pontil; round shape; 2” diameter base; 6 1/4" tall)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool Patent lip finish; no pontil;
1 ½” diameter base; 4 1/4" high)
medicine bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; applied tool rounded or small blob lip finish; no
pontil; Blake Variant 1 base; 1½” by 2 3/8” base; 7 1/8” tall; front panel embossed
"DR. J. F. CHURCHILL'S / SPECIFIC REMEDY / FOR CONSUMPTION"; side
panels embossed "HYPOPHOSPHITES / OF LIME AND SODA" and "J.
WINCHESTER / NEW YORK")
jar/bottle (aqua; dip molded; round 3 5/8” diameter base; hollow rod pontil; unknown
height)
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medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2 piece mold; Blake Variant 1 base shape; lip
missing; unknown height; 1 1/2" x 2 1/8" base)
bottle (aqua; round; molded; approximately 1 ½” diameter body; fragile lip; body and
base missing)
bottle (aqua; applied tool patent lip finish; body and base missing)
vial (aqua; dip molded, round; 1 ½” diameter body; base missing; fragile lip)
small bottle (aqua; round; two-piece mold ?; improved tool Patent lip; body and base
missing)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; 1” diameter base; hollow rod pontil; height unknown)
bottle (aqua; embossed body sherds only; paneled body; embossed "THE / HA... //
L...") [maybe a hair tonic?]
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; Ricketts molded; applied tool Patent lip finish; no
pontil; round shape; 1 3/8" diameter base; 4 1/4" tall)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; flanged lip; round shape;
no pontil; 1 1/4" diameter base; 3 1/4" tall)
chemical/medicine bottle (clear; clamshell shape; ribbed sides/narrow vertical fluting;
lip and body missing; base approximately 1 3/8” by 2” in size)
bottle (clear; poorly executed improved tool patent lip finish; body and base missing;
small size)
fragmentary clear glass medicine/chemical bottle (flanged lip; ground interior rim for
stopper; body and base missing)
cup/mug (undecorated; straight sided; creamware; beaded handle; 3 1/8” diameter
base and rim; 3 1/8” tall)
plate (undecorated; whiteware; approximately 5 ¾” diameter base; approximately 10"
rim diameter; heavily potted)
waster bowl (undecorated; creamware; London urn shape; approximately 3 ½”
diameter base; 3 ¾” tall; 7” diameter rim)
No Vessel Assigned
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
small plate (transfer print, blue, unidentified floral pattern, whiteware, 8” diameter rim)
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn "MEIGH'S /
IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM") (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:20-21).
[Similar to Gothic pattern (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:22)
saucer (Relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern; whiteware;
3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed rectangular mark "J.
WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and impressed registration
mark for January 13, 1853)(Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:61)
cup (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; handless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3" high; 3
3/4" diameter rim)
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cup (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; handless; 1 ¾” diameter base; 3" high; 3
3/4" diameter rim)
bowl (relief decorated; paneled; whiteware; round; 3" diameter base; approximately 3
½” tall; approximately 6” diameter rim)
water pitcher (relief decorated; paneled; reminiscent of Gothic Shape pattern;
whiteware; 6" diameter base; backstamped with the Royal Coat of Arms, unidentified
potter; mark exfoliated)
shaving mug/mug (relief decorated; paneled; Gothic Shape; straight sided; whiteware;
3 3/4'” diameter base; 4” diameter rim; 3 7/8” tall; handle missing; base impressed
with a small “NS” preceded by a single illegible letter)
plate (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; 14-sided?; blue; identified as the
CASSINO pattern; whiteware; 8" diameter)
large pitcher (relief decorated and printed; red; whiteware; 3 3/8” diameter base;
border is identical to the “HANNIBAL PASSING THE ALPS” pattern)
cup (undecorated; whiteware; handleless; round shape; 2 ¼” diameter base;3 3/8”
diameter rim;3 1/8” tall) [same as Vessels 44-46]
Undecorated ironstone serving vessel/bowl (multi-sided/octagonal; rectangular shape;
dimensions unknown)
saucer (relief decorated; ribbed/paneled; whiteware; 6" diameter)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter base, 8 1/4" diameter rim; 1” tall)
[same as Vessels 4-5)
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
[Same as Vessels 6, 49, and 50B]
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
[Same as Vessels 6, 48-50, 50B and 134)
saucer (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print; alternating
bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; 3" diameter base; 6" diameter rim; 1” tall) [Same
as Vessels 55-56]
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black with wide blue and olive bands;
pearlware/whiteware; 3 1/8” diameter base; approximately 3 ½” tall; approximately 5
½” to 6" rim diameter)
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow brown and white bands; London urn shape;
yellowware; approximately 4" high; 7" rim diameter)
bowl (redware; hand turned; approximately 11½-12” diameter rim; 7" diameter base;
5 1/2” tall; rolled rim)
cup (undecorated or potentially painted, pearlware/whiteware; thinly potted; rim only;
probably handleless)
No Vessel Assigned
No Vessel Assigned
No Vessel Assigned
No Vessel Assigned
saucer (undecorated; whiteware; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6 1/2" diameter rim; 1 ½” tall)
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
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backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D")
serving vessel/tureen lid (relief decorated and transfer print; fluted; blue print;
CORAL BORDER pattern; whiteware; approximately 7” by 9” in size; 2 ½” tall)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 12-sided; blue;
whiteware; 7 1/4" diameter; backstamp "LUCERNE / GRANITE WARE"; impressed
mark "STONE WARE / J. CLEM[ENTSON] / [SHELTON]”)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 12-sided; blue;
whiteware; 7 1/4" diameter; backstamp "LUCERNE / GRANITE WARE"; impressed
mark "STONE WARE / J. CLEM[ENTSON] / [SHELTON]”)
saucer (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; whiteware;
approximately 3” diameter base; 6" diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall; backstamp "GEM / E. C.")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; whiteware;
handless; identified as GEM pattern; 2” diameter base; 4" rim diameter; 2 3/4" tall;
backstamped "P")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; unmarked but
probably represents LUCERNE pattern; whiteware; handless; 2” diameter base; 4"
diameter rim; 2 7/8” tall)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; blue; unmarked but
probably represents LUCERNE pattern; whiteware; handless; 2” diameter base; 4"
diameter rim; 2 7/8” tall)
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow blue;
whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO."; impressed mark
"REAL / IRON STONE")
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow blue;
whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO."; impressed mark
"REAL / IRON STONE")
plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; 14-sided?; flow blue;
whiteware; 10" diameter; backstamped "INDIAN JAR / T. F. & CO."; impressed mark
"REAL / IRON STONE")
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian Jar
pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian Jar
pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian Jar
pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter)
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue;
Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON STONE")
waster (?) bowl (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue;
whiteware; height unknown; base 3" diameter; backstamped "6" and “INDIAN JAR /
T. F. & CO.")
waster (?) bowl (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue;
whiteware; height unknown; base 3" diameter; backstamped "6" and “INDIAN JAR /
T. F. & CO.")
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cup (Chelsea appliqué and relief decorated; blue floral applique; fluted and/or
paneled; ironstone; height unknown; 4" rim diameter)
small plate (transfer printed; green overglaze print; alternating bird/pheasant and
butterfly pattern; porcelain; 3 ¾” diameter base; 6 ½” diameter rim; ¾” tall) [Same
pattern as Vessels 54-57 and 65-66]
cup (relief and transfer printed; fluted and/or paneled; green overglaze print;
alternating bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; porcelain; height unknown; 4" rim
diameter) [Same pattern as Items 54-57, 65-66, and 164]
teapot (relief and painted/gilded; ornate molded and braided strap handle; at junction
with body, raised molded leaves/sprigs; Chinese export porcelain; rim and base has
gilded band with dots; small floral element midsection of body reminiscent of Famille
Rose; approximately 5-6” tall; 5" diameter base; approximately 4” diameter rim)
syrup container with metal pouring spout (clear/lead; mold blown; unground blowover-mold lip finish; fluted body body; star burst pattern on base; minimally 7-8” tall;
base 3 1/2" diameter base; applied handle)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base; 3
3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base) [Same as Vessel 69]
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; ground base; 3 3/8"
diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
tumbler (clear/lead?; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup plate”
and/or wide pontil; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall rounded flutes; ground base; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base
diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; fluted; tall, pointed arch; ground base; 3 5/16" high; 3 3/8” tall; 2
½ diameter base)
tumbler (clear/lead; press molded; fluted body; ground base; 3 5/16" high; base 2 ½”
diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead?; fluted; tall rounded flutes; base exhibits evidence of “cup plate”
and/or wide pontil; 3 3/4" high; 2 ½” base diameter; 3 1/4” rim diameter)
tumbler (clear/lead; press molded; fluted body; unknown height; base missing)
tumbler/stemware (clear/lead; press molded; arched thumbprint or honeycomb
design; rim and body fragments only; base missing) [Probably is stemware
reminiscent of Vessel 71]
stemware (clear/lead; press molded; fluted; short stem; ground pontil; plain foot;
unknown height; 3 1/8" diameter base)
food jar (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware; 4 5/8” diameter base; 4¾” diameter rim;
5 7/8” tall)
salve jar lid (undecorated; pearlware; 4" diameter; impressed "6" or "9")
No Vessel Assigned
pitcher (annular decorated; blue/white/yellow/black bands; curvilinear and/or wavy
bands of white slip on black background; pearlware/whiteware; unknown height; 4"
rim diameter; approximate quart size; barrel shaped)
bowl (redware; hand turned; 10 3/4" diameter rim; 7" diameter base; 4 ¾” tall; rolled
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rim)
apothocary jar ? (clear/lead; dip molded; round; 4 ½” diameter base; 1-1 ½” solid
pontil; heavy flanged rim; 3 ¼” diameter rim)
apothocary jar (clear/lead; dip molded; round; 4 ½”diameter base; 1 ½” diameter solid
pontil; shouldered rim; 3 ¼” diameter straight rim)
flower pot (unglazed; red/buff paste earthenware; hand turned; ogee style rim;
approximately 5 ½-6” tall; 6" rim diameter; 4 1/2" base diameter)
flower pot (redware; hand turned; 7 3/8" tall; approximately 9" diameter rim; 5 1/2"
diameter base; hole in center of base)
flower pot drain pan (redware; hand turned; 1 3/8" tall; 7 1/4" diameter rim; diameter;
6 1/8" diameter base)
lamp globe (clear/lead; globular shape; ground lines and acid etched/frosted body;
flanged base; unknown height; 3" top opening; 3 1/4" base diameter)
lamp chimney (clear; 1 1/4" diameter sheared top; height unknown; base missing)
lamp chimney (clear; unknown shape; sheared top; height unknown; 1 1/4" top
diameter; base missing)
curtain tie back (opalesque pressed glass; same pattern as Item 85)
No Vessel Assigned
chamber pot lid (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware; height unknown; 6 ¾” diameter
rim; 8 ¾” diameter lip; applied lug handle) [Fits Vessel 26; Same as Vessel 231]
food storage jar (salt glazed; lightly washed interior; stoneware; hand turned;
distinctive flanged lip; 8” diameter rim with 6"diameter interior of rim; base missing;
height unknown) [Although flanged rim is reminiscent of chamber pot, suspect vessel
was a food storage jar.]
large water pitcher (relief decorated, fluted and/or paneled; reminiscent of Gothic
Shape pattern; 8-sided; ironstone; 12” tall; base 6" diameter)
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool
Brandy lip finish; no pontil; round shape; 3 7/8” diameter base; 9 ½” tall; embossed
"G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N. Y.")
mineral water bottle (dark green/black; 3-piece plate bottom mold; applied tool
Brandy lip finish; no pontil; round shape; 3 7/8” diameter base; 9 ½” tall; embossed
"G. W. WESTON & CO. / SARATOGA / N. Y.")
wine bottle (dark green/black; dip/turn molded; 3” diameter base; narrow pontil with
kickup; lip and body missing; unknown height)
condiment bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; lip and neck missing; hollow rod pontil; fluted
square shape; approximately 5” tall; base 1 1/2" square; embossed "[L]ONDON";
probably contained mustard)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; slightly flared and fire-polished lip;
hollow rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 1/2" x 1 5/8" base; approximately 7-8” tall)
whiskey flask (aqua; 2-piece mold; oval base; most of body and lip missing; hollow
rod pontil; violin or scroll design; 2 5/8" x 1 5/8" base)
bottle (aqua; dip molded/free blown; round; 3 ½-4” diameter base; lip and neck
missing; kick up base with hollow rod pontil; unknown height)
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203
204

205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

217
218

219

220
221
222
223
224

medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; folded lip; hollow rod pontil; round
shape; unknown height; base 1 1/2" diameter)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua; 2-piece mold; folded lip; hollow rod pontil; unusual
base shape with half of bottle exhibiting 5 panels of an octagonal shape and the other
half of the bottle being round; 1 3/8" diameter base; 2 5/8" tall; possibly an ink bottle)
vial (aqua; 2-piece mold; height unknown; base 5/8" diameter base and body;
pontiled; 1” tall from shoulder to base; lip missing) [Very small bottle].
chemical/medicine bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; flanged lip; no pontil;
round; 1 1/4" diameter base; 3 1/4" tall)
whiskey flask (clear/lead; free blown; sheared and fire polished lip; base and body
missing; smaller half pint size?)
bottle (clear; dip molded; lip and neck missing; no pontil; round; 1 3/4" base diameter;
unknown height)
bottle (clear; 3-piece mold; improved tool patent lip finish; ball neck ring; body and
base missing; paneled; square/rectangular base; unknown dimensions)
No Vessel Assigned
cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled, Shape A; 1 7/8” diameter base, 2 3/4" high; 3"
diameter rim)
stemware (clear/lead, fluted body; stem and base missing; 3" rim diameter; ground
flutes)
tableware glass / large bowl ? (clear/lead, press molded; flutes and hobknob design;
fragmentary) [Potentially intrusive?]
lamp chimney (clear, round; straight base with small flange; potentially straight body
and top; 2 1/2" diameter top?; 3" diameter base; unlike other chimneys in assemblage)
liquor/whiskey bottle (amber, applied tool brandy lip finish; body and base missing)
medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, 2-piece mold; applied tool Patent lip finish; no pontil;
Plain oval base shape; embossed "B" on base; approximately 5" high; 1 1/2" x 2 3/4"
base)
medicine bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold; applied tool patent lip finish; no pontil; round; 1
1/2" diameter base)
liquor/bitters bottle (amber, 2-piece mold?; applied tool ring or oil lip finish; no pontil;
log cabin form; 9¾” tall; 2¾” square base; front embossed "ST. / DRAKE / 1860 /
PLANTATION / X / BITTERS"; back embossed "PATENTED / 1862"; whole)
perfume/scent bottle (white/milk glass, 3-piece plate bottom mold; improved tool
Patent lip finish; Blake Variant 1 base; no pontil; 4 9/16" tall; 1 ¼” x 2 1/8" base;
embossed "G. W. LAIRD / PERFUMER / NEW YORK")
salve / toothpaste jar (undecorated, pearlware, lid missing; 3” diameter base; 2 1/4"
diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall)
tumbler (clear/lead; tapered; fluted body; flat-topped panels; rough pontiled base; 3
3/8" diameter rim; 3 ½” tall; 2 1/8" diameter base)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; 1 ½” diameter base; pontiled; height unknown)
vial (aqua; dip molded; round; ¾” diameter base; pontiled; height unknown)
perfume/scent bottle (clear; 3-piece mold; round; 1 ¼” diameter base; 1” high from
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225
226

227
228
229
230
231
232

233
234

235
236
237
238
239
240

241
242

243

base to shoulder; lip/neck missing; embossed "... HINMAN / PERFUMER")
mirror (aqua; silvered)
medicine/chemical bottle (clear; 3-piece plate bottom mold; Blake Variant 1 base
shape; improved tool ring or oil lip; front and side panels; 5 1/4" high; 1 5/8” x 2½”
base)
vial (clear; dip molded; fragile lip; no pontil; round shape; 2 3/8" high; 1/2" diameter
base)
unknown tableware (clear/lead; acid etched and ground; floral motif; body sherd
only) [Old Vessel 184B/249]
bowl (redware; hand turned; 10 ¾” diameter rim; 7" diameter base; 5 ½” tall; rolled
rim) [Old Vessel 182B/248]
flower pot (unglazed; red paste earthenware; hand turned; everted rim with thumb
impressed scallop; approximate 7" rim diameter; rim only)
chamber pot lid (undecorated; pearlware/whiteware; height unknown; 6 ¾” diameter
rim; 8 ¾” diameter lip; applied lug handle; fits Vessel 26) [Same as Vessel 193]
saucer/cup plate (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue;
Indian Jar pattern; whiteware; 5" diameter; impressed mark "REAL / IRON STONE")
[OLD Vessel 160B/247]
small serving vessel/bowl (undecorated, whiteware/ironstone; S-curve-shape; rim
only) [Old Vessel 131A]
plate (relief decorated; paneled/fluted; 12-sided; Gothic pattern; whiteware; 5¼”
diameter base; 9” diameter rim; 1¼” tall; backstamp of lion and unicorn "MEIGH'S /
IRON STONE / CHINA"; impressed "CM") (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:21) [OLD
Vessel 147A]
saucer (undecorated; round, 6” diameter) [Old Vessel 35B]
vase ? (undecorated; porcelain; fluted corners; approximately 2” wide; partial rim
fragment only) [Old Vessel 166]
small pitcher (relief decorated; unidentified ribbed and floral pattern; whiteware;
approximately 4 1/2" high) [Old Vessel 148B]
waster bowl (annular decorated; brown and wide bands, both narrow and wide;
yellowware; London urn shape; fragmentary)
small plate (undecorated, porcelain; approximately 4: diameter base and 7” diameter
rim) [Old Vessel 5B]
saucer (relief decorated; Scalloped Decagon or Cambridge Shape pattern; whiteware;
3 ¼” diameter base; 5 7/8” diameter rim; 1 3/8” tall; impressed rectangular mark "J.
WEDGWOOD / IRONSTONE” with an impressed “3" and impressed registration
mark for January 13, 1853) [Old Vessel 39B]
saucer (undecorated; porcelain; 3 ¼” diameter base; 5 3/8” diameter rim; 1 ¼” tall)
[Old Vessel 50B]
cup (relief decorated and transfer print; paneled; green overglaze print; alternating
bird/pheasant and butterfly pattern; handless; 2" diameter base; 4" diameter rim; 2”
tall) [Old Vessel 55B]
plate (transfer printed, blue, whiteware, 10 ½” diameter; slightly scalloped edge;
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244
245
246
247
248
249
250

backstamp "STONE WARE / CORAL / BORDER /D") [Old Vessel 119B]
waster bowl (annular decorated; narrow black and wide blue bands; whiteware;
approximately 5½” to 6” diameter rim; London urn shape) [Old Vessel 137B]
cup (undecorated, pearlware/whiteware; thinly potted; rim only; probably handleless)
[Old Vessel 140B]
cup (relief and transfer print decorated; fluted and/or paneled; flow blue; Indian Jar
pattern; whiteware; handless; 3" height; 4 1/2" rim diameter) [Old Vessel 159B]
cup (transfer print; blue; unidentified floral pattern; whiteware) [Old Vessel 120B]
bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, Blake Variant 1 base, 4
1/2" tall, 1 1/8" x 2" base)
bottle (aqua, 3-piece mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, Blake Variant 1 base
shape; 4" tall, 1 5/16" x 1 1/2", embossed "BURNETT / BOSTON")
bottle (clear, Ricketts mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, 4" tall, base width 1 1/2"
diameter)
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APPENDIX VI
ANIMAL REMAINS FROM TWO PRIVY VAULTS
AT THE DAVID DAVIS MANSION (11ML117) IN BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS
Terrance J. Martin
(1999)

INTRODUCTION
During restoration of the David Davis Mansion in Bloomington, Illinois, by the State of
Illinois (Illinois Historic Preservation Agency), two side-by-side features were discovered
adjacent to the 1870-1872 building foundation. Excavations by Fever River Research indicate that
Features 5 and 6 represent two privies that were used by the Fell and Davis families prior to the
construction of the present Mansion. Feature 6 is a shallow, wood-lined feature that appears to be
the earlier of the two privies. Floyd Mansberger (personal correspondence, 22 October 1992)
suggests that Feature 6 was constructed during the mid-to-late 1830s by the Jesse Fell family, and
that it remained in use until the construction of the Davis Mansion in 1869. Feature 5, in contrast,
is a deep, brick-lined privy vault having a distinctive bell-shaped profile. Mansberger suggests that
Feature 5 was probably constructed by the Davis family, either when they first moved to the site
in 1844, or when they remodeled the Fell house in the early 1850s. Both privies were in use at the
same time during the 1850s through the late 1860s and may have served to separate either males
from females within the house, or the servants from the members of the main household. The
contents of two privy vaults that were discovered in the brick woodhouse behind the Mansion
were previously reported by Mansberger (1993), but the artifact assemblages were largely devoid
of animal remains.
The animal remains from archaeological contexts provide direct evidence of meats
consumed by the families that formerly resided at the site. Attention to skeletal portions and
butchering units of large domestic mammals also offer perspectives on food ways that may be
related to socioeconomic status and gender differences. Both Jesse Fell and Judge David Davis
were prominent citizens of the Bloomington community during the mid-nineteenth century.

METHODS
Animal remains from the David Davis Mansion site were examined at the Illinois State
Museum’s Research and Collections Center in Springfield, where an extensive collection of
modern vertebrate skeletons and freshwater mussel shells are available for reference. The
collection of animal remains from Feature 5 was divisible into three analytical units. The so-called
“Upper Fill” was deposited during the late 1860s. Below this deposit were an “Upper Fecal Zone”
and a “Lower Fecal Zone.” The refuse from Feature 6 is treated as one integrated analytical unit.
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Tags printed on acid-free, archive-quality paper were completed for each identified
specimen and each lot of unidentified specimens. Specimens and accompanying tags were
placed within 2 mil polyethylene zipper bags. Included on the specimen tags is information on
archaeological provenance, animal taxon represented, anatomical element, side, portion of
element, condition of epiphyseal closure (if present), completeness, weight of the specimen in
grams, natural modifications (e.g., carnivore- and/or rodent-gnawing), and cultural modifications
(e.g., burning and cut marks). Standard lengths of fish were estimated for each identified bone by
referring to bones from modern fish of known size in the comparative collection. Single specimen
counts were tallied in the case of refitted broken specimens as well as rejoined epiphyses and
shafts. All information was then entered into dBase III Plus files in order to facilitate the analysis.
Summary calculations are presented in tables and include the number of identified
specimens (NISP), minimum number of individuals (MNI) per taxon, total weight of specimens
per taxon in grams, and biomass (in kg) for each taxon. Estimates of MNI were calculated both
from individual features and from the site at large based on element, symmetry, element portion,
and biological age or body size. Identification of gender may be also be useful for distinguishing
individual animals, such as when inspecting isolated swine teeth or swine cranial fragments
having teeth in place (e.g., Mayer and Brisbin 1988). Biomass estimates were derived from
allometric scaling. As described by Reitz and Scarry (1985:18), “the weight of the archaeological
bone is used in an allometric formula [see Reitz and Scarry 1985:67] to predict the quantity of
biomass for the skeletal mass recovered rather than the total original weight of the individual
animal represented by the recovered bone.” This approach avoids the problem of basing meat
estimates on MNI and determining whether the meat from entire animals was consumed at the
site from which the archaeological sample was acquired. Historical sites such as the David Davis
Mansion represents situations where MNI estimates are not particularly informative since most
meat was probably obtained from professional butchers (as indicated by the abundance of sawcut bones).

SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Altogether, the various deposits contained 227 animal remains, which would have
furnished approximately 32 kg of meat (Tables 1 and 2). The collections are dominated by
mammals (60% of the total specimens by count, 95.3% by weight of total specimens, and 95% of
the total biomass) with minor supplements provided by fish (25.6% of the total specimens by
count) and birds (13.7% of the total specimens by count).
Feature 5, Lower Fecal Zone
The lowest zone of Feature 5 contained only eight specimens, all from swine. A minimum
of only one individual is represented with six cranial fragments and two isolated teeth (lower
incisor and lower canine from a female). A fragment of a temporal and occipital were saw cut,
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and a left mandible with rodent-gnawing was chopped by an axe or cleaver. A left maxilla
fragment has a small green stain.
Feature 5, Upper Fecal Zone
The middle zone is more diverse in terms of both species composition and skeletal
portions. Although specimens of beef are more plentiful than those from swine, the latter
contribute more by weight and thus represent most of the biomass. At least two individual swine
are indicated by two right innominate bones as well as two right tibiae. In addition to four sawed
bones (two innominate bones, a distal femur, and a proximal tibia), a distal scapula was chopped,
and a rodent-gnawed tibia shaft has a knife cut-mark. In terms of skeletal portions, pork cuts are
nearly evenly distributed among the shoulder, the innominate bone, and the ham, or proximal
hindquarter. In contrast to the lowest zone, the only cranial fragment is a lateral portion of a
frontal bone. No isolated teeth or foot elements were recovered.
In contrast to pork cuts, more than 70% of the cattle specimens were sawed, and the
skeletal portions are dominated by high quality short loin and sirloin cuts from lumbar vertebrae,
the sacrum, and sirloin steaks from the ilium. Two short ribs or cross ribs and two thoracic
vertebrae were all sawed and also represent high quality beef cuts. The only low quality
butchering unit is a distal tibia that constitutes a hindshank.
The only sheep and/or goat bones from either of the privy vaults were associated with this
zone. Both specimens may be from the same subadult individual. A nearly whole left femur is
rodent-gnawed and has open proximal and distal epiphyses, whereas a left tibia also has open
epiphyses and exhibits knife-cuts.
Bird remains are most numerous in this zone and contributed to just over 6% of the total
biomass. A minimum of five individual turkeys are represented. At least one adult includes a left
humerus, a right proximal ulna shaft, and a right proximal radius shaft; bones from two subadults
consist of left and right tarsometatarsi of different sizes; and two juvenile turkeys are represented
by right tibiotarsi. Three of the turkey bones were gnawed by rodents. Two individual chickens
were identified on the basis of a whole humerus from an adult bird and a rodent-gnawed distal
tibiotarsus from a subadult.
Feature 5, Upper Fill
In contrast to the two lower zones in Feature 5, cattle bones in the upper fill are far more
numerous than those from any other species and constitute 55% of the identified specimens.
Consistent with the middle zone, however, 77% of the beef bones are sawed, and consist of the
most expensive cuts such as short loins, sirloins, round steaks, and short rib. The only mid-value
cut is a sawed scapula fragment (chuck). Two bones represent low-value shanks: a distal ulna
shaft and a nearly whole calcaneus. The unidentified large mammal specimens include four
sawed bone fragments that may also be from cattle.
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Swine bones are from a minimum of one subadult and are dominated by bones from the
feet, four of which are calcined as a result of intensive burning. The only sawed pork bone is a
rodent-gnawed ischium. A proximal ulna had been chopped by a cleaver or axe.
Two mammal species are unique to this zone. Bones from white-tailed deer consist of a
proximal humerus shaft and a rodent-gnawed ilium. A right innominate bone is the only
specimen from an eastern cottontail in the David Davis Mansion faunal assemblage.
Seven identified bird bones include three bones from a minimum of two chickens (adult
and subadult) and four bones from a minimum of one adult turkey. One of the turkey bones, a
tibiotarsus, was stained green from contact with copper. A distal tibiotarsus from an unidentified
juvenile bird was also present.
The only fish bone from Feature 5 was found in this zone. It appears to from the anterior
portion of a cleithrum from a large individual, but there are no morphological features on the
small specimen from which to make a more positive identification.
Feature 6
Unfortunately, the fill from this feature cannot be subdivided into distinctive strata or
episodes of deposition. Perhaps as a consequence, the faunal assemblage from Feature 6 has the
greatest species diversity of any of the zones from these two privies. In addition to bones from
mammals, birds, and fish, a fragment of an unidentified marine bivalve shell was encountered in
lot 46. The shell has a ribbed texture, reminiscent of a medium to large-sized cockle.
Although mammal remains constitute only 38% of all specimens in the feature, they
represent more than 86% of the total Feature 6 faunal assemblage by weight. Of these, swine
remains are most numerous, and all but six are cranial fragments. Four isolated teeth include an
unerupted lower third molar and an upper canine from a female. The postcranial specimens
include a sawed thoracic vertebra, a rodent-gnawed rib fragment, and a rodent-gnawed left
proximal tibia shaft. A second bone from the proximal hindquarter is a carnivore-chewed right
femur that has knife cuts along the anterior shaft along with open proximal and distal epiphyses.
Two metapodials, both having open epiphyses, were the only foot bones recovered. As a group,
the swine specimens may represent one subadult individual, but more likely the bones came from
multiple individuals of similar subadult age.
The cattle remains from this privy are more homogeneous in that each specimen is sawcut, and each is from a high value butchering unit. Four vertebrae all are probably remnants of
thinly cut short loin steaks. Three ilium fragments represent sirloin steaks, and a femur shaft
constitutes a round steak. Present among the eight unidentified large mammal remains are two
additional small unidentified sawed fragments that may also be unrecognizable cuts of beef.
The only other identified mammal from Feature 6 is Old World rat. Two individuals are
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indicated by the presence of two right entire innominate bones. Although no attempt was made
to identify the specimens from the privy to species, both Rattus rattus (commonly known as
black rat, roof rat, or ship rat) and R. norvegicus (Norway rat) were introduced to North America
from Europe early during periods of exploration and the spread of commerce into the continent’s
interior (Armitage 1993).
Fish remains are present in lots 48 and 49. Most surprising is the finding that these bones
are from large Atlantic cod and not from a locally-available freshwater species. In addition to 54
ribs, rays, spines, and indeterminate small cranial fragments, the cod bones include a pair of left
and right supracleithrums, the posterior portion of a right cleithrum, and a whole left cleithrum.
The paired elements are symmetrical and all of the cod bones seem to represent one individual.
Following Rojo (1986), measurements were taken on the left cleithrum in order to estimate the
size of the fish. The maximum length (Lm) is approximately 190 mm; the maximum width (Wm)
is 36 mm; and the cleithrum “head” length (Lh) is 65 mm. Using Rojo’s regression formulae for
these measurements, the individual had a total length (TL) of between 111 and 125 cm; a round,
or total, weight (RW) of 11.2 to 13.6 kg; and a dressed weight (DW) of 9.7 to 11.6 kg. The cod
cranium from Feature 6 was from an exceptionally large individual, and would have been larger
than all but one of the 107 codfish in Rojo’s modern control sample from Nova Scotia. None of
the bones from Feature 6 have cut marks.
Although marine fish remains are not common at historical sites in the Midwestern United
States, bones from cod and Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus) have been identified from
several sites in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota (e.g., Branstner 1988; Martin 1987; Martin
and Colburn 1985, 1987; Martin and Richmond 1995; Martin et al. 1996; Weir et al. 1983) and
indicate that imported seafoods were available at Midwest markets throughout most of the
nineteenth century.
DISCUSSION
Differences in species composition and dietary contribution among the various zones in
features 5 and 6 are apparent from tables 1 and 2, but the small sample size for each zone must be
kept in perspective. For example, whereas swine remains are prevalent in the two lower zones of
Feature 5 and in Feature 6, cattle bones dominate the upper fill of Feature 5. The lower zone of
Feature 5 is restricted to swine cranial fragments, but the total assemblage from this context is
only eight specimens. Elsewhere, there is considerable diversity among the various zones
regarding the presence of specimens from the cranium and the feet (Table 3). Bones from sheep
or goat and from white-tailed deer were also recovered from Feature 5, but from different zones.
In the case of fish remains, cod bones were found only in Feature 6, but the large unidentified
fish bone fragment in the upper fill of Feature 5 may also be from cod.
There are certain findings that seem consistent throughout the various zones of both
privies, however. The cattle specimens recovered from all zones reflect purchase from a
professional butcher in that (1) nearly 80% of all cattle bones were sawn, and (2) 85% of the
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specimens represent high value beef butchering units (see Table 4) (Lyman 1979; Schulz and
Gust 1983). Bird remains are limited to turkey and domestic chicken, and the dietary contribution
of gallinaceous species to the residents of the David Davis Mansion property was only
supplemental. The discovery of Atlantic cod remains in Feature 6 is consistent with an
impression of high status in that the large individual represents an imported food resource.
Despite the affluence suggested by the food residue in both privies, a total of 13 bones (5.8% of
all vertebrate remains) exhibit traces of rodent-gnawing, and the privy designated as Feature 6
included bones from two individual Old World rats. Even affluent families could not completely
escape the nuisance of these commensal pests during the mid-nineteenth century.
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Table 1. Species Composition of Features 5 and 6 at the David Davis Mansion Site.
Feature 5
Upper Fill
Taxon
MAMMALS
Old World Rat, Rattus sp.
Eastern Cottontail, Sylvilagus floridanus
Swine, Sus scrofa
White-tailed Deer, Odocoileus virginianus
Sheep/Goat, Ovis/Capra
Cattle, Bos taurus
Unidentified Large Mammal

Feature 6

Upper Fecal Zone

Lower Fecal Zone

NISP/MNI

Wt (g)

NISP/MNI

Wt (g)

NISP/MNI

Wt (g)

NISP/MNI

Wt (g)

B
1/1
8/1
2/1
B
22/1
7/B

B
.9
58.2
28.1
B
509.1
14.2

B
B
13/2
B
2/1
18/1
12/B

B
B
373.6
B
57.5
345.6
8.4

B
B
8/1
B
B
B
B

B
B
283.3
B
B
B
B

2/2
B
24/1
B
B
8/1
8/B

1.0
B
236.7
B
B
109.9
15.6

BIRDS
Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo
Chicken, Gallus gallus
Unidentified Bird

4/1
3/2
1/B

21.8
3.1
.2

12/5
2/2
B

49.1
4.7
B

B
B
B

B
B
B

1/1
8/3
1/B

5.9
10.9
.1

FISH
Atlantic Cod, Gadus morhua
Unidentified Fish

B
1/1

B
1.6

B
B

B
B

B
B

B
B

58/1
B

4.2
B

BIVALVE
Unidentified Marine Bivalve
GRAND TOTALS
TOTALS (Identified)

B
49/8
40/8

B
637.2
621.2

B
59/11
47/11

B
838.9
830.5

B
8/1
8/1

B
283.3
283.3

1/1
111/9
101/9

.4
420.7
404.6
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Table 2. Biomass Contributions by Taxa Identified from Features 5 and 6 at the David Davis Mansion Site.

Taxon
MAMMALS
Swine
White-tailed Deer
Sheep/Goat
Cattle
Unident. Lg Mammal

Upper Fill
Kg

%

Feature 5
Upper Fecal Zone
Kg
%

Feature 6
Lower Fecal Zone
Kg
%

Grand Totals

Kg

%

Kg

%

1.020
.529
–
7.180
.286

11.2
5.8
–
78.7
–

5.435
–
1.009
5.067
.179

44.2
–
8.2
41.2
–

4.237
–
–
–
–

100.0
–
–
–
–

3.604
–
–
1.807
.312

62.3
–
–
31.2
–

14.296
.529
1.009
14.054
.777

45.5
1.7
3.2
44.7
–

BIRDS
Turkey
Chicken
Unidentified Bird

.337
.057
.005

3.7
.6
–

.706
.083
–

5.7
.7
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

.103
.179
–

1.8
3.1
–

1.146
.319
.005

3.6
1.0
–

FISH
Atlantic Cod
Unidentified Fish

–
.043

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

.094
–

1.6
–

.094
.043

1.6
–

GRAND TOTALS
TOTALS (Ident.)

9.457
9.123

100.0

12.479
12.300

100.0

4.237
4.237

100.0

6.099
5.787

100.0

32.272
31.447

100.0
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Table 3. Skeletal Portions of Swine (NISP) from Features 5 and 6 at the David Davis Mansion Site.

Skeletal Portion
Cranium
Isolated teeth
Proximal forequarter
Vertebrae
Ribs
Innominate bone
Proximal hindquarter
Distal leg/feet
TOTALS

Upper
Fill
NISP
# Sawed
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
5
8

–
–
–
–
–
1
–
–
1

Feature 5
Upper
Fecal Zone
NISP
# Sawed
1
0
4
1
1
3
3
0
13

–
–
–
–
–
2
2
–
4

Feature 6
Lower
Fecal Zone
NISP
# Sawed
6
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1

Grand Totals

NISP

# Sawed

NISP

# Sawed

14
4
0
1
1
0
2
2
24

–
–
–
1
–
–
–
–
1

21
6
5
2
2
4
6
7
53

1
–
–
1
–
3
2
–
7
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Table 4. Skeletal Portions and Butchering Units of Cattle (NISP) from Features 5 and 6 at the David Davis Mansion Site.

Skeletal Portion
Cranium
Isolated teeth
Proximal forequarter
Vertebrae
Ribs
Innominate bone
Proximal hindquarer
Distal leg/feet
TOTALS

Upper
Fill
NISP
# Sawed

Feature 5
Upper
Fecal Zone
NISP
# Sawed

Feature 6
Lower
Fecal Zone
NISP
# Sawed

Grand Totals

NISP

# Sawed

NISP

# Sawed

0
0
2
9
1
6
3
1
22

–
–
1
6
1
5
3
1
17

0
0
0
12
2
3
1
0
18

–
–
–
8
2
3
–
–
13

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0
0
0
4
0
3
1
0
8

–
–
–
4
–
3
1
–
8

0
0
2
25
3
12
5
1
48

–
–
1
18
3
11
4
1
38

7
8
0
3
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
22

4
7
–
3
–
1
1
–
–
–
–
1
–
–
17

9
4
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
18

5
4
2
–
–
–
2
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
13

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

4
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

4
3
–
1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
8

20
15
2
4
0
1
3
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
48

13
14
2
4
–
1
3
–
–
–
–
1
–
–
38

Butchering Unit
Short loin
Sirloin
Rib
Round
Rump
Chuck
Cross/Short Rib
Arm
Brisket/Short Plate
Neck
Foreshank
Hindshank
Cranial Fragments
Feet
TOTALS
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